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PREFACE
/

_ _The_increasing_contributiOn_of mathematics to the

of the modern. worlds as well as its importance as a vital.

part of scientific-and humanistic education, has made it

essential that the mathematics in our schools be both well

selected and well taught - =at all levels, from_the _kinder-

garten through the graduate school.

With this-in mind; matheMatical organizatioas in the

United. States cooperated in the fo4mation of the School

MatheWatics Study Group- (SMSG): The general objective of

BMW is the improvement of the.teaching of ma-theta-tics in

grades Ic..12 in the schools of this country. The National

Science FOundationhas.6rovided subStantial fUnds for the

support of this end4avor:

One of the prerequisites for the iMproliement of the

teaching of mathematics in our schools is an improved

curriculum= -one which takes account, of the increasing use

of mathematiCs in science and technology and in other area

of knowledge, and at the same time, one which reflects

recent ad s in mathematics itself. Among the projects

undertaken by jet/3.s been that of enlisting a grdup Of out=

'standing Mathethaticians, educator6, and mathematicS teachers

to prepare a set-ies of.sampie textbooks1k4hich:viduld illustrate

such ah improved curriculum: This is one of' .e publications

in that series: 4

development Of.mathematical-ideas among young

children must be. grounded in appropriate experiences with

things from the physical world and the itMdiaie-enVirohment

The text materials for gradeS IC,=3 provide for young Children

an introduction to the study of mathemiatica that refieCtS

-Clearly this point of Vleci, in which growth is itioM'the
4 concrete to the abstract, from the specific to the geheral:

Major emphasis is given to the explotatidn and progressive

-c refitetent Of ideas- associated with both number and space -z.

O



':These-texts:.-for grades-IX-Iwere_developed following

the completion of texts for grades.24:6:',.`The dynamic-nature.

of SMSG permitted serious reconsideration of several crucial

issues .and resulted'in-some.modification of earlier points

of view. The texts'for grades K -3 include approaches to

mathematics which appear to, be promisilig as. well as approaches

whose efficacy has been demOnstrated 'through classroom use.

It is)hot intended that this book be regarded as the

only definitive-way of introducing good mathetatics to

children at this lev61. Instead, it should be thought

of as a sample of the kind ofimproved curricula that

we need and as a source of suggestiong,for-the authors

of commercial -textbooks. It is sincerely hoped thdt this

and other texts prepared by SMSG will lead the.way toward

Inspiring a more meaningful teadhingbf Mathematics, the

Queen and Se'rvant of the Sciences.



Based on the teaching experience--of- elementary-teachers in all parts

of the country and the estimates of the authors of thE revisions, it is

.suggested that-teaching time be approximately as f011ows:

,Chapter

1

2

3

14-

5.;

7
8

-9

BOOK 3-

3-4 weeks

8-a0 weeks

2-3 weeks

i_L-2 weeks

4 -6 weeks

4-5 weeks

1-erweela

3-14.wedks

1-2 week

Teachers are urged to try not to-exceed the-se approximate time

allotments so thalt pupils will not.miss'the important ideas contained

In later chapters.
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Chapter I

SETS OF POINTS.

Background

IntroducV.om,!:

This chapter is devdt4d to geometry. WW

study what may be called physical geometry- -that is,'

the geometry A the world around as. The study involves

a certain amgunt of abstraction, for the fundamental

objects we shell, deal with are not thinge we can pidk

up or feel or see. We shall think of a point, for

example, as an exact location in space. .A point, then,

has no size or shape or color; it has no physical

attributes at all except its location. We indicate a

point by making a pencil dot or a chalk dot; but every

child will agree.that such a dot does not mark an exact

location, and he will elgjby imagining the unseeable

points.

We may remark tha't the geometry studied in college

courses is of a highei- degree of abstraction. still.

There the fundamental geometric objects like point

and line are no defined at all, and the study proceeds

deductively rom certain formally state assumptions

about them Viled axioms). 4

Our purpose here is to help the pupil observe and
C .

describe fuAdamental geometric-relationships.. The dis-
IQ

cussion is intuitive. In the primary grfdes we are not
-'s

particularly concerned with formal deductions.

Several geometric concepts have already been intro-

duqed: point, line segment, line; ray; curve, closed

curve, simple closed curve, polygon, vertex, triangle,

rectangle, square, dire, angle, congruence, and-
.

others. We now explore them further.

In

a.
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Point

By A point we mean an exact location--for example,-the

exact t-spoi at the' corner of a room where two walls and the

ceiling meet. We indicate points by drawing dots; but

realize.thAt a pencil dot, no matter how small, gives on

an approximate location, not an exact one. (In fact, it

is clear that a pencil dot on a sheet of paper covers

infinitely many points-=tfiMt is, more than can be counted.)

Nevertheless, in order to keep the language sipple, we

refer to the dots themselves as the' actual points.
7

It is customary to denote points by capital letters.

A point is a fixed location: points do not move.

The .7?1\pnt at the corner of the ceiling remains even if the

whole building falls down. Nevertheless, it must be

remembered that fixing a location is a meaningfu l notion

only with respect to some particular frame of reference.

Frames of reference in commoyuse are:. the sun, the

earth, a car, a person, a ruler. A point that is fixed

with respect to one frame of reference need not be fixed

with resoect to a differeht one. For example, when a

ruler is carried across the room, a point on the ruler

remains fixed with respect to the ruler but does not

remain fixedwitE respect to the berth.

A geometric figure is any set of points._

Congruence
$ L

The idea of congruence in geometjy is basic. Two,

geometric figures are said to be co r ruent provided that

they have the same size and shape. A test, -is whether one

will fit exactly on the other. In practice, the objects

may not be conveniently movable; then one tests for

congruence by making a movable copy of one and check

it against the other. Of course, all such tests, sine:

they. involve actual physical obaects.often including

the human eye are only approximate. Nevertheless,

in -tater to keep the language simple, we sh81.1 say,

"The segments AB and CD are congruen-tr (rather

than seem to be)--just as people say, "Johniy
%IN

IQ



and Jimmy are exactly as tail, as each other" (rather

, than seem to be).

Curve

By a curve we mean aqy set of points followed in

passing from a given point A to a-given point A.

Inherent in this definition is the intuitive notion of

continuity; this is a curve:

and so is this:

while this is not "a curve:

A

(However, it is a union of three cui'ves.)
J
We agree that

-a single point is not a curve.

It.is also noteworthy that, according to the definition,

a curve can be straight (in contrast with everyday usage).
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This ip a curve:

and so is this:

A

Line- Segment

7-1

B

JI!he last picture is aff example of a line segment, that

Is, a stztaight curve. The endpoints are marked, A and B;

the line segmept'is denoted, accordingly, by either AB
or BA. Again, we agree that a single point is nck a line .

segment-

Observe that a line segment can always. be expressed

in many different ways as a -union of other line gments.

For example, the line segment AB `shown here is.the

union.of the line segments AC dad CB, the union of
the line segments AD, AE, and CB, etc.

A

Line

When a line segment is extended infinitely far in

both directions, we get a line. Such extensions are

only conceptual, of course, not practical. A line has
no endpoints. No matter)how far out we go in either.'

direction along a line, still more of1.-the line will lie

ahead. The infinite extent is indicated by -aTrOrs

4 12

We"



The2.'llne

. The line

ebr thiS
a- -

containing points A and ..,1B is ofix§n.0.y AB, .- s.
shown contains points A, B, and 4C,;4.some.name;

lie -are, 'therefore, 1g, 'BA0: 76; -;1.31.0.L. etc.

.

-

a

Note that althOli.gh AB and AC

AB. aid AC 'areA-the sable line.

st

_r

/4." a line' is the infinite

AP

are diff=erent line segments,

extension of 'a line

segment in both directions A ray is the infinite' extension

of a line segment in one direction. A ray therefore has

a single endpoint. - The infinite teent of a ray is. ,

indicated by an arrow: The ray,with 'endpoint A And
containing another point B is denoted by AB. The ray

shown has endpoint A and contains points B, and C;

AI and AC.some nas for this ray are, thprgfore
V

A

10

Note that, hoRigh AB and BA 'are the same 1

and BA are ferent rays:

46-

e4

411-11

AB = BA

dor

r

RIP

I

BA
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. .
,"-'4, flBy an angle we mean theanlion af two rays having the /

0ID

same endpoint. (We exclude the ease in which the two
rays are- part of the same line.) The common endpoint
is called the vertex of the angle. The plural d t'1',"vertex ":
is "vertics". The angle formed by- rays AB an8. AC

is denoted by BAC or LCAB

;

Two segments,z_vith a common endpoint determine an angle:
. segments AB and .A0 4'with common endpart A determine

the angle Z.B.AC with vertex A:

C

Right' Angie

_An antile.as called a right angip if "two of them. can fit
'together to form_a line"e' In the diagram, 4ABC is
congruent with` ABD, and the three points C, B, D
lie an a 'line; -therefore LABC and LAUD are right angles.

k .
A

D

4

p

4

\

C.

1
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Z. - 1
i

Note. that'thereware two parts'to the definition t' part
L .11

# concerning cangruepmel and the part concerning,thelime.:-T:
..'A 'r,....

In the- next' diagram, LEPG;. and .LEFE form. a ine.'hut

are not congruent, while Luz and, LEINare
.

congruent tit.do riot forla a line.

7

Plane

When a flat surface such as a'table.top wall, or

sheet of glass,!oreven this sheet of..paper,.. is extended

"infinite-247-in all directions, we geta plane. Notice

that if two points of a line lie In a,given plane then

the entire line is contained in the plane. Two intersecting

lines determine.a plane. In the teaching material, the

infinite extent of the plane is-not.stressed.

Closedlrve, Simple Closed Curve.

We hay; called a curve any set of points followed' in

paseing.from7a given pOint: A to a given point B. When

the points. A and B coincide, the curve is said to be

closed.

A closed curve

1

C

.4
. 0
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-A closed curve that lies in a plane and does no cross
r

itself is simple.

fr

A simple closed curve

A simple closed curve has the Interesting,prope:lybf

separating the rest of the.plane into two sUbsets

an Inside'or interior (the subset of the plane

enclosed by the curve) And the outside or exterior.

Any curve connecting,arpoint of the interior with,a.

point of .the exterior necessarily intersects the simple

closed curve. .(It maybe of interest that'this-

seemingly obvious' fact is actusily quite hard _to prove.)

Polygon

An important class of simple closed curves is the

class of polygons. A 2olygon is a simple closed curve

that is a union of line segments. Recall that a line_

segment can always be expressed in many different ways

as a union of line segments. Hence a polygon, too, can be.

...expressed in different ,ways as a union of line segments.

The union of AB, BC, and CA. =

the unionof AD, DB, BC, and CA.

I

c

.0

\

a

11.



If we look at the,Warious line segments: in a polygon,

we notice that thdyc,:axie of ItWQ, kinds: those that are con-

.
'7 . a .4stained in otheri:life-IsmgmOts, and those that are not con-

, .twined in other.:'.2ine 'degMents. For example, in the picture
/ g

above, AD Is et,laest kind, since it is contained

in they line segmsnt .03ia. the other hand, AB is of

the secondlcindSince,it_is not contained In-lany line

segrient -excep .4.1ti..tse..';',I34te segments, of this second
$.

kind are Calle5i.'sicies:..;a1 line segment in a polygon is called

a side, if it is not in any other line segment in

the polygon. .the.polYgon. ShOwn has three sides: AB,' BC
- a

and .CA.. iA.polygon of,:thxee sides is called a triangle.

A pdaYgonof 'four side's is a quadrilateral;, of five sides,

,.a pentagon; of six, d hexagon.. (The last two names are

not used' in .the teaching material.)

f.

Pentagon Hexagon

''

t-
It ._may be observed thattwo consecutive sides `of a.polygon__

! that is', two sides with an endpoint in common--never lie

on the 'samg line. The endpoints of the sides are 'vertice
: (singular: vertex) of the polygon. The wertfces of the -''

\ .

triangle Shown on page 8 are "A, B, and C.
..0..

a

Rectangles are special kinds- of quadrilaterals:. Squares

are speotal krids of- rectangles.

a

4

et,

4

tr
ti
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Region.

.

-JThe union of a simple closed curve and its interiori.
is called a region. We refgr to a triangular region,

rectangular region, or circular region, etc., indicating

that the simple closedscurve is a triangle, rectangle

or circle, etc. For example, an ordinary_ sheet of paper

is a rectangular region; the edges of the paper form a
Cr..

As was

Interior

ti

noted-abOved the cotee*s discussed in this .

achapter have all bad at least a rudimentary Presentation..

in an earlier book. You should therefore feel free to

modify the presentation according to the, needs of -ale-
_

class. It'is proper to omit or go lightly' over sections

that seem already familiar. It has been deem better
ti

to provide a-relatively complete presemtation.from which-
.

omissions may e made
-

rather
1
than to expect continued

Circular region°

4

f

reference to Material at.a
.

lower' grade level.

4

4



'PUPIL'S BOOK'

At the beg-inn/rag of each geometry section you are encquraged

to used. physical models to illustrate geometi.ic figures.

On the pupilts book pages the phrase, "picture of", is

..frequently used in the first examples, then is deleted

for ease of wording. Evaluate frequently how well the

children distinguish 'between a piCtureof a figure and

the figure itself, that is, the geometric idea.

The plipilts book pages, may be used lep a: variety of ways

depending on the needs of the, class.
0,

Diagnostic--the pages can be used independently to provide

you with information concerning re-teaching.

Independentthe pages can provide independent review

for children, who seem to have ample under-

standing. As the work is completed, material

of a more complex nature can be proQided.

The following example is an illustration

of this kind of material.

_nHaw many- points are named/

Try to name 20 different line segments.
,
Can you find ten more line segments?

,
Developmentalthese pages can be illustrated from the'

flannel board, chalkboard, or overhead

projector, then taught it a group or

individually depending on need.

19
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I-1. Points, curves, line segments

Objective: To review the Adeas of a point, a curveland

a line segment.
I '

Vocabulary (Review) 'point, curve, linejxgment, subset,

congruence, congruent.

Materials: . String.

Suggested Procedure:

Use the playground and its equipment. You may wish to Fisk

the clats,before a play period, to look for line segments,

curves,t etc., outside; you may want to take the class

outside for at least a part of the discussion; or you may

ask questions after they.ilave come in in from a play period.

Points and Curves

To review the concept of point as an exact location,

you may mention the points at various corners of the

building, the point in the air to which a child can

reach when he tamps, etc. Other examples are a spot,

on a ball; the point marked by a speck of dust, eta'.

Discuss what happens when the ball is kicked qr thrown

or, when the speck' of dust is blown away. Stress that

sometimes' we think of the point marked on the ballas

remaining_ where ita was even after the ball is kicked

-away, but arother times we like to think of the point

as moving_With the ball The way we think about, it

depends on what we areinterested in: the locrition

on the ground or the location on the ball. -.

Any path: children take on 'the pliwground is a curve.

The path through which a ball travels 1;;Nvurvq.

Tris hoped that children will arrive at the following

ideas-0 which shOuld,then be imed'in =their

1

g
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3

a. A point is 44 exact location. We draw a dot and call .

it a point; but we know that the dot .really marks many

points, not just one.
1

b. We can think Hof a point* as something that does snot

Move or as samet.ang that does move. When we push

a desk ±n the roam, a point at a corner of the desk

does not move on the desk but does move in.the room.

c. Any set of points traced out in going from one poin-E .

to another is called a curve. A curve can be straight.

Pupil's book, page 1: Points and curves

Ideas-

A, mark is used to show a point-

A curve is a set of POints.

Examples 1, 2, and 3.

Some attention may needto-be given to the

filet use of marks for points. prat" will-find

that these marks are usually designated by

letters. To avoid Stereotyping no common

pattern is used.

13



Points and Curves

Mark five points below.

Name them with the.first five letters.of the alphabet.
.41

2. Mait a point on each curve:

Name each point with a different letter of the alphabet.
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-Sine segments

Examples of line se eh = may be the edge of a basketball

court; the edge of a bl board; a tightly stretched jump'

rope. Line segments are named by their endpoidts, and

names for the endpoints of the line segments noted might.

be givens

You may elso wish to i se the classroom.. itself; with line

segments and other es identified as the edge of a

book, the edge of a sheet of taper, adrawing,the edge

of a dboz'$ a yardttiek; Et Create made by the folding of a

paper, a.piece of strings Show how several line segments

Can have a common endpoints

CongtUenee of line segMents can be discusted by comparing

the. edges Of twodesk topes Have the children compare

them directly.by-pushing them together, and-indirectly

by meant of a tlece of strings

SOme.ideat to be, gained aret'.

ab A curve ca2-be straights A straight curve frbm one

Point to another is called a line segments

b. Many different line Segment! can have one endpoint

in common.

c. There is only one line segment with two given endpointts

d. When a line'degment is fitted exactly onto a congruent

line'teent;- the endpOihts of the firtt coincide with

the endpoints of the second; and the intermediate points

of the first coincide with the intermediate points of

the seconds
. .

The terthihblogY of sets will probably not haVe beeh used

to any great eXtent.in the children's earlier ditcussions

of geometry: At this stage it is hoped that yoil will

gradually develop theeas that a line segment is a set

of points; every pdint of the line segthent being a-member

of that set; that a line Segment can be a subset of other

line segments; rays; and lines;' end so ons

* the dot is used throughout the text tiNindicae a change in
activity or the development (3' another '.deg,



Pupil's book) pages 2-4: Line segments

Ideaspage 3 \

The straight curve from one point to another is

segabnt.

A line segment has two endpoints.

A lihe segment may be named in two ways:

Ekample 1'

The use of the. symbol is introduced.

The line segment AB- can be written as AB or

BA.

Ideas - -page 3

A line segment has two endpoints.

-Manly line segments may have a common endpoint.

Example 4

Yau should call attention to the .meanin'g

of -AF.

Ideas--page' 4

Only one line se t can be drawn through

two giVen endpoints.

A line segment contains many other line segments

as subsets.

Example '6

You may wish to remind the pupils that the

endpoints A and B do not have thickness,

use4dthough the mark that is used to show

them does.

Example 7

The pupils may have forgotten that a set is a

subset of itself. MN can be listed as a gabset

of MN.
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Line Segments

L Here is-a picture of a line segment

4

A

Write a name for this line segment A
2. Draw a line segment-with F and G as endpoints.

d

3.. Write two names for the line segment above.'

F
2

3
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Line Segments

4. Here are some line segments that have point F as op endpoint
We

One line segment IS named ow.

NaMe.fourzther fine segM ts

A

, _

41,

Draw two-line segments that have point W

Name these One segments n and inf.
Draw two more line segments that have W
Name these line segments WA and VO.

as an endpoint

ar an endpoint.

Can you,drawinore line segments-with W as an endpoint?
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Line Segments

How many line segments can you draw

that have the two endpoints. A and 8?

7, Here is line segment MN,

Mark two points on N. Narde them 4 and

m

MO is one subset of MN;

Nanr five other line segments that are subsets of line segment MN.

MO ti N d ON TN
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-Pupilts book, pages 5-7: Congruence of line segments

Ideas-7.pages 5-7

1.

Two line segments are congruent when one segment-

can be fitted exactly on the other.

Example 1

In looking at AB and CD, children may not.
P

agree that these line segments are congruent.
*

They may choose_ EF instead. Ask them how
-

they could find out. A suggestion to-jmeasure

theSegments is quite likely. This answer, is

COrrect,'but children: should behelpeajto:develop

the idea that actual measurement is not n etsary.

Theechileneed only make a copy of one segment,

sa.y2y. marking it pff on the edge of:a sheet of

paker, and then try to fit this on.theother

segMent. This'is,a direct applicatiOn-of the

meaning df congruence.

Example 2 S./

I

On the question as to-bow to test for congruence.,

it maybe suggested that one segment be Cut .aut

and campa rear-Lead from this to the idea of

making a copy Of one segment by ,tracing. .Mention

that Auis often not feasible to bring two
.

-physical objects together for comparison. NO one

o would dig-up a tile from the floor to find if it

were congruent.to another tile.

Tegiing paper may then be distributed. Suggest

to the pupil tha-( a very good way of making the

tracing is to make a dot,at each endpoint'

.and then join these dots. This copy may then be

laid back on the segment to see if it is a. good

copy.

2.8

4 _



Congruence of Line Segments

L Look at the segments below,,

.4

j.
4.

you think AB is congruent to CDC? Yes

arthWena-

Compaie AB, CD, EF and shbwibelow-what you find.

Make a ring around the right answer!
_

p
AB congruent to. CD.

AB is congruent to EF.

.= CD is congruent to EF.

Yes

Yes

No

V
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Nance of.Line S events

AB is c:ongruent to C D

1K Is atingruent to
-

:
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Congruence of Line Segments



9

Palal's book, page '8: Review
-..

. pale 8 of .the pupil textbook is to be used orally..

.These statements and questions can serve' as lists Mr'

discussion. Feel free to extend or use other appropriate

questions and :statements.' In using this page, have pupils

identify the various pictures which appear.

This picture of. a hes line has many

geometric figUres epre'iented in it. Name some.

(Points, cui'Ves'1Ine seg nts.)

1.64,
Asock is hewing on one of the clothes lines.

.What figure does that clothes line represent?

( Curve . )

What Is the location of the, clothes _pin on

the curve called(Point.)

Find some pictures of several other curves on the

page. (Outline of dog, leash, circles, line

segments.)

What kind of curve is represented by the top

of the roof of the dog house?. (Line segment.)

Name several other line segments shown in

'the 'pictures (Outline of .wagon dog house,.
. .

braces,? etc.}

What' li C e , segments seem to be congruent?

(On wagon, .pizp-rer, ?pie, wipdawi of `engine.)
. . _

How could you test-the segments for,congruence?

'..(USe a tracing.)

Why does-the clothes line not repr'eserlt a line

segment? Could it? How?

(Not tight.) (YeS.) (Pull taut.)

r

1.

.
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1-2. Lines rays, and angles

Objective.: To review the ideas of.a line, a"ray, an
-

angle, and a right ankle.
Vocabulary: (Review) line, ray, angle, right angle

vertex (vertices), subset.

Materials: None.

Suggested Procedure:

Lines

The concept of line may be de oped on the playground

by thinking of one boundary, of a basketball court as

being extended. on and on in both directions without end..
Any other line segment may be thought of as being extended

in the same way. -Show how to write xis for the line

thrcrugh' the_ two points A and B.

Ideas- to be gained:

a. A line goes on and on in bbthdirections without end..
.

There are =gay lines th;cciagh any given point.
c. 5.14rdugh two given poipts there . only7one .

Putil s back; p s:

Ideas--page 9

Aline is evolved through longer and longer

line segments.

A line has no endpoints.

C.

Lines contain line segments as subsets.'

There are many names for the same line.'

Any two points off a line. name the line.

-



Ebcample 1

You may prefer to use .thii as a group,lesson

by demonstrating the procedure of extending AB

as. CD, as 1"., and as- tgro and having the

"prilapils:1;ork with you.

..t

Ideas -- page; 10

ld.nes pass through any given point.

one line passes through two given points.

Example 3 e. -

There are four answers. The symbol for

line is introduced. Ask pupils to distinguish

between and .

.

t27
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Lines
rz,

L Find the points E, C,

Draw AB.
D, an f named on the page.

Draw CD. AB a subset of CD?

Draw EF. The line segment CD is a subset of E F
igge.

Draw, EF. EF a subset of EF?

EF a subset of EF ?.

dew
Can you show all of EF?

a

CieaBCD, ED, CF

Yes

No

No

0 4111-111,

Some other .names for EF are CA,

Write at least s other names below.

EC- E s CD C F



Lines

29

The point R is named below.

Draw five different lines through point R.

Mark and name another point on each line.

Name tke lines you have drawn.

4 PL

Can many more lines be drawn through R? No -

Can you draw a different line through Q and Z? Yes
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I Re,ye

-1-

'To review my..., have children choose a pointi.perhaps on

the basketball court boundary, or at the tip ofka

and imagine the set of points that goes one and 'on in one
direction from that endpoint. Think also of the beam of

a flashlight and of the rays of the sun.- Show how to.
write AB' for ray AB. NOte that -AB and BA are'not

.the same set of points.

(11Ideas to be gained:

a. Ana point on a line separates the rest of the line into
two subdets:- Each of the subsets, together with that
Point; is Called. a ray.

b: AnY two points on a line May- 1).' Used to. name the line.

c: Ia naming .a ray; the endRoint is named first, and thep
any other point on the lay:,

Pupilla hook, 'pages Rays

Idead4age 11

A r* can be thOught of as an extension of a
segMent in One direction.

The endpoili of a ray is named first.

Segments are subsets of rays:

BxaMple I

The symbol "4"' for ray is introduced. Show ca.
tilt& the endpoint IS named first: Line segments
art i*viewed:

temia.e 2

- help (4153 iren think of S EIS an endpoint,

cover i2P the Part of line RS -that ti 12claideS

all P6ints. to the left of point S. Ask what

'rily the pupilt see: (g1) Reverse the IirOdes$

td obtain 6-11r.

38



Ideaspage 12

Segments are subsets of rays.

Only two rays on'a line' can have a. common endpoint.

Example 4

Encourage. the pupils to. use as.truch space:aa
.4-

possible. for their drawing. Help them see that ..

a ray drawn adrosa alkornet; Of the spade will
.

-necessarily be too small to'note the points

Ideas,--page 13

Many different rays can have a common endpOint.

Example 5

The lette T Mpi be familiar to senile/as-a

symbol for the Word true:,'Clarify that the

letter is Selected fOr thispb±poSe in these

_exampleg. _k

3 so

r.
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Rays
7

L Here is a picture of ray

.-111b

NaMe two points on YZ.

Name the endpoint of ray YZ.

Is the endpoint named first? No

Name a line segment in the picture. -.YZ _

1111P.

Does YZ go on from YZ in one direction only?

ID

2. Here is a picture of a line.

Name- four rays on this line. RT ST TR SR.
Are the endpoints named first?

Is RT.another name .for TR? Yes



How many rays on the line can have A as an endpoint?

Name three line segments on the line that.

12.



Rays

'Mark the letter. T as shOwnio complete each sentenCesorrettly.

A line segment-has

one endpoint z

two endpoints,

no -endpointt

A ray has:
one endpoint IT,

two endpoints

no endpoints

A line has

one endpoint

two endpoints

no endpoints I--

6

6. The point Q is marked below.

Draw five different rays abpve,_ each with endpoint Q:
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- Angles .

Many objects on the playground and in the classroom will

suggest angles: the corners of the court, the braces of
a backboard, the top of the slide, the hands of the clock.

In each easeidentif;- the vertex. The concept that an'
angle is the union of two rays, rather than o_.-t-wo line

segments, may be difficult and need. not be belabored at
this stage. According to- the definition, the rays

. forming an angle do not lie on the same line; but again,

-'this detail neeknot be belabored. Show the symbols

LBAC and LCAB.

f Congruence of angles clan be discussed with the help of

two Judy clocks and the chalkboard. compass. -Se-1 one
cloCk at 8:000. a-ay. Set the _other at a different

part of-- the clock; experiment- with an angle much: too
small (e.g." at 1:10) and. one much too large

( e .1 at 12:30) . Then :try ,less obvious cases. When.

. the decision is in' doubt check with.- the catapasd: set

it to the angle at one clock and hold it up for comparis.on.
2against the other clock'.

Other demonstra-tions can -be made by means'of tagboard

s; cut away .a-portion, as stiown., -so as to direct.

the 1.dlis attention to the angle rather than to a

triangular region:

-DeMiYrlatrate right 'angle by fOlding a....yheet of paper 'as

described on Pupil's book, :page 21. (Tie first fold.

displays *AB. The second fold. dieplays cp ; at the

same time,. it shows that Z.ACD is congruent with
4BCD.

"



Discuss,right angles formed by the clock hands, the edges

of the desk, the edges of an ordinary sheet. of paper.

.Have thet-bildren.put two sheets together or two desks

together to form a Iine..In another test of congruence,

each child can show how -a-sheet ofpaper fits a corner
-,

of his desk-

Ideas to be-gained:

a. In naming an angle, the name of the vertex is always

put, inthe middle

-b. An angle will 'At-exactly onto a congruent angle

provided that the)corners fit: the vertices coincide,

-.and the-rays forming the first angle extend in the

same/ direction, as the rays fOrming .the second.

PUpilts book, pages:. .14---16: Angles -.

0

An'adile is formed by two rays with common endpoint;

Xn

.04; 3a,..1354g an les, the vertex is always in the

An angle may be named in at least two ways.

Since rays may: have many names _the angles forme

by *hem may have many names

-Exi;miPle- 1

w.

Before 'beginning this series the following

should-be-developed orfoly with the pupils.

Use overhead projector, flannel board, Chalk-

board, or other demonstration prOcedure:-

-
Rays . ..and form an angle. It is called

angle FAD or. angle . DAF.

can write this angle: as L FAD or GDAF

The point A is called the vertex of FAD.

;'t :Ls the common enclfpOint of rai0' and

In naming an aNtleyULenmame of the vertex 'always

in the '-middle .

44
1_



Continue with angle QKR.

Help ,pupils select the point C in order to

obtain more names for the angle

Ideas--page 15 a.

.

An angle is formed by two rays with a Common endiDoint.

In naming an angle., the vertex is always in .the

middle.

Id ea s - -page 16

Since rays have many names, the angles forme. by.

theta may have many names.
I-

37
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Angier

L. Here are four-raYs-
s-1

Me rays are named AF,, AD, KO, _and KR.

These rays form two angles,

A

_..F_Name the two angles, 4AD oKR
pjve two ottor names for 4,.FAA anti 4QKR. 4DAF .1..R KO

The vertex of 4FAD. is point. A,.
Name the vertex of the Her angle,

Mark a point' C borneen. K and R. on ray KR,
Now write two new names. or 4:Q.KR.-----LcK.i .4 Q
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Angleg

3. Name the vertex and the ra



Angles. f

4. Write two names for each angle.
A

LC-A3 Z BAC ,4zx

Below is a pidure of L BAC.

Mark another point on AB. ,Name it 'D.

Mark another point on AC and name it E.

Is AB the same ray as AD 7

Is -AC the same ray as AE? Yes-

Is &BAC the tame angle as LEAD?

Is BD a subset of AB? (Yes

No .



Pu.18.13S book-, vgLlis 17-18: Congruence of Angles

Ideas-pageil.17-18
/ . .

Angle0,areicongruent when thecorner.b± one

angle4 can be fitted. on the corner of another.

EXamples/ 1 -5
. . .

Some help should. be given the children in
-.

li-ting' a tracing of one angle And attempting
./

to fit it onto another angle'."

Pupil's tools? pages 19-23:- RiOt.Angles and Congruence
1

IdeaS-7pages_ 19-23

When two, congruent angles can be.placed against

each other with a ray in co=on so that the

other two rays fomm.a line,'tlagn the two -.

-amt;gles are right angles.

A right angle' can. be formed by folding a, Sheet

of paper. in a, particular way.

Example

Some children may point out.that the angles are

not.Congruent'al* no tracing is needed. Agree

but ask .them to check their observation.

Example, 5

The use. of-this page should follow your '

demonstration .onfblding as shown on-page' 21.

Construction paper 18" x 2" can be..folded-

eaSily. Be sure the.corners are jagged.

Children may still need.indiVldual:help.ai

they-proceed:with the instructions on the page.

:-.Example. 6

Again the children are asked to follow several.

Instructions. You may wish to read the page

with the class and use it as an evaluative

procedure with them.



congruence of Angifres

Is LAB congrueni tQ A-DU?.
No



Origttieriteig Ai*les

Ma.

Is LACD congruent-to L.BER?
No

18



Right Angles and Congruence

The points F, and 0 lie on a line.
Make a tracing of one angle.

Test to see if the angles are congrsUent.
,.

r.

0Are LM and LMLF congruent angles? Yes

Are L. Min and LMLF 'right angles? Yes

O

2. Test L_PQR and L. PQK toe ee if they are congruent

R

Are LPQR, and L.P.91( congruent angles?

Do the points K,- Q, and R lie on a line? Yes

YesAre Z_ PQR and L_ PQK right angles?



Right Angles and.Congfuence

.14-5

s .

3. Test LTYS and z:TYU to see if tham. are congruent.

N.

Are L.:TYS and LTYU congruent angles?

Do the points S. Y, and U lie on a line?

Are L_TYS and L.TYU right angles?

Here are three pairs of angles; the pairs are called A,

B

-and C.

Set B is one set of congruent angles. Sei
Which other set looks like a pair of congruent angles? or

TellCby looking.which pair of angles .could be right angles..

Tell by testing which other pair of angles afe congnient.

Tell by testing.which pair of angles are right angles.



Forininga Right Angle

. Here is one 'way to fOrm a right angle.

Step 1- -Thihk aboUt:folding-thetheet along AB.

Step 2-- Crease to ShOw the lineftegriient AB.
Step 3Think about the paperalong CD '7

So that -endpoint B exactly on A,

step 4= -Crease to thOW the .lineAt.egtrient:

Look at some of the curves and poitIts we now have

§egnfent CA is part of the ray CA With endpoint C.

" : ..

Ray CA and ray CD: :form: a right angle.
the vertex of the right angle is C

iii ..'' i_ i___ 13 C DNa...e the.rigt:#iangle. ,-,". C,D .77.or....---., V.
. :.._ . ':.-.. kb.,4 I, ....



Right Angles

We.can use ourrigtit angle toidrapt Ober right anglet.

13.alcw is ray with endpoint A.--

the vertex-ofsnur right angle on point A.

Plice one edge Of your right angle along AB.

Dta* along the other edge.

Nartithit ray. 'Ap
Naive this right angle.. 4-CA;15 _

Draw anoth0 right angle using B and its endpoint A.

Name this angle. L EAS:._,
fiat kind of curve did you fOrM with the two rayS- you drew? L lie

ab

4

a
22-
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Right Anglet"

Test these angles to find the right angles.

1. A 6C and G G HI are right angles,

LA BC is congruent to.

Do you think aright angle is always
congrUent to another right angle?



Pupil=s book, Eat Review

Much discussion and -demonstration' should precede: the

introduction of this page. It is a page-to be done

orally Place illustrative pictures of the figures

on the 'board.

The following statements and Oestions may :aid in the

diScussion. You should -amplify or chaeg themi according

to the needs of yoUr group.
5

On this review page we will talk about_l'

raKso and angles:-'.

I

I have some pictures on the board.

we can desci.ibe C.-itch one'.

Isthere a picture of a line? (Yes.)

_Look on.youx log-4e. Can you find pictures of

lines there? (Same for rays and alkles..4-

4G.

At -what, 13oiiit 'do: lines RS and PQ,_ meet? -(

s

Te)hich lines 'meetat 'point Cr .(V"

- -Do any. ,rays and lines meOT ; Yes.]

14-9

Name some points where rays 8.4ad lines meet.

(IC, Bo p Q, S.)

Are there any line segments? (Yes.)

Name some line segments: (AR, RBI BQ1- Q$,

AS, PR, API Wo ST.)

Do you. think any of the angles are congruqdt2- -(yes.)

HOF could you test _these angles for con.gruence?'

(Make a tracing.)

Are there any right a igles ? (Yes 4
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. 'Biirickrment 'Activities

Experimint together with the children in rolling a.ball
. against the wall at an angle end observing' its path as it

rolls `back. In the diagram,. the bail is sent from A,
hit_ s the wall at rolls back to C. The physical law

is that the angle of incidence ( LABE) - is. congrixent to'
the ..eagle of reflection

. LP:FL

.,.
.

..4k. .
.HAVe: a ,child. hold his finger at A;' have 'anothei child

at the wall ready 1phold his finger .-atT: B .just . after - the .

belf goes by; and have another mark. C. :.YoU can then

draw- a chalk line on the floor showing the patli..Of the

51

"=-N.,,s.

Repeat the experiment several times f-and lead: the children

to guess the physical law. In another problem, the

points A and a in advance and theia try _to dec

(either by trial and error or by the plrical law) where
the pbint B should. be. In case there. is an. .obstacle
in the direet path from A C (as' in *tie diegraM)
the problem m.ay take on added- drama..

-* Starred' sections. are to be used on, a differe#tiated basis .
selected..child!ren r;ather.than. with all pupils.\.
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1-3. Simple closed curves, polnans

Objective: To review the ideas of a closed curve, a

simple closed curve, a polygon, a rectangle,

and a square.

Vocabulary: Plane, side of a polygon; /(Review) closed curve,

simple closed curve, polygon, triangle,

quadrilateral, rectangle, square.

'Materials: Stovepipe wire.

Suggested Procedure:

. Planes

Manyflat surfaces can be foung on the playground and in

the classroom: basketball court, chalkboard, wall, ceiling,

desk top, sheet of paper. The children may imagine extend/

such a' -flat surface to get a plane.

Simple closed curves

Closed, curves w-1,11 be found as painted. boundaries oldr.the

basketball court, as borders of windows,-and so-on.

Some of the closed curves will be simple; others will

nOtbe _simple. .:Children May 'be asked to show; by walking,

What the different .trm.0 mean.. Confine the distussion to

curves. _that in a plane. :;When a-child finds a.curve.

You might aSk. him to -tell what plane or flat. surface, the

curve lies in.

Ideas. to be gatneth

.-

a. A closed curve-is -a curve that starts ends at

the-.same point.

b. A simple closed curve is a-closed. curve ,that lies

-platie. and does not .Cross

PuPil-s book; page' M: Closed curves

Ideas
. -

A 'closee curve is a curve- thei-tstarti- and ends

at the same point.
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Examp.14, 1

. Attention should be called to t1ie 'third figure
.

in the rows three and'four. Ask-if these

figures,start and end at ihe same point

Pupil's book, pages 26-27: Simple Closed Curves

ZIP

Ideas

A simple CloSed curve is a closed curve that lies

in a plane and doe's not,cross itself. (The:.

discussion of planes will remain infoimal in

this book; flat surface as a plane will suffice.)

Example 2

You may wish to demonstrate on:the board that

each non - simple, closed curve contains. simple

Closed curves-as subsets.
.0; .1

*ample -3

You may use this as an optional example, as some

p ils have difficulty(seeing the ;closed curve.

It should not .be shaded in for -presentation-:to
,,:._

the pupil. If he does this as-an aid, :permit-it.-
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Closed Curves

Mark an :X on each closed curve.



simple Closed Curves

2. Draw a closed curve which is not-simple.

Mark a point where this curve crosses itself.

Color a simpliclosed curve-that is a subset of your curve.



...
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Simple Closed Curves

3.

Is the curve a simple clo4d curve?

Look at points A, B, C, . D, E.

.1*
Write names of points which are inside the-curve.

. Write names of points- which are outside the cuive.

D



.
Polygons

The terminology of sets is used again in the definition of

polygon. Show polygons sath Alfferent'numbe;s of ide.

Perhaps mention that "poly" beans "many", that. " n"

means "angle", that "tri'means "three", that "qu

means "foru",and that "lateral" means "side". Discuss

wbether a*triangle can ever be.congruent to a quadri-
-. ;

lateral.

Use wire models to demonstrate congruence of triangles.:

Also, include two triangles which are not congruent

but have a pair off" congruent angles:
B

...Bectmlees

-A-rectftngle is a quadrilateral. whose four angles...are all

-*:rightzanglestEerhaps mention that "rect"-means .i.eright"

and refer. to the.word-"CorreCt" and its - meaning.: For. a.
.

.7gamei"invent.the-.wOrd"correctangle"..Havethe.,children

shaw-contruenceamong-all four angles of." rectangle by

'baking a..shiet. of paper and-fitting each corner in. turn

with the same corner of the.:desk.- Is there any other

quadrilateral whose four angles are. congruent? (No.)



Some children may wish to try to make one: Have.

children. discover that a .rectangle has two pairs of

congruent sides. -IS there.-anyLoilifir quadrilateral with
4 n

twill. pairs of congruent-sides? (Yes, any - parallelogram.)

Can a rectangle be tengruent with another quadrilateral

that is not a rectangle? (No.)

'Can exactly two orthe angles of a quadrilateral be right

les? '('ies. Giv examples.) Exactly three? (No.

thee then all four.).

A speciep. , kind of rectangle

A square is a rectangle whose four sides a.te.)911 congruent.

Is there any other quadrilateral with four7congruent: sides?

(Yes) a "diamond". Perhaps the children can make some with

.pipe cleaners or sticks.)

Can a squarebecongruent-*Ithanother quadrilateral that

is not aggizare? (No.) Can a square be congruent. with

another rectangle that is not a sitiare?

Ideas to be gained.
A.. .

. a N

'-' a.... A polygon is a simple closed curve that is a unionpolygon

of lin'e segments.

b. Some quadrilateral have special names.

c. Two polygons are congruent when their tides can be

fitted exactly.

66

,
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Pupil's book, page 28: Polygons

Ideas.
y '

..
.

,

A polygon is. a simple close&curice.that is a

.:union of line 'segments. r

Some quadrilaterals have special nams.
. .

Ekamplett 1 and 2
tow

You may need-to remind your class how you wish

the names of the figures connected with the.

figures. Sable children may connect the square

to the wprd_"rectanglen. If so, .further

'cession on special names will be necessary.

4.

a

59
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Polygons
O

Here are pictures of different polygons.

Use ;t3suikpencil to connect each polygon with its name.
L

Name each: vertex of the.#tiangie. D
Name the sides of the quadrilaterl. 3'"L L W Ps) P

a Name each vertex of the quadrilateral.

2. Two quadrilaterals are shown below.

Connect them with t7ar special names.



..
e.

.

'PUpilxs,book, pafe-29: Review
.

-Mis.lupil page follows the same.pattern of pages that

ends.:a.revieW section.- Xt is to, be used orelly::.7The, .

7 following stspements and questions are'suggested;

/

How dO we describe a simple closed curve?

(A curve that starts and ends at the same

point without crossing itself.)

The Pageshoys. 12. curves. HOW many- of

these are-,siMple closed curves? (6.):Mark:

them with an X.
- .

On the page are -there -any - simply - curves that

..,

-

1.1-1146-4- closed? (Yes.-)
do , .. ,

.%
Mark tkle-Se curves with a Y.

What is-the difference between a simple

curve that is closed- and one that is not

closed? (Those not closed do not return

to the same point.)

There are other curves 6n the page that

are not sj'..mple. 46

I(=
,

. . _
.

Hw would
-

'You'describe a curve that is not

-simple?- (Crosses iteelf.)v.--
- ..

Find these cUrvesa4d. mark" them with a Z.
I

There- are ge ial curves that

are unions of line segments. How do we

name these cUrves? (Polygons.)

There are four polygons.- *.Mark with a P.
7

In the second row the third curve has three

sides.

What name do we give,to,this curve?'7(Triangle )

Oontirrue.in like manner -with quadrilateral, rectangle,'

and square.

h.
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Pupil's book, pages 32-32: Congruence Of Pol,ygorri3

Polygdus are congruent when their sides it
exactly. Then their angles fit' exactly..

Example '2

Remind,the children that only :the corners

_of the angles of the .quadrilaterals are
Shown.-

Examrple 3

The symbol El .1s introduced for triangle.

Triangle (A) XyZ will have to be4turned to

make a fitting . Stress the need to label

the tracing in order to list the congruent

line segments. -

Example .5

This example shows. congruent -.figures ,1:n-

different positions. The cbngruende Can

..be noted by observation.

.11r



L.-These.Simple closed curves are unions of line segments.

These kinds of curves are coiled PO I V ".
Can any of these polygons fit cin,each other exactly? Yes

Do you think poly§ons can be congruent when

they do pot ,have the same number of sides? ;

quadrilaterals are shown here.
Mike a tracing =of =one curve.

Test to see if the sides and angles of the tracing fit exactly
on If sides and afigles of the other curve.

Do the sides fit exactly? Yes No

Do the angles fit exactly? es No

Arethe curves congruent? Yes No



Congruence of Po ygons_

3. These triangles are na-Mi(d .6,XYZ and 6,A BC.

Make a tracing of A XYZ.

1Vlark the points= X, Y, Z on thetracing.

Can you fit the tracing of A-XYZ on A ABC
without turning it?

If you turn the tracing, can it fit on DA BC? -

Line segment, XY is congruent to AB
Line segment YZ is congruent to B C

Line5segrnent xz is congruent to AC.
.

Is YZ congruent to AA-BC?

31



......Make':.ayacing.:-.OVOCD.....

Tett =to $013ff trieoacing fits .exactly on

O the I' !tIgi.n.ents."-lit_exaCily?:

Do you n to tesithe-Apgle$ fOr:- congruence?
--, .,..,.

Is' "A BCD 7.-.congrvent'..tO EFGH-T



-Regions

Objective: To review the d.-dea of a 'region. ,

-

Vocabulary: (Review) region., interior, exterior .

'1.1tei-laI-
...,

COlored - two congruent' paper triangular
. . -. . Jo:

- -...

rpgions_aml congruent paper rectangular ',,,.-
.).

.
region's; all With the borders colored: so- as

- .

-..ft-o- stand Ou-r ;:. : . --- ---- It..
L.

. .

Cha.1kboard drawings,- oan. be used. to emphasize the. ideas of .

interior, exteriar,. and region. Use .chalk of one color -

for :the ,Ourve -,itself and a:different- for the interior
. .

to ;.clarit7y. the terms.

Using- the paper_ figures 2 !deMonstrate that when -two,:triiingular

regions= are: congruent, then. the tri.anglee_ enclosing them-are
also cOng:euent; likewise, when two -trigu3gles-- ere pongrue.nt.,..

then the regions they. enclose are also congruent. Do

the same with rectangles, etc. Discuss whether a triangular

region can,z-be congruent to aerectangular, one.
...

Ideas to be gained.:

a. Every simple closed cur ve has
of the plane enclosed by the

(the. subset of the plane outei.

Any curve connecting, a point L`the interior of

simple closed miry* to a. point in the eXterior

necessarily- crosses the simple cloSed curve.

A region is the union of,a simple closed curve. and

its interior.

b.

Interior (the* subset

and. an exterior
.

curve).

a

Pupil =s book, rage a: _Inside, an: -and. Outside
, -

"Ideas -

Prints can be located inside

, a simple closed. curve..

on, and outside



Name a point inside the triangle.

Name d point on the triangle.

Name a point outside the triangle.

2. Polygons with four sides are called quadrilaterals.

Write 1

Write 2

Write 3

Mark X

'in the rectangle that is not a square.

inside the square.

just outside each quadrilateral.

on each rectangle.



Every sir,aple closed .curve has. an .interlor

and exterior, Any curVe-conneCting -a--.

point in the interior- of -a sitaPle- close&interior-
to a: point in ekterior. CrOSSeS

;the

EjczurapIe_ 3

Yon may wish to do :part. of this example as
exercise. .until -the pupilS each ,drau-

-.-a7.ecurve from.. A'. to. M. and -agi*e it crosses

the'fieure-..

r

-"2-.

-4



Interior and Exterior

.v f

Mark a point J In the interior of this curve.
Mark a point C on the curve.
Mark a point D' in the exterior of the curve.

Here is a triangle.

Color thktriangle, but not its interior.
Color the interiorlising another color.

...



Interior and Exterior

3., Name two points_ in the interior of this.figure.
Name4wo.points: in the exterior of this figure.

Without crossing the-figure, can yoddraw a curve
from-. A to B?

.

from A to C?

from A to;

from. -Et to C?

frOm B to -D?::

from C ?.
. . -

Can any curve in-a plane pats from the interior of a.simple
.

clOted curve to its e riorwitho ut crossing the-curve? Yes

35
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Pupil =s book) 36-37: Regions

Ideas
A region is the union of a. simple
and its interior.

EXamrlila 1-3 ,,
Vocabuglaxy i .stressed. in each example. The

. .

words should:. be introduce& in advance as part
of- yOur demonstration. techni.que. expandizig
vocabulary chart can be !used for' both review and

closed =rye

new .terms. Keep children alert that the curve
- is an ,Integral part of the :region. °

.

f.

;.`

;
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*Regions

Here is a reapngle.

Color the interior using:a different color.

When we think of a curve and its interior, we call
the figurq a region.

0

Below and several, regions and nrres for regions.
Regions will be shaded in this

Pair each region with its correct name.

Uadrii. era I 'region.

Circular region



2

Regions

3. Draw a triangle.

e,
Color the trianWe yellow.

.Color the interiorof the triangle red.
The region' shown is a triangular region.

2

Underline the correct names for the fieure you drew.

(1) a simple closed alma)

(2) a polygon

(3) a triangle i

(4) arquadrilaterat,
(5) a quadrilateral region'



.r.

Enriahment Activities:.

.

1. Have the pupils cut corner pieces `from a triangular.

region and fit them tog her along a (DAw a

triangle on construction paper,- _Shade corner regions

befciae cutting to help identify them later.)

2. SimilarIy, verify liaat,thecorners of a quadrilateral

region fit togglie.around

`75* -

Here is a:simple'slosed curve. It is.named h.

A:point A marked in its interior..

.1. h

tray another siimple clibsed curve,, m, that lies

.entirely in.t4e interior of h andtat'coritains A

in its. interior.

. lbw drgw a simple closed that lies .entireIy

is the-interior of :# and enV.rely-,_n the exterior of m,

9.

8,1

0
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,Some special t . angles

Objectives: 2o int3ibduce- isosceles, equilateral an

'right triangles 1.

Vocabulary- Right" trian6le, isosceles triangle,

eoRilateral triangle

Materials chaps,Colorea paper or cardboard triangles

and rectangles pipe cleaners or sticks
Suggested -Proceaute: 0

Right TriPirfele

a
Whea one of ttie angles of a triangle is a right angle,

the triangle is ee..11ed a right triangle. A wall, the

ground, and. a leaning ladder or pole will illustrate
.-)

right triangles.. As another example, have each child

consider hi-mself,. his shadowand the. (-invisible) line

'.segment joining the two- heads. :

irj

.

Children can cut right trianglp from rectangular- sheets

of paper. Note that a cut through, opposite corners

results in two congruent right _triPngAes or regio,

.Some child mat- observe that t
-well= any two congruent right tri
Can ted. together ta-form,.a rect ar

Another way to construct right.:triangles is to-
with any triangular dei'old as shown.... (01. 4olito

4fts B

- .

arrreg
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.

cap., a right triangle be congruent to a triangle that is
not aright triangle? (No.) Can a triangle have ,iaooe

than. right angle? (NO.)
. if

°
.

- -

Isosceles triangle
_ .

. 7

A triangle withtwo congruent sides is called an

isosceles -triangle." -Draw several on the board of

"--vai-lous shapes and ih various .:pos itions. Have the

dren main"' some with pipe cleaners or sticks.

Dis s the apparent congruence of the angles

'6-site the congruent edges. Check with a paper

model, tearing off one corner ynd matching it against _

eh

the other.
6.

. display a large paper model (of an isosceles..
triangular regioni). Fold it down the middle as shown;`

then unfold it and mark :the crease with a c ayon.

Note that the folding verifies the follo facts.

(1) Angles 4:AMC and . ACB are. dongruent .

(2) :The. as L.DakB and L D A C are Congruent:

(3) . L.A111B. , and LADC are congruent' and

(5)

therefore are right angles: (Recall the

definition of right angle.).

it

The line segments DB and DC are congruent.
_ .

The triangles 4ADB -and: ,ADC are. right

triangles; in . fact they are congruent right

.triang]2ba...- ."
.

.

MP

4
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:A-triangle with 'all three sides congruent is called an
equilateral triangle.- An equilateral triangle ice. therefore

a special kind. of isosceles triangle. In an equilateral

triangle, -arthree angles are congruent. As before,

have the eh d.te2i make their owxYmodels. :

pia play- a. cardboard model (of an equilateral- .triangular
r

region)".and trace around' it =to dtaw an equilateral _

triangle on the chalkboard. Label the cardboard. triangle

A, B, C- in a:ea, *ad the chalkboard triangle. A, B; C .

In yellow. Show that the triangles fit, in all three.

'posititpa: red A-tn.yellow A, on yellow B, on yeql.low

C.. (If a child: suggests turning the cardboard over,.

discuss that too.

Can you have an isosceles -triangle that- is sot
equilateral? Yes. ) bquilateral-. but not iiposceles ? _

(No.) Can have a right triangle that :not

isosceles ? ( Yes ..) That IS isosceles (Yes.) Is
every isosceles triangle a- right triangle? (No.)
Can an equIlateral = triangle be a right triangle?

(No.) Can a right triangle be eqUilateral? (No.)-

Some itaportant ladeas are:

a:1111/ right triangle .has a right angle..

b.. An isosceles triangle ?aistwo- congruent sides and_

two- congruent angles. \

c. An. equilateral triangle 'Aas:three congruent sides

andthree congruent angles
. .

Pupil s Vook, 2ass 313: Right Trinng, e
as

.
A right triangle has a right tangle.

714

r



Right Triangles

*.Here. are triangld ABR and line segment
.r -

41.

Are LBDA and L,BDC congruent?

Are L.- BPA and L BDR right angles ?

Name two right triangles. 6,- AN LI AO

Are these right_triangles congruent?

38

b7



book, rage ".Isosceles'Trisneles.

Ideas

An isosceles triangle has two congruent sidep.

An isosceles triangle hAeOtwoCongruent sides

limAitwo:.Congruent angles,

Pupil's book, page Equilateral Tripngles-.

Ideas 74t,
An equilateral triangle.has three congruent'

Pupil's book, des 11-1-14-3: Review

Ideas

The pertinent ideas shown above are reviewed..

r



i'isosceles Triangles

Is HM congruent to. MT?
How many congruent sides does A HMT have?

Is A HMT an isosceles triangle?

41D

42) No

Make a tracinaptif A HMT. r,

-Fold it so.that the tracings of MH and -MT fit on each .other.

:Z._ congrulpt:to -2..MTH?

lbw mani4hgruent angles does A HMT

An isosceles triangle has congruent sids and

2 congment angles_



Equilatetal

Mark off ITS on the edge.of sheet of paper.

Is your copy_of 18 congruent to RI?
Is 4RST.. an isosceles thangle?

Is your y of also congruent to 37?
Are the three sides f. this triangle congruent?

,

The sped& kind of isosceles.triangle with all three sides
congruet)1 is called-an pouilateral Ian le:

Is an ecktilateral triangle al an Pies triangle?

SO
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'

Review 4

ti

r.

L Figure AB-CD is a square.

Draw AC.

Name the twolriangies you see. A DC CESA
-

Is 4ACD an isosceles triangle?

Name its congruent sides. and DC-
Is. ZSACD a -right triangle?

s ENACD an Isosceles right trianble?

Is -AACD an equilateral triangle?

Do you think LSACD. and b ACB are torigaient?

:es

No

. .

-



2. Look at quadrilateral..: ABCD.

Draw KC
Is 2ACD. isosceles?

a

It ZSACD. a right triangle?
Is ..1S.ACD eqailateral?

s ZSACB equilateral?

Are KB, OU, Ur, ancr- DA congruent?

Is ABM a square?



3. Look at quadrilateral ABCD.',..

ifigfe?
Is right-angle?.

es

4, Draw = AC above.

Is- 6.Ab aright triangle?
Is Ea AIXq isosceles? ,-

Is AADC congruent to AA BO

No

a.

.43



* Enrichment Activities

Prepare a supply of congruent 'equilateral triangular
-regions of tagboarii, one -Tor each child.t- : The triang,les-

should be about inches on a' side.' Have each' child- .
make six dolagruent copies out of construCtigin paper. .-

The way to make a copy is: (1) use the tagboard. .
. .

mode]: to .locate the vArtices- on.the paper`;., (a) 'conrwet,.

the.vertiCes with theielp o.f a 'Straightedge;

4,

.liaye the children combinst their equal:m=6, to; coristk-uct
the Faanillar tiling pa !rein: 411p--4

4





:ADDITION AND SUBTRAC
. .

Background.,

This .chapter is primarily a review and extension of

concepts and skills already introduced in Grades .1 and

2. In general,,.fUller discussions of these_- concepts...

m4.be found in the Background sections of the chapters

for_thete-grades. ..However, we give here a seif-containe

ey of all these ideas. r

-Sets II-1 ''of the present. chapter re-

ewa ideas 'and. terminology associated with sets. A-3(
-

set- a .simply a collection oS things.- The things.

belonging -to a. set are called its members. A set -may

be defined 13* some property 'common to its members (the
.

Set of all books on tliis'.sheif; the set of all whole

/-

REVIEW AND EXTENSION

r

'VA

gg

c

numbers Y. Sets :may' also cbnsist OCP quite unirelated
.

objects and may be defined by simply listing their
- -

members; as in the set:

(the number 5, Tuesday, the. moon).
. ..... 4 , .

It 15 customary in, maihematicS to use .braces (. .
_ .

:,..

as. above,- to symbqlize the Set Of members listed.
,.

1.
It is Vossible for^ a set to have only one member.''

.--. Thus, the Set 'whose only member is the 'nuMber 0'

would be dezipted- .1-..

4
. Alb to} -

.

- .

.s

There is also one special set Called the empt3t-mt which
r- z.

by 'definition alas riot' members at *ell. The empty set
. .., .

.

niay..be syMbolized simply' as ( ), or as 94. .
Do ngt confuse zero, as .the number of members in

Ve`e..mpty set withthe. number zero as :a membei of the

set '01.



One set. A is a subset-Of another set B if every

meMb .AH is also a member of B. Another way of

the'saple thing is, "There iS no member of A
whic ,as not,a'member of B". There are two special

cases of this definition. First, my given set is a

subset of itself (because it fits the definition of

subset: every member of a given set is also a member

of that sets): Secondl the empty set is a subset of

every set, because all the members of the empty set

(there arentt any!) belong to that set. Or, what is the

same thing, there is no member of the empty set which

is not a member of any set..

Comparison of Sets. We can compare two sets by

Rairing the members of one set with those of the other

(insofar as is possible, for example, let the two
. f '

sets be

DI 0).
We may pair_ the members of these sets in a variety of

ways. One way is:

c -4----3,-z=7
0

This may be read: "The star is paired with the triangle,

the square with the parallelogram, and the circle with
%

the dot."

Another way is:
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a

This may be read: "The-star is paired with the parallel-

ogt'am, the-square-wIth the dot,' and the circle with the

triangle".

:Whensuch a pairing "comes Out even", so that no

membek Of either set is left withoUt aopartner from

the other set, and also so that.no member of either

set has more than one paitnerl.'we say that. the two,

sets have been placed in one-to-one correspondence.---___,

Note that we do not say that two sets in one-to-one

corrdspondence are equal We say that two sets are

equal only if they are identicali only if they

have the same members.
0

If two sets can be placed in one-to-pne correspondence

we say they.are equivalent. Thus the two'sets above,

'though not equal, are equivalent. .The one common

property of these two sets is their number property.

%They each have 3 member's.

Let us look at another example. Let our two sets

be [12 2, 3) and ( ,- ). Therevare several ways

'of pairing members of the first set with members of

the second set in a one-to-one fashion. One of these.

is indicated by:

and another by:

AP

2 --...-0... 0
3

Note that in each of these pairings, one member of

the first set is not used.

When-every one -to -one correspondence betveen two

sets leaves at least one .member of the first unused,

we say'that the first set has more members than the

second and that the second has fewer members than the

first one.
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Let us exhibit-the relations among these stateltents:.

The number of members

in the first
-

greater than the number.

of members in the second.

"Tbe first set is equivalent The number of meimbers*r.

to the second." the ,first set is

to the Umber of mem-
,

be4s in, the second...

.-51 9
.

"The second .set has fewer The number' of members

"The first set has more

members than the second."

members than the first." in, the .econd set is

less than the number of

members in the 7 first.

Joining and Removing Sets. To tAke a set and ,

join it to a second set means to form a new set whose

members are all those of the first .set 'together with

all those of the second. The new Set is called-the.,

union of the two given.Sets...EXamPie:-

First set:

'Second set: .3(137g.)

Union: 'fa, b, c, p, (1)
-5

In this example "the firit setand the second set

are said to be disjoint: -pat is, these two sets
5

have no members in comMon,- When this happens, the
..

number of members ih the-first set pills the number

of members in the seco d is-the number of embers in

2, their'union; so we g (in the above examp ) the

7addition fact
I

r
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/,

thejoining of disjoint sets serves as an approach-
es:

to the adding of numbers.

*

In the sane way, removing from a given set one of

its subsets serves-as an approach to subtraction:

EXaMple:

Given set:

Subset removed:

Set remaining:

eie the corresponding subtraction fact is:

R., L

'5 - 2 = 3.
a

When we first join, and then-remove from the union,

- the same set ¶as we did in the above two examples),

the result is the set with which we started. This
t.

inverse ,relationship between first joining and-then

removing a. given set is reflected in the inverse

relationship betweep first adding and then subtracting

a given number.' The above examples indicate that when

we take 3 and add to-it 2, and then subtract 2

from the sum, we get back the same number, 3,

4
4

We teed to loo at phis id the other sense, 1.e.

starting with a given set then. removing some subset;

and firAlly replacing thysame subset. This will

suggest a connection with f-?'St._ subtracting a number

from a given number to obtain a difference, then adding

thesame number to the difference to get the original

glzen number as the final result. Let us start with

the given set a, b, c, p, q }. It has five members.

0

93
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If we remove the

the elements 'not

with its three members.

traction fact:

subset (p, q) with' its two members,

removed form .the set (a, b, c)

We are reMinded of the sub-

,

.If now we

(a, b, c,

given set

5 = 3.

join (p, q) to tap b, c), we get the set

p, q) as the union. .So we have the original

as the union. inoW we are reminded of the ad-

dition fact:'

3 + = 5.

Intersections of Sets. Section II-1 introduces

theidek of intersection of sets. The intersection,of

two sets is the set consisting of the members which

belong to both sets as suggested below:

More precisely, the'Intersection of one set with

abother set had as its members those things which

belong both to the first set and to the second. Example:

First se*

Second set:

Intersection: ,

c, d)'

(c, do e)

lc, 1513

Since the common part of two streets is called their

"intersection", this fart may help children grasp the
A

'idea and the term.

102
Or
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There is pne subtle point to not in connection

with intersections: the set of all memberS Common to

two disjoint sets is empty, so theintersectioA of two

disjoint sett is the espty Set". Thus, we may speak

of the intersection of any two sets. It may 6' may

not be emptY..

-The:BlUmber Line. We may represent the whole num-

bers 0, 1, 2, 3, bar means of equel;y spaced

poihts on a line, as shown below:

0 1 2 3 5 6 7 8

The nuiiber line is useful in many ways. For one thing,.

it h s visualize the comparison of numbers: "greater

than" acorresponds to "to the right,of"; and "less

than" corresponds"bo,"to the left of".

Addition is easily visualized on the number.

The result,

3 + 4,

of "taking 3 and aading to it .4" is pictured on

the number line belowas taking 111 steps to the right

(beginning at 0) and.then taking 14. more steps to

the right, thus: . r

a

FP"

8

410"

fi

.V7
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.0^.

The fact that_ in this way we arrive at th-e point
labeled "7" illustrates the addition. fact:

3 4 = 7:

The thubtr-action fact:
7 - 2 5

can be illustrated. thus:
)

foe
/r"-

5,
0 1 2 3 4 5' 6 7

Die number line also car? be used to show the
cormutative property of addition. For example, we can
vi sualize the katetv.ent.

in'iis way:
4:

3 4 4 + 3

3+

7"

4,

4 + 3

Later the number/line will offer a very natural
way of picturing the extension of the ,}umber syqtem to
include the negatiNe integer s,

-3 -2 0 1 2 3 .

n

the rational numbers, and, at a-considerably later
stage, the irrational numbers (like Irff and 7r) .

.

I
The Addition Chart. An objective of the presents

chapter ilG mastery of the ba sic addition facts. These
de

facts h-...ZI.Ve...a.lready been introduced. in Grad e 2. In
Section 11-3 of the present illiia.pter-they are summa.rized

4 .
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in an addition chart or table. In using this chart,

the first number of the pali indicates the row, and.

the second the column, in which the--sum of these numbers

will be found. For instance, to read the fact

5 .1- 8 = '13

N-

- from the-able; we* look at the intersection of row

and column 8. tOrtne.7sum 13.

If we interchange row and column (that is, look

in row 8 and col -nn 5, instead of in row 5 and

columA 8), we aga n find the same sum 13:

8 + 5 =
t

5 + 8,

a

which is an instance of the commutative property of

addition. In general, the commutative property of

addition, is reflected on the chart by noting that

interchanging row and column does not change the

number found in the table.

7

41.

C
ti
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II-1. Sets:

Objectives:

joining and removing

(a) To review important ideas associated

with sets and sdbsets.

(b) To extend the ideas of joining and

removing sets, the relation of.addition

and subtraction to these seat operations,

and the use of equations to describe

these relationships..

To introduce the intersection of sets.(c)

Vocabulary (Review) braces, intersection,, disjoint, set,

member,. empty set, join, unions subset;

removal, equation.

Materials: The materials below are listed a, b,

and c to coriespohd to specific suggested

procedures in this section.

A variety of manipulative objects

including materials for the flannel

board (e.g., animals, trees,.fruits,

stars, flags, and hearts); blocks

disks.boolts ("various sizes and cplors,

(a)

(b)

(c)

etc.

(None.) .

9 'colored,auos orpieces-of paper:
t

4 red, 42 'blue, and" 3 green with

masking tape on the back.

A red crayon, a blue crayon, and a

green crayon (children).

dB.

Suggested Procedure:

(a) Although the vocabulary is not new and the ideas

will be extended -in subsequent sections of this

chapter, an exte?sive review is suggested.

105
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'Assemble various kinds of sets in order to provide

opportunities-foepi-ecise-descriptio or ex

"a set of blue stars on our flannel b d" teed of

"a set of stars". Using three sets st books,.

two of which have different colored overs and the

third set with only blue covers, you could ask the

chi4ren to choose a set of story books and then to

choose tt4e set of story books with blue covers. In

the first case they might choose any set and be right,

but the more specific description allows for the choice

of only one set.

Select a set of three or four boys an, girls. Write

their names on the chalkboard; for example: ,NarylPJane,

Bob, Bill. Ask children (other than the members-of

the set) if they belong to this set. Emphasize the

idea that oily Mary, Jane, Bob, and Bill belong to the

set and therefore are called members of the set. It

should be clear that the set consists of Nary, Jane,

Bobl-and Bill simply because this was the set selected

by their teacher for discussibn. Children should not

believe that members of a set must be related in some

particSar way other than the fact that they are

members of the set.

Follow by considering all the children in the classroom.

Ask the children to describe that set and name people

or objects that do not belong or are not members of the

set. Then consider possible subsets_of the set of

children.

77
What name do we use for the set of girls

in the classroom who belong to the set of

-children in our classroom? (Subset.)

Describe other subsets. (Set of boys in our

classroom, set of children with blue eyes,

set of children with brown hair, etc.) Can

77



'you call theset of children in the first

row a subset of the set of children in our

classroom? (Yes.) How do you know?' (Be-

cause every child in the first lribelsnEs

to the set of children in our classroom.)

Is the set .of teacher; in this room a subset

of the set of children?. (No.) Determine

if other peOple and objects are subsets of

the set of Children. e.g., books, chalk,

parents, principal, etc.)

Continue the discUssion using the Pet Shop picture on

page 4.4 of the pupil's book. Have children turn to

f this picture and describe t ngs they see in the picture.

Encourage the use o "set la guage" such as, "a set of

3 puppies," etc."

Pupils who have visited pet shops may be given an

opportunity +.o tell some of the ;:,dings they have seen

there. Also provide an opportunity for children to tell

about some of their own pets-- particularly unusual pets

they may have..

- Redirect Children's attention to the picture in the
. -

pupil textbook. Use 'questions such as the following

ones to inventory ctilldren's grasp of important" ideas

associated with set. 3e watchful for., ideas that may

see= to need clarification for some children.

Describe the set in the picture. (Set of

.animals in the 'window of a pet Shop.)

Is the set of =uppies a subset of .this set?

(Yes.)

How do you know? '(Each puppy belongs to the

set of animals in the pet shop window.) ,

How many members in the subset of puppies? (3

Can you describe a subset of four members?

(Cats.)

OP two members? (Monkeys.) of a single tem-

ber? (Parrot.)



Describe the set of turtles in the Pet Shop

window. (The empty set.)

How many Members are there in. the set of all

pets in the window? (10)

Describe the' set of fish in. the Pet Shop

window. (The empty set.)

How many member's in the set of pets on

the floor? (1)

How many members in the set of pets not on

the floor? (3j'

Pupil's book, pages 44 and /22.

Page 44 is to be used in the disc fission above.

Page 45 may:be used by children independently.

Aar
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Subsets.

.
'GIRL 'APPLE

- BLUE

103

RASS) BOOK

Set A

1. The words in the box that begin with a are a subset of Set A.

.List the members of this subset. A /Dr le
'2. the words that 4eeisinwith b are also subset of Set A.

List the members of this subs& Betne;rta, Blue)
546y -13/;c1c Rec7k

Ring the words that begin with 2 How many members in this

subset? 2. :

4. iDes&ibethe-bset whose rn'Abbeis are words that begin with z.
./

t t?e ern;t775/ 5 di-

Ring the words that begin with gr. How many members in this

'subset? 3
List the members. G r e erij Grape-; Grass

5 11 0
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(b)

Union of -Sets/
.Illustrate the union.of sets using manipulation material

(e.g., the set of chalk joined with the se'i-of,eriisei.s.,.
-z.Following by using the set of boys jsined...yAitici.'-the set of

gir,ls.). Describe tlie new..set, -the-Union 'pf\th-ese.twOr'sets,
as the set of inichildren op.r .

4 . .

Gradusally move away:from' Manipulation 7'114.7terial7S,:tna. the
children themselves tO.,:Sets which can be--teprelSen cr,en the
chalkboard. , ...,

-

.

i -c Set A. -.-Set: B Union of . `:end 'i. .1.'
x L. -N. ...CIO , -, -Ls--,4('.:,1=17-04

Continue with other ileistr'ations such as:

Uniori of A and, -B
111

Set A. 'Set i3
b, c d, e,

*
--In every case, ask how many membets in Set ,,°A in Set'f:B,

in the union of A and B. This will lead iii1.-E-4ailSr.finto-
the writing of 'an equation which: describes the set Situat16a. -
In this Case '3 + 3 = 6.
Pupil's book, pages 46_ - 47:

-;>a, bi ly

Use t hese pages as a check on the children's
grasp of ideas related to the union of sets:and

O the writing of an equation that describes the
union of twb,..sets.

. 10

111

-
4.

*au

Lf
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Union of Sets

A A
Set* A

105

L How many members are in Set A?

2. How many members are in Set B?
o

3. Think of jicining.Set A and Set B.

When we join two sets we have a new set called the union of the
two,sets.

Set 3

,Draw a picture for the union of sets A and B:

X

K'

P

4. How many members are in the union of sets A and B?
s.

Write an equation for the two sets and their union. 3

46 1.12
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Union of Sets

=How many members are in Set X?,

How maiy -embers aee,in:' Set Y?

8. Draw a pictUre foi* the union of: sets X and Y..

9. Write an equation for X. "and Y and their union.
4 +3 =

-
10. How many members are in t et Z?4"

11. Draw a picture for the unioriof sets -V and'Z.
I

12. Write an 'equation for Y and andltheir'union.

1E3
47
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Removing a subset .

-.T.-Place a set' of colored. blocks on-the desk - 1 green,
2 blue, 3- yellow; and 1 red blocks (or. some similar.-
arrangement) . Eave the- set described and the number
of members, in the set identified.

_

Ask the children if each set -of colored blocks is a

subset of the.. set of blocks. Then ask one. child to. '
,

remove from the set of blocks the- subdet .of yellow
.blocks and tell how many blocks are -in. this subset.,
Ask another child_ to clesci-ibe.the set ;that 'it left..
Continue the discussion so' that the children see thatI.
from the set of green, blue, red end ,yellow'blocks

(10 members) -the subset of yellow bloqs (3 members)., was
removed; it, was not removed. from the set of green,
,b14ue, and red blocks (7 'members).

One. way to help. childx.en see what hap hdppened is -fort.you

..to remove the siabset,c1f yellow block's' from the table
so that children:, -See ..only green, blue, tan..d. red -blocks .

Ask a child to. remove a subtet of yellow blocks froth
this set. (Of course, he, cannot do this.) ,

Tte'rtairming the whole set to the deS, , ask a C7hila 'to

_ .

rdmovo the-' Subset' of Olue blocks and describe the 'set

that is left. -

.

Nary, will you describe this action? - What

took place? What did:Alohn do?

Be sure; that -the child responds that from the''set of
.

A

green, blue, yellow and red,lialocks John removed 'the

subset of blue, blocks. Follow _thi s a ae'Scriptian

of the action .in terms of the number of members involved.

(Started with -a set of 10 'members. Rimoved a subset

of 3 Members. The set remaining has 7 -members.. )

Follow a similar ,procedure with the s bset of green

blocks, the subset of red blocks and the ppty set.

. Suggest that a. record of what has been ne be. completed
on, the chalkboard.

r

AM.

107
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kemoyjng a Subset

F. Look at these pictures.

..Se_ A

ti

How many members are in Set A? 7

2.- How many [Timbers are in the subset being removed?

3. Draw a picture of the set that would be left. when Stibset B is

removed from Set A.

4.. ;How many members are.in the set remaining when. Subset. B is
%.

removed from se- A? 7. .

5. ifiirs ite an equation which describes the set remaining. 7-3 =

6. Look at these pictures. Ring a subset in e4;ch picture and write an

equation for the set remaining.

- = 5
S.

Bob
Mary
Ann

Charles

-=



AM.

Number ofsmembers.
in the set'

,

-

Number of members
in the subset
removed ,

Number of members
in the set
remaining

.

10 :3 (yellow) 7
-

- 10 2 (blue) 8 ,

.

10 1' (green)
, 9

10 4 (red) '_ 6
. 10 0 (empty set) 10 ,

Ask different children to write the equation for each

row,on the chart The notation should look like this:

10.- 3.= 7

10 - 2 = 8

10 -1 = 9

10 - 4 = 6

10 - 0 . 10

1 *
Emphasize the fact that, the union of the subset removed

and the-set remaining is the original set. Equations

scribIng,athese,set situations can be-given by the

children, i.e., '3 + 7 = 10, 2 8 = 10, etc.

PUp112s book, page 48: May be used at this tpae..

109

,)
More about.Jdinin and Removing

Draw on the chalkboard a se's of '7 simple objects of

'your own choice. Ask children to describe the set.

-Draw another set of 7 .different objects and ask the

phildren to describe this set.
t

. ts
. _

Mention that it would be convenient to be able to

refer to these,. sets in a Simple way, without-descrlbing

them- Ask for suggestions:. Hopefully, some child .will

sugges,t.!:Set A" and "Set- B as usedNin.0previous

leSonA. 2 U
,

.-

_1 babel the sets drawn on the chalkboard "Sp.'s; and
.ftw I'Se-tB". Indicate to `the children that 1.1.Z-Often use

capital lAter6, fn-..,this Instacf A and B, to refer

to particqtar sets.'

"r
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5

Display a set of things 'rove your-desii, such al a mathe-

MatIcd book,, a p:a5ili a challuir hnd a .ruler. Write

qthe-followingah.uthe chalkboavd:- .

a
Set. D = (matheNtics book, pencil, chalk bpx; ruler}

Explain that you have used "braces" to enclose'the names

of the members of the set of.things from your desk.

Cpil pupils attention to. the fact that. since we refer-

red to the first Set as "Set A" and the second set as

"Set B", we used some other letter to refer to the

set of things from your desk. If we usedthe same name

for different sets, we could not distinguish between them.

easily.

/9"01.?write the following on the chalkboard:

(pencil, ruler, mathematics boolk chalk box)

Bring out the idea that what you have written on the

-' chalkboard' was intended to name the members of the same-
get of things from your desk, but in a different order

than before. Therefore, it is the same set as "Set D"

and not a different set. The order in which we list .

the members f a set is immaterial.

"Pupil's book, pages - May .be used at this "time.

Your oiin judgment will guide you in deciding to what
.

extent childken-can work independently, and to 'what extent

they will_need to work together with you. -

'Co

Further Activities

1. More able children may find it interesting

all the subsets of. a given set. Have them

a set of children's names, for example:

{Bob, Tom, Sue}

to form

consider

Here are listed the 8 possIble sli*sets that can

be formed from the given set: -

Subsets with 1 member each: (Bob),

417
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ti

Subsets with 2 members each; (Bob, Tam)

(Ebb, Sue),

(TA, .SUe)

Subsets With 3 members each: (Bob, Tom, Sue)

Subsets with members each: The empty set

(Don't forget ;this one!)

For this set of 3 tb4ngs--andfor any set of 3 .thin2s--

there are 8 .subsets

2. The following table summarizes the number of subsets

for sets haiiing a specified numberpf members:

Number of members
in the set

Number of
posiible subsets.

0 " \ 1

-

1 j. 2

2 4.

3 8
/.1- , 16

5 . 32

etc..
go.

etc.

(Using marelsophisticdted:mathematical symbolism:.

if n reprekents the' number of members-in.a set,

reprIese-nts the number,..-Of possible subset;Of

that

ea.

-

5

.97

_r

id
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Union of Sets

L Set. A = {lamb, pig, dog}

Set. B {cow, cat}

Ring he set that is the union of sets A and B.

{lamb., horse, -pig, dog, cat}

{lamb, pig, dog, cat, cow}

{lamb, pig dog,,

{cow, cat, lamb,

Set C {book, pencil, eraser, crayon}

Set .D = {clip,. tape, ruler}

Ring the set that is the union of sets C and D.

{crayon, ruler, pencil, eraser, tape}

{clip, ruler, book, crayon, pencil, eraser, tape}

{tape, ruler, book, pencil, eraser, cr
Jr.

cat, goat}

dog; fish }.

Set E = {rubber, tin, doll}
Set F ={ball, kite, bat, car}

Set G is the union of sets E and F.

Ring set G.

{rubber, tin, ball, car, doll, car, kite}
{car, .rubber, tin, doll, ball, kite, cap}
{kite, doll, ball, rubber, tin, car, bat}



,Removing a Subset A.

113
ti

Set R = {dress, hat, sock, shoe," coat}

Set T is a subset of Set R.

Set T = {Shoe, sock}

Ring the set remaining,when

{sock, shoe}

Set) T is removed from Set R.

{coat,- hat, dreis}-) {hat, shoe, coat}

2. Set V = {doli, wagon, ball, house, crayon}

Set W ={ball, crayon}

Ring the set remaining when Set W is removed from Set V.
O

{house, dog, cat, ball} {crayon, ball} fwiation, doll, house}J)

Set F = f0; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, a
Set G ={6, 4, 2, 0}.

Ring the set remaining when Set G i removed from Set F.

{3 }. f2, 3,, 4, 71 65, I, 3}

4. Set H = fO, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,. 81--

Set K is the-set of numbers leis an 5.
List the members of Set K. 0, .2, 3, 4-
fling the set remaining when Set K is i:emoviefrom Set H.

{6, 7, 8} {0, I, 2, 3, 4}

120
50



Set P {11, 12, 13, 14, 15}

Set X is the set of numbers less than 12 in set P.

List the members of Set X. /1

Ring the set remaining when Set X is removed from Set P.

{12, 13, 14, 15} {13, 14, 15} {14, 15}

Tr

a

Set M = {20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25}

Set H is the set of numbers greater than 23 in setc. M.
List the members of Set H. - OAF,

Ring the set remaining when Set H is removed from 'Set M.

2-0721 22, 23) {24, 25) {20, 21, 22}

....

1 2 .11

/



(c) Intersection of sets

Thlie far the. experiences with joining sets have been

restricted to the case of disjoint sets; that is, to

sets having no members in commoO. Now we are going to

ifonsider sets which may or may not be disjoint.

42o present the idea of the intersection of two sets

'write the worn intersection on the board and ask if any-

one can pronounce the word, tell what it, means, etc.

If so, in what context?' The expected-reeponse is that

which relates to two streets. .If it is not given, lead

them into a discussion of the intersection formed by

two streets. For example, one street might be called

Main St t and the other Oak Avenue. Draw this dfsgrim

on the b; place the colored .autos as indicated:

ow.

12:21,1!

Ars, 4Kihrt

1EXt
,

E
Oat Armue .

Identify on the diagram: Main Streetillai Avenue, and

the;dashed region called the intersection of Main Street

and Oak Avenue.

Now ask children to identify the members of the set of

cars that are on Main Street. /(The blue cars are

members of this set as well as the 4 red cars.) (64 .-

Next ask children to identify the members of the set

a cars that are on Oak Avenue. (The 2 blue cars are

members of this set as well as the 3.green cars.)

of

(5.).

115



Which cars are tembers of both sets?(2 blue

cars.)

Which cars are in the intersection-of Main.

Street:and_Oak Avenue? (2 ::blue cars.)

The set, eachof whose members belongs to both.

of two sets, Is-called t
16

intersection of_. these

_)

two sets..

Develop another illustration of intersection of sets by

'using two sets of childreA having several members in

common. If at all possible, use overlapping sets drawn'.

from the classroom environment, such as a reading groUp .

and a mathematics group. =Record the MeMbdi's of the -c
se.tson. the chaikboardi-suCla,as:

Set A: .fTam; Joey, Sued, Bill, Jane)

Set _az-- (Bob,''Sue, Ellen, Sane, Ted, Tom)."

Which members of Set A are also members of

Set B?. (Talu Sue, Jane.)
Which members of .Set B are, also members ,of

Set A ?., (Tom, Sue, Jane.)
. _ . .

Sable the.meMbeirs of the set thdt is the

intersection of Set A and Set (Tom,

Sue;:Jdne)

HowmanymeMbers .are.. in SetA? -(5)-

How many members are in Set (6.)

How many members are in the union of Sets °A

and B? (84

If the children'sNy. 11, which probably happen,

ask the children Who are meMbers.of Set A ..33.d B

to stand. They will diCovmr that only 8 4-hildren_axe

standing. If they cannot explain that the-diffiCuity

..a.xlses because Sue, Tom, and Jane are members ofboth.

sets, youmay:belp them in this way:

Represent 2 sets on the chalkboard:

X X X
X X

X

X X X



.

When two sets have-no members in cominon we can.-find

the nuMber of members in the union of these sets by

adding the numberof members in the first set and the

number of members in the-secs:5'nd set. In this case

5.4- 6 = 11. There are 11 members in the union of Sets
-0

A and B.

The situation in which we used children is..different:
-

We can say. that the set s, look like this:

.

The6e sets are Intersecting sets. t means that they

share some members. They are not disjoint sets. When

sets lave ho members in common, we call them disjoint sets.
. e .

Brtng-outthe idea that we can add the number of meTbers In
.

. .two sets to find the number of meMberd In the union,

only'lfthe two setsaredisjoint.0 Ask the children if
. J

the two sets inthe sedond illustration are disjoipt.

,.(17o.) Then ask how we can find the number of memberi In'

the union-of two sets that axe not disjoint. Elaiiasize-

that wecan add the number Of medbers in the two
.

sets

and then. subtract the, number of members in the Inter-

section.

Write: (5 4- 6) 31=13-
4

As a final illustration use a situation in which two

sets are disjoint; i.e. they haveRno members in common

For example

Set X: (dedk, pen4.1,.button)

[chair, pen, hat, ball)

Which members of Set X are also members of

4.

Set Y? (None.)
r

Which members of Set are also members of

.Set X?' (None.)

124
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Name the members of the set-thatis the inter--

section bf Set X and Bet -Y. (No members.)

( Are Set X. and Set Y disjoint sets? (Yes.)

Whatis the intersection of two disint sets?

-(The empty set.)

RedireCt 6hildrents attention to the Main Street--Oak

Avenue diagram on. the Chalkboard. Ask them to open their

textbooks to page 52. Wbrk together fn answering the

questions about the picture%
4-

Pupil's book, Images - May be used for either,

_guided. or independent work, depending-upon the ability of

the childrentinyour class.

. r

4
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Intersection of Sets
-4

J.1 irrD .1striet

ems eA
0

yak
:4

L Use the picture t answer these questions.

How many cars are on Main Street but not on Oak Avehue?
Color each of these cars red.

How many cars are on Oak Avenue but not on Main Street? 3
Color each of these cars green.

How many cars are on Main Street and on Oak Avenue
at the same time?
eglor each of these cars blue.,

Total number of cars in the picture:
G .

Total number of cars on Main Street:

Total number of cars on Oak Avenue

Number of cars in the intersection of Mdn Street
and Oak Avenue: .. . .. . ... OOOOOO
Explain each of these sentences in retation to the picture:

- -4 + 3 + '2 = 9

g
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How many girls are in each of these subsets:
.4114zi,

The set of girls with bows and jump-ropes.-

The s.et Of girls with tows but without jump .ropes.

The set of girls with jump-ropes but without bows.

Are each two of these three sets disjoint?

Write an equation for the number of girls all together-using the
numbers of girls in the three subsets:-

Draw a ring around each of these sets:

The set of girls with bows. This set .has members.,

The set of.girls with jump-ropes. This set leas 6 members.

Aix these two sets disjoint?
" I '

How many 'members are iri the intersection of these two sets?

Write an equation for the picture. (-y4 t 4) g,

2 12 7
4"_53



Here are some sets:

.7.

121

S A

Ai-e sets A and .1:1 disjoint s

Km can you tell? The irleforther5i in Cot- '1101'7-

How many members are there in set A?

How many Members are there in sets B?

How many members are there in the
intersection of set .A and set B?
How many members are there in-the
union of set A and set B?

Here are some more sets:

How many members in Set Y?

Him many members in the intersection
.of sets Y. and Z?
There are 12 members in-the uriion
of sets : Y and Z.

How many members in set Z?



Comparison of sets; order among numbers

Objective:' To.review comparison of sets and order among

numbers.

Vocabulary: Fewer than, equivalent, as many as, more

than, less than, equal toj greater than;

and the symbols- >, =

Ytaterial:' Number line. .

Suggested Procedure:-

'Represent two sets on the chalkboard such -as:

0

C=I

Set A

O
0 :

lt
Set B

If you are not sure which set haS, more

how can you find out, if counting is mist'

permitted.? (Pain the Members .)_

Mary, will .you, do that for vs?

When the' child has finished, ask how the sets can be .

deScriheewithbVt lasing- numbers'.; .(The set on the- left

has fewer metbdrs than the set on the right and the

set on the right has more members than the set on the

left.) Bring out the fact that the pairing shows this

since after pairing,- one member of 'the Set B was not paired

,wit3dr a member of Set A. )

a

How many members are in Set. A? (4.)

How CRY. members .arle 'In Set BY )

Niay we say 'then that 5 is - greater than 4?

(Yes:)

May we .say that 4 is. 1ss t#ail -5? (Yei:)

Witte' on the 'chalkboard:

129
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Ask if 'any- child. remembers;the symbol we .use- to indicate-

that 14. is less thaw, -j,.. If someone does have him
, :ill..:

Write the symbol beti,ieen the 4 and the 5: If not 11,i.then indicate we uSe the symb91 < -' Follow the same

procedure with the symbol for greater than. - .

Ask the children to read. both statements: 4 < 5 and

5 > .

(Four s less than five.)

(Five is 8reater than four.)

Represent two other seies on the chalkboard, such as:

Set A Set B

Ask a chMA to pair the members of the two sets.

0-

Does, Set A' have more-members than Set B? (No.)

Does Set A have' fewer members thaii. Set B?

How can you describe the relationship? (Set A
has 'as mexty membrs as Set B.)'

'There. is a worli. that we 'use to. describe thiS

b'l.:"PustiOnc .*.Doesranyaiie remember what it is? -

;:( cluiveilen-.). ,
*- . "

If any- (-111.3d. says that the two sets are- equal, a brief re-
view of the relation of equality of sets should be given.

We 'say that 7 + 2 = 9. What does .equalb`..men?

(Another namegor the ,sathg thing. "7 21i is

1,

I

-

another name for "9".)
,P

Is "Set B" .another name for "Set A"? .(No..).

Row.do you know?" -(There are different thingS

in the sets.)

When*setS ot'lzieinbers., we' _say theY

are equivalent'. They must have- exactly the same imeMbers
it: they are equal. These sets are equivalent, lout not

equal. ,I.T.itecessary, select -two', sets of children in
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_the classroom.'
. ,

-(Johnl.goe: 11)

Point, out that these sets ar

the same number of members.

.- (Mary, Ann Jane)

'e equivalent since they have

They are not equal, however

since th set of Mary, Ann, and Jane is not another name

for the set of John,' Joe, and Bill . ti

Return to the equivalent sets represented on the chalk-

board. Ask how y members are in Set A. Write 4

9n_ -the chalkbo d Then ask how many members are in

Set B. Write 4 on'the chalkboard. .F011ow by asking

a child to write a 'symbol between the' numerals to

indicate the relation between the numbers.

4 -4i

Now write several pairs of numerals on the chalkboard,

as

,6 8

24 24.

32 55

61 43

0 .4i
17 . 57
2 .18

65 12

7994h 99-

-V--

Ask different children to write the -symbol (<0 .

such

which indicates the relation between each pair of

numbers. When a childwrites the symbol, he should read

the sentence. For example, "Six is less than eight."

"Sixty-one is greater than forty-three," and so

.Refer to a picture offthe number

of greater-than and lets thaniat

. Ch.n anyime to

is drawn whicht_numbe is gr4ater, .7 or 9 ? .

It is to the ght of 7. )

e to, use the .concepts_

-stake-time.

th ..way the number line

4

I

e



0

Here is 3 on oup npmbe=-1.;pe. In which

direction should (we move if we. wish to find 8 ?

(To the right,)
.

What whole nurgers wi pass before- we get

to 8 ? (4, 5, 6

What are the whole numbers betty en 3 501 8 ?
(24.., 5, 6, 7)

Are thesi numbers _greater' than 3 ? Yes.)

Are these numbers less than .8 ? (Yes.)

Then, we can say that 4, 5, 6, and 7 are

greater-than 3,
ler

and less than 8.

Point to 'the number line. Remind the children that we

are thinking only of whole numbers.

What numbers are greater than 2 but less

than 10 Z. (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.)

Let .us see if we can answer this question

'without using the nuMber line. What numbers

_are. greater than 11 and less than

(12, 13, 14.):

Follow with several other ,eicercises St following:
.

rom the
It

What nUmberSfare greater. than. 5 but 'less. t

. What 'Fruzabei-s are greater than 8 but less- than

'15:? -

What numbers are greater than 17 but less than

27 ,?

15 ?.

'I.

r

r
MI,- What numbers are greater than 29 but less -.-

than 35 ? . , wo '-

-.. What numbers :are Ereater th.7 45 'but less than
.,-

54 .?

What numbers are greater than 10 but less than

125

11 ?

Fl. with a question such as, "What numbers are greater

thica 12 but less than 4?"

Responses to this last question should provide oppor-

tunity for durther discussion.
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I

Putlillsbook, pages - May be used for either

guided or independent work, depending upon the ability

of the children in your class. For page 57 "Using

the Number Line", pupils should write above each

"number line" the necessary numerals.

Page 58 is concerned with the intersections of sets

-_of numbers. -Xt might be well to discuss a similar

exercise with the children before they begin work on

the page. For example,-

6.

Set. A is the set of whole

num rs greater than

but less than 30.

Set B is.the set of

Whole numbers greater'

than 27 but less than

25

31.

The numbers in the intersection. of Sets and B .

are: .(28, 29i

The syMol "111----110. is used in this teaching exercise:

= 28 and 29 are members common. to -

both If the symbol ( 4-26..) seems too.

difficult foy.... ,dren to make, they can encircle the

numerals are the same. -

1.33.



Comparing Sets

127

1) There are more squares than 's

Show by pairing that youransiver corrtict (A& 44'Z Alf4t6i

2) There are as miny 0.:5 1.-7W-7-i

Show by pairing that your answer is correct

3) Is,the set of A- :1;s-equivaleni to the set of

How do yipu know? e.7t.....Zede.;

How many members in the set ofA s?

m-any members in the set of III 'i?

gat

1) How does the nuinber line help you remember that:

. (a) 11 is greater than 10? ii .e.-4 24 Z..

(b) 8 is less than 107

:

.t

55

134
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Comparing Numbers

Write either < or s> betwekleach pair of numerals:
Remember: 7< 9 is read 9>5 is

)
read

<_ 15

1_5 < 19

8 > 6

21 >17

3 ?- 31

47 <-52-

28 21

75 < 80

.

53 55.

3

"7 is less than 9" "9 is greater that, 5"

18.-> 16

45. < 51

81
S

23 >-)8_

.17.4 '25

38 K 49

67. > 62

(---
11 < 29

14 < 31.

29 < 43

35

23- <

72 67

89 73

< 84
4

25.

28. < 39

17 <

39 > 26

62 47-

:99 <. 102
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Using the Number Line

The set of whole numbeh greater than 17 but less than 21 is

{18, 19, 20}.
I

17 18 19 21

The serof whole numbers greater than- 29 .but leis.tha.n 32 is
4. -{ 3Di

The set of whole numbers;greater than 36. but less than .41 'is

7, 3r)3 9, *el.
3 3 7

-

The set of whole numbers greater than -52 but less than 55 is.
6-3, .5-4-

4. The set of-Whole numbers greaier than 92 but less than 88 is



L Set A ii'Ve 'set.of-Whole numbers
greater than 12,- but` less than 18.

et B is the set of whole numbers f
greater than 9 but less than 16.

The members in the intersection of
sets VA and B are:

'Set A = {13, 14,15," 61,17}

= {10, 11,

/51

Set R e is the set of whole numbers
greater than 50 but less than 54.

Set T is the set of whole numbers
greater than 48 but Jess than 53.

The members in Theintersection
of sets R and T- are:

.6"..?) 53

Set T = {49, Se,

Set `F is the set of Whole numbers
greater than 47 but less than 53.

Set G is the set offewhole numbers
greater than 50 but less than 57,

The members in the intersection
of sets F and G are:

Set F = 01-81, 41, 5d, 51,

Set G = {57):5"..ei 5:3; .01-4f.S:r4-)

Set X it the set of whole numbers
greater than 79 but less than 85.

Set Y is the set of *hole nuinhers
greater than 82 but less than -90.

The members in the interselfon.
'of sets X' and Y are:

Set X = {V4 $I, fJ) }

Set te.B,1"3;-r44.5'7145 "1

*113 8



Addition and subtraction facts"
.r7C

... .

Objective: To help children achieve mastery of the -basic
...- ,

addition and subtraction facts.

Vocabulary.- (No new worda,)

Materials y (No special..matertals required.)

Suggested Procedure:

. .

An example of a basic addition faot is

1777777777-1

Ehh:bal.c addition fact involves the swn.of twb.whOle

nUmbe4. each equal to or. greater ihanHO*Abut less than

To be:.useA quickly andeffectiVely,. the -basiC. addition

'and subtraction facti have to be memorized. However,

the memory cannot always be trusted, even if sUpportaa

by understanding. The process of memorization is enhanced-

by understanding. If
:

one is unable to ecall;a,basic

fact, understanding-may provide the means. to reconstruct

it Mastery of the basic.. addition and subtraction facts

consistsof both understanding and memorization. is .,

factory progress toward such mastery may take signi iCantly,'

:IMore. time and effort I.-or som'b children than fa6 others.

A systematic method of summarizing the basic addition

facts is Provided by:the Addition Fact Chart in the

pupills book, page 59. To facilitate.a *view, we.
.

begin with a limited chart like that below.

- Second Addend"

First

Add And

lemommultal

tom glum
stiiimsorumuil

oluutn a I

1Rowa_



P
Recall with children the way this small chart,is used

and read. The basic addition fact- indicated by the

appearing in the chart is

3 + 2.= 5_

bedause the 5 is in the ro labeled "-13. calied. the

3 .row) and in the column 'labeled -2 called the
column).

If we want to indicate: the- basic addition fact.

2 +3

5

we first go_ to the 2-row and= then to the 3- column In

the blank, space which is in both of these, wif enter '5.

Have pupils do the work on their own small charts.

Similar procedures enable us -6,16. complete this small table.

The following order may be used, although.. it is not

neceSsary. to .d6 so:

271-

t .4.= 5H.
-3)+ 1:=4
1: = 3

0 =.0

4 + 1 = 5

2 +.2 = 4

ty+ 3 = 7

o 3 = 3

2. 0

=

-0 +
1+ 3 =
2 + 4 . 6
3 +.0 = 3
1 + 1 = 2

4 ,4,= 8

1 ÷ 0 =

4 2 = 6

Have each child `complete his chart independently.. Note

ihose chi/drenwho may be encountering, difficulty or

who may be, using' tune ways
.
of determining Sums--

counting on.fingersg tapping with a pencil, making dot

pictures, etc. Also observe 'systematic ways thai-,

some children may use-to complete. the tart; e.g.,

completing the chart by rows, comp the chart V
coluEms etc. Such observations will nable you to

"".
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plan appropriately for the needs of individual Ichildren

as they work toward. .mastery of the. facts.

When the small charts are completed and perhaps at the

begiiinini of a new -da,yis work, attention might be called

to "doubles" facts, e.g., 0 + 0 = 0, 1 + 1 = 2 + 2-= 4,
3 + 3 = 6 , 4 + = 8: When the table is folded along a

running through the plus Sign and. the 8 in
this small chart, all the squares 'which then fall _upon

teach other cant:sin the same- numeral. Thus the 5-

3 + 2 5 falls upon. the 5. indicati.ng

-", 2 + 3 5. Similarly, the 5 -indicating 1 + 4
falls. the 5 indicating 4' + 1.= 5. The 7 for

6 = 7 falls on the 7 for 6 + 1. = 7. .on
_throughout the hart. This is due to the commutative
prOpezty.'of-

'..Children should be encouraged to look. -for other inteyestin.g
-things about the small'.4t:able. There are -many' For

eicamplv the-entries _just below-the heave) are the
. .

same as the iabels of the columns in which they appea,r.
. .

. This is d'pecausie-- (1 + 4 = 4, E1.3 c1. similarly for every

other addition fact where is the first mail-Perk in

such facts, the sumis' the same as the second number.

'Another interesting thing about this chart is that it can
. .

be used -to read. off. the basic subtracti-on facts. For

example, not -only. is 'the, 5. printed it the chart

iissocia:ted with the addition fact

3 + 2 51
. .

. it also is associated with the subtraction fact

5 - '3 = 2-

This may be remembered. as follows: In a subtraction

fact the first number is the sum. Its 'ramie will

be found inside the chart, -I e to the r t of the,

vertical heavy line and below the horizontal heavy -line

_Hence .t-o readNbe fact



r.

We. go first to E..eolumn (3 to be subtracted) .
proceed down-the 3.r.CO1umn until we find '5 inside
the chel.i-t. Thgn we proceed left as the ray in which
5, vat:J.4,01414d reach the label of that row, in
this -Meese it is
'Tp read the f4ct

6.- c2 14.1
. .

we first frP to the 2a-column. We proceed down the 2.T
cOlwn. we e=ncounter 6 inside- tbe chart. 'Then

turn to trle .1er and go until we find the label of
' the row in Vat that 6 appears.

It 14e-ea'ree that tkiesatraction fact
sig.to be -associated with the addition

while the sgbtre.ctio11 feat :
ip to be assoCiated with tlie-,e.ddition
fact
Then it 1411. be eepY to 0e the completed
chart for r40.4 n.4 both Addition facts and
facts.

. .

+.

addition fact.
subtraction. .

(It is interesting .to ..note that this small chart. C14,4 be
used: witho.4 dhangef as part of a Couiplete additicifq
fact' chart for. en..*- iystern o pl.ace,:v.alue epimerat1-9n
where the base is nine 9r more.)

On another day pupils may be asiged to fill in the complete
Addition Fact Chart in the vi.10.1 s book, Page 59.
It nay be -desirable to observe the Q.111-1.4ren in this 'work
to see if they are any of the incywieclge- they
ga.in.pd while working with the Ei 1.1..er chart

When thO 'o4art is completed, its uses in addition as
. .

w441 as in stibtragtion_ shot4d be demonStrated and prs.ct.-

O



Pupils b 4 Fives 60-61;

These pages are designed. to help children
relate -subtraction to addition and addition

°to subtraction._ -

pupil s book, ges '62-75 miscellaneous review..

135

These pages ere illustrations of pupil pages
that you may find. 441021 to use. These
1.11astr.tit tops -6.3.ate to partitionsi to
11431.11g .a ten 1.4 acislitton and ernbtreetton,
and to miscellanegmec 04:111-itiOn and su.btraction
practice, For e..xample; pages devoted to
I:az-tit/one of sets of eight and set; 9f-gn
are 5.3.11.3.Strated, Pages like 'these can be
prepared for pupilg; who need inzther erper.
Tezice with partitioning 'sets with a specified
number of members: 3.2 15, Jar. wbatever!
In a- similar way other pages may be e4apted
according to tkie needs of your particular class,

43W -
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diltelating%Subtradion to Addition

Fill in the blank. Then write the associated addition fact.

Exa,mple: 10 4

-13 7

--7. /3

8 =

/1

14 6

-r-t-

10

137

15 8 = .7

7

12 5 7

74- 05- = /:

13 = .5-

fr,b--. /3

10. 16 7 q
14-- T /4

1<eca



Rel4ing Addition to Subtraction
/

Complete. Then rewrite each addition factas a subtraction fact
/ + g

4+ f.
f

7+ 6 PF 13

7

1 7 r 4 r-

7

8. +. 7 15

12

- 7

3+ =

.

17

6 + 14

+.. w 15

/r 4qf

+ 4"' 13.

S

q F 14

11. 4 g 13.

12. 9 + q 18

/e-q 97



Misterrapepus-4etatisot
Addition and Related rgetiati

a,

10

6

10 6

10
6

10

.10. 7-

...1......1.... Jo{

7
Al: .7.._

9 + 1
1 +

10 1

10

10

/0

,.1.5 9



Partitions of a Set of Ten Things

Write an equation for each row..

11211111011.

.

o

0011

IP

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

1=

=

.=

=

=

=

=*-

1

3

4

5

+

+

+

+

+

-1- S

Write an equation for each row °

O.

Eli

7i. .. o.

fib 0050 FIT "

.
-0



-Using a Ten in Addition and Subtraction

Join some of the meAers of the second set to t fie first set to make

O La

a group of ten.

z

i.

-.....r...... .,....
,..,0100;". .... ."..411, % ........ .

IAD 0 0
........ ...I. ......... ....?.....).

.

6.+ 8 \--- 10 1-. 4

6 + 8 = /41-

O.
S`

AAAA AAA
AAA _ A

AA
A

, .

7 = 1"

7 + 7 -



2.42

Using a Ten in Addition arid Sutaction.

nk of the sum ofthe two numbers as ,10 andsome ones.

7 = 10.+
1

x_-10 + 1

.4 -I: 14a 4-

6 - 10 5-*

+ 5. 10 +

6 = /0. 4.1-

5 + "6 /0 4,- /-

/O--frat-

/40 4- 3 9 + 3 = /

= /0 4- 3 4 + = /0 -0- /

/404-/- 9 9 = /d+ e

* /0 4- 7.



'Pairs of Numbers

Corrifilete.this chart.

114.3

Number Pair ..

First: Second- :Operation
number number

7
.

Whole number sum
or difference

-3
11

Not any

/3

'16

5-

/2

14 of asei

5 4

Not any .

C 6.

12 0



Miscellaneous Exerciss,,

Write two addends for each sum. Then change the order of the
addends. Use numbers less than -10.

S

q 2

,

4,7'.

i 2

fib

5, 7

13

7 '4-
----

14.

5- 9`..

tr1 \ .

7) 7.

J '
d f''

[-9

Z f___.-

le) Z.,

17



Miscellaneous Exercises

The sum of two numbers is named in each larger box. Below each

sum is one of the addends. Name the other addend. The first one

is done for you.

iz
5 7:.

14

145

1 5
q

/7
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Miscellaneous Exercises

Finish each equation.

ME

+ /45' g = /6

4-



Miscellaneous Exercises

Fill in the blanks so that in each row the sum of the first two numbers
Is the third number,

and

in each column the sum of the first two numbers is the third number.

10

r't

3

12 13

rr
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." Miscellaneous Exefcises

Fill in the charts by finding the sum of pairs of numbers.

If

2 7 6 8'

/6 if
/1 /0 /.,

7 5 q g
/3

7.

IC /7 /6

/v /3

//

/0 /2 /3

11 /L

l# ,/7 /3
3 1/, /9. /.

/a /c



Miscellaneous Exercises
4

14.9

Make these sentences true by using Make these true by using -+ and
<,. or >.

L 7 + 6

2. 5 + 8 5 + 9

3. 9 + 3 2 + 9

4. 6 + 3 __<__ 9 1

5. 6. + 5 =-- 5't+ 6

6. 2 + 9 MSMM
9 + 2

AV

7. + 3 < 4 +7
8. 6 >__ 6 + 5

3 +.7

8 4

2 + 6

12. 2 + 8 3

1.

2.

4 > 7 5-

9 7 < 8 4

8 _:-.7._ 2 < 7 _.-f-- 2

7 -I-- 7 > 8 -1- 2

8 4- 9 < -9 -4- 9

9 '4 > 7' -- 6

7. 14 _ 3 > 8 4

8. 9

9. 17

10. 21

11. 28.

<8.1
..>_ 2

<_ 6
4 >
1

15, ----kg- 8..

12. 34 7 < 25 15

13. + 8 8 5_ 131 79 -1-24 57

14. 4+ 8 6 4- 5 14. 56 29' <- 12 14-14
15. 3 -MININOM- 3 15. 89 -45- >134 _ 51
1_6. 14.-, 201 -4- /98 > 300==_56





Miscellaneous Exercises

/ill in the second ring. I

Given addend plus other addend equals the sum named in the
third ring. Example: 2 + n = 13

n
*

X51.

V.
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Miscellaneous Exercises

1. Find the sum Wadding the number named in the center

ring to a number named in the second ring. Write the.

sum in the outer ring.

Find the difference by subtracting a number named in the

second ring from the number named_in the center ring:

For example: 13. 5 = S.

15
75



Place value

Objective To extend .the idea "of place value and 'the

.Lecimai-base of our numeration system.
. .

Vocabulary: (Bo new ras.)

Materials: Dowel `rods (or similar materials) for forming

sets of hundreds, tens and ones. (These may
or.may not be needed the children-in-

your class.)
-

AbadseS.for.teaCher.and pupil

'SUgqested Procedure :.

This section of work might be introduced with the fol-

lowing "make-believe" newspaper clipping: If possible,
duplicate copies-and distribute one to each child.

Last Saturday 836 people visited the
Central City zoo. There were 683 children

. among the visitors. ."At-noon, lunches were-
served fn the lunch room to-.3&5 :of the

visitors.

Ask the following questions. Record on the chalkboard
the numeral for each answer:.

How manypeople visited the zoo? (836.)

How many of them were children? (683.)

How many noon lunches were served? -(386.)

Lead7to -the.fact.that the same digits - -3, 6, and 8-7
.appear in each numeral. Then have children react to
this assertion:

Since the same digits appear in each numeral,

the.three'numerals are just different names for the
same number! So;all the people-who visited the

zoo were children; and all the pegple who visited. the

zoo atelundh itthe lUnch room at noon.

a-

in

4-
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Childrent,s reactions naturally should lead to the fact

that the poSitionorilace of a digit in a numeral is

very important-=that 036 ands--b063. and 368 are names
-

for different numbers; t t the 8 in 8e refers to
8 hundreds or 800, that 8 in 683 refers to

'8 tens or 80, and that the 8 in 368 ,refers to

8 ones or simply 8. Similar things

the diets 3 and 6.

done for

Write the following on the chalkboard and see,if crhildren

Are able ,to complete. each' correctly _and quickly:

6' hundreds -8 tens, 3 ones or
.:

8 ,hundreds,3- tens, 6 ones or

3 .:hundreds, 6 tens

/
8 ones or

80o + 3o +

300 + 6o + 8 .

.6 + 8 0 + 3 =00

The preceding explorations will give you an indication

of the way in which you profitably may use pages

76 - 79 -in,the pupil's book to extend the'childrents
.%

understanding of place valUe.- For some children the

first two or three pages-may be merely-sampled-or even

eliminated. 'For other.. children you will wish to have

them work carefully through each-of,these_fo"ur pages.-.
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Teni.and Ones

Fill. in the blanks..

3 tens, -3 ones

or

33

tent, 7 ones

or.

tens,. 4- ones

or

111111111111111110101111M1111

111111111111111111211111111111111

7 tens, V onesr".
or
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Hundreds, Tens, and Ones.

Complete each:.of these.
_

1 one hundred 10 tens 1 ten

0
0

0
0

0
O

10 ones

/ tens, and _ones

342: tg hundreds, tens, and ones

203: hundred4 ,O tens, and .3 ones

230: hundreds,

OS: 6. hundreds,

4 hundreds,

704: 7 hundreds,
\ -I

.774/: 5 hundreds,

3 tens, and 6 ones

2 tens, and 5 _ones

9 tens, and - 6 ones

0 tons, and 4 ones.

4 tens, and 1 one

1

a
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Hundreds, Tens, and Ones

124 .

X X X 'X X.X X X Xxxxxxxxxxx
X_ X X X X X XX X X

X X_X x ,x X x x- x
X X X X .X X X X X Xxxx X xxxxxx.
X X X_X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X Xxxxxxxx x
x x x x x:.

Fillin the blanks:

4 '

X

. .

a.

78
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Humireds, TenS, and Ones

Fill the blanks.

847 = 800 + 40

235 "1- 3o +

670 6do -+ 70 -47 00

509 5D + -+

999 - 9oo r -2i- -9

419 ADO q

_741df 700 +

f

fd

+

100

476= ',zoo -t-

875 fed, -A- 7d -A

570 = 5-ao 7o -A

409 = 40o 4 o +
888= foo 4-

.cl



s. The AbacUs

=It is appropriate pat, this time to. introduce children to
the abacus as:a 'device for representing numbers.

..Using -a ..rturneral such as 527, have it represented as
5 sets of 100; 2.- setsOf and 7 ones. : Then
develop the notion that if we use the ilea of plaCe
valith, we merely. need. to show the number of hundreds (in
the appropriate place)., the num15'er:of tens (inthe ap pro-
prlate place), 'and -the ,number of ones (in the appropriate
Place ) .

Introthice an abacus. with three- rods., Make cle4, which: .
rod .is to be associated with the -hunailedst.
the 'tens' place,. and. with the .onest place. Lead child-,

ren to see that the following representation is. a valid.'
one for '527.

Tens Ones

-

"?,---:14:eke- clearZt t can- replace 10 leads on the ones.-
rod. .(10 ories) with one bead or!' th tens rod '(1
and that we can replace 10;' pads on the tens rod

-

A.

(10 tens) with one bead on the -hundreds d (I .'hundred)..'Proviae experiences- in w h children,re asked t6:
(a) represent. .e.',given 3 -Place .nuateral on -the . abacus":
and (b) tell- what numeral has been' repreented on. ext.

'aba.cus. Use page 80 in the pupil' a- book in developing
these -understandings.

16
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:The number ..5-g I is repreented on this abacus.

53e = 5 hundred. +` 3 tens + 8 ones, or

c 34 500 30

Show 817 on this abacus.

817 = Ye;e + /



Regrowing sets and renaming numbers_

This work related. to regrouping sets and. renaming numbers
is important -.in preparation: for future work In'Nadditio

and subtractiOn . Children need: to 11*v.e. experiences
which -help" them realize that:a al-umber may be representea
in different ways: .This can be shown, on" an abacus .

-Draw an abacUs, on the -ehalkbOard's: -

HUndreds Tens.

,

Ask children how 42 would.-be shown -on the abacus;

then, how can be shown with only :37 tens. -..

"4 tens and 2 ones

40 + 2 = 42

3 .tens and ..12 ones

0 + 12 4-2

-Ask children how 824 can be shoWn. on the abacus; then,
how 824 *can be shown -t-iith only 7 hundreds; then, how
it can be shown with only cone. ten.







500 + 30 + 1 = 531

Show one hailcired-as a set of ten tens:

Write the new name. 4 4.00 4 /50 t /

700 + 80 + 0 = 780

Show one set of ten as-a set of ten ones..

Write the new name. Zoo 7o /0-



Different Ways of Thinking About a Num

tens + f ones

. or tens + i if ones

q tens + ones

or tens + /4 ones.

39 =" 3 tens + cries

Or tens + I9 .ones
. .

g tens + X ones
or 5- tens + /go/ ones -

4 tens + 1 ones

?g onesor 3 tens +

_ tens + 7 ones

or 4- tens-+ ones

tens+ ones

or 7 tens + 'PA .ones

71 = 7 tens + / one

or ie tens +. // ones

96 9 tens + ones

or f tens :F /4 ones

..

74 = 7 tens + ones-:

or tens--1, /4 ones



tens - ± 7 'ones,

tens + ones,

tens +



Renaming a Number

Match the expanded form with the standardform. For example,
( A )100 + 40 I- 3 =, 143, ,.so A . is placed inlhe, blank besyle 1 1

100+

500 + 70

600 + 160- +)

400 + 20- + 2

300 4- 00 + 7

600 110 + 6

G 100 30' + 13

H 200 + 10 + 17

90 + 1

609 +1.0 ;4- 15

500 4, +

700. +.aQ

700 -+

2 0 + 104, + 7

764

491 ,

7)

re.

0

500 + 120 + 5,.

800+ 1.20. +2

227

143

922

625

307 E.

.



The number:. .2 '74 7.Ms represented.on this abacus:

.247 = 6 thousinds hundreds + 4 tens +. .7 ones
A ..I :5L 7 = 6000 + 200 + 40 + 7

2. 'Show 3465 .on this abacus.





Thousands j.

Complete each of these:

IP

/6' ones =1 ten

Je tens ..=, 1 hundred

/d- hundreds = 1 tibusand

.

2748 = 0" thousands + . 7 hundreds +

5619, 5, thousands + hundr'eds + / ten + .4?. ones

`7546 =- '7 thousands + 5 hundreds, + .4L tens 4, ones

r 5, thousands + 3 huridreds + 8 tens. 0 ones

e = 3 °bonds + 0 hundreds + 7 tens.` s 4 ones

9 t
C

sands + 2 hundreds 0 . "tens + 6 ones



Naming a Number in Different-Ways

-,Show 6549 on the abacus with 6 thousands,- 5 hundreds,:, -

4 tens, and 9 ones.

6549 with only .5 thousands.

Show 65 49 with only 3 tens.
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-Naming a Number in Different Ways

1.- Here are some ways to,name 3547.,

354.

9

*

35. hundreds + 4 tens +. 7--cirtes

3 thousands + 5 hundreds + 4 tens + 7 ones
354 tens + ones

1000 + 500 + 40 + .7

3500 +-40-+ 7

.2. Show someways to name 236.

.z 356 afries
cr.

hundreds * 64-ens 44:me's
ot t h e , ids ha dl -eels ÷ 1-efrAS 4-

s
411.3 oLerys area' One*

of.
2-00.0 -* Sea -if- 43-0 4- 4-
.Z3 o6 +. csv ÷ 4,,

.

Show.some ways to 'name 4253.

.4263 ones

0118-S

4' hi/hatreds 4- 4-5" ones -efts

frh 0115e/he& + hundreds 45"75 3 -ones-

*26" terns 74 .3 EV eS

- oa ;5.



,#/t
.Names for Numbers

1.. From the list below check ( ) all tai
-4/ a) '4529 ones.

652 .tens:+. .nine ones..

c) 6006T+ 500-.±40

-6000 + 1506 + '20 4- 9

e)- T5000 +-:1500 + 20 4 § .

1./ f) 651 hundreds +.20 + 9.

g). 6060 400 + 20 9

h)
41)

6000 + 500+ 20 + 19 .

Answer Yes ou-No.

a) 5, 324 is 53 . tens and 24

-600 + 120 + 8. :Woo

16 'nes =
C*4'-

naming 6529.

A.

a ;
..., at.'..-_ r e

The number 2; 53.8 can be named n.many ways. Write some of them.
.-.k-- -4.7 - '.)-:,-

24538: 4f* #2.-5.73
.4 ji

g.-

s.

tr-
A.53



Pnpilts.bOok; pages ,92-21:

Are cOncernevith the inequality.of numbers.

.*Reviewwith the Children the meaning, of the

symbols > :and- Show them hOW tliey'may

ruse 'the number Ilneeito decide whichnuTbers..

Areymembdrs:of the set greater than one number

but less than'anOtber.- You may wish rbo.`.use
the first eample if this discus's4on obserling

that the starting point is 28 and the last

. '

point 'named is 33.*



Using the N (Ember. Line

The s ole numbers greater than 28 but less than 33
(29,

-28 29 30 31

:44....f.;;L:-..;

a,

175

s

The set of whole, numbers greater than 67 but less than 73 is

The set of Whole num s,greater than f 198 but leis than 204- is

. 1
.

/.
fhe., sefof whole:nuMbers ireater than .789 but les!!
I

st

800 is

4; The set of whole .ituthbers greater than -993 but less an 1002 is

2



Comparing Numbers -

1

Write < or > between each pair of numerals..

129: <. :156

175.:.4 200

235 -> 167:.

253 ' .-350

., .500. _1000

500 1500

2000 > 1000:

3500 > 2500

4000, > 500

391 450.

402 > 343

156 L 380

287 <

2500 3000

3520 : 2001

`;7564 156 .

*.
376 285

491 .176

207 z. 377

176 & 253

3702 >.. 3046

183
93 4;

4are

3427 < 3548,

2763. 3274

4051 >- 4027

1776 1492



II-5. techniqueS for finding s

pbjective-; To review techniques adding numbers;

between 10 and 100' using ..expanded.

fOrmsAlma to 'extend those techniques. to.'

adding numbers between -200 and 100.

Vocabulary: (No new. words;)

.

Materi : Sticks or_ other materials that cat be grouped

easily into sets Of hundreds, tens,- and

single units such as the hundred Card,. ten-

cards, and single unit cards below:

MN MEI INS IMM Mos
IM MO MO ME IM MEI INE INNNEB MIMI MI I= En =I I= MI ME

WM MN ffm IIII1 =I INN
CM MI MI NM NM MI MI ME ME MN
MMI NM MI I= MN =X =II Me

11.1 WM ME ii M. Mii NM MB1 ME MEM NM MI IMEN
MI EMMEN NM MB IMIN

NM OM MN MS PIM NMI MI MO MI MI

Suggested Procedure:

The material in--the first part of this secti s intended.

as a quick review of addition techniques.. 35 24
omie re computed in theA9115N:ing ways:

30 +5 35
(20 4) 22+

50 +.9 7 59 9.

59 7

If chi1dretave not. used these form -previously, then
use developmental materials in Book. 2a and develop
these techniques as other ways to compute the sum. This.
review might be motivated by using a problem. situation..
Display 3 packages of tickets (10 tickets in each
package) and 5 single tickets without 'telling how.,

may are in the set.
a



r.

re are some tickets.

thinks he ban` tell us hoW many we- have?.... . . .

children Obaei-ve, sets -of tens and

ones.)

Now suppose we put another set of tickets

with this first set. Here is our second
t-IIP I)set: 2 tens, d. 4 ones .

Who Can tell us hqv mkely tickets are in

_it? (2/6): ,

How many tickets do we have in the.unibliof,

the two sets? (35 + 24.)

.. Now who .can. snow us how. to firmed another nap
this.number?

Children may suggest several ways. If no child. suggests

the .expanded fomm, then You_ suggest it by starting to

solve. the problem and aslang someone 'to try to complete .

the work. 'For eiample,

I am thinking of another way we might use.

.Suppose we think 35 as '30 +' 5 . . Then

how Would we think of 24 in the '.same way?

(20 +4}

Now let us write

30 +5
20 + 4

Who can finish the..problem? (Hopefully,

some child will do sq. Be willing to let

some try,. even, unsuccessfully.)

I. am thinking of still 'another 'way:

will start it.

35
24
50

Now, who Will finish the work this time?

Have children perform other- such cOmputations. Select

;the following:

23 -4. 35 220,-F 37 -411:.

from



46 +. :31 + 56 + /1.3

73 + 15 = 42 t 17 -64 t-1-

!Ask if ,tlies(..suiis.yere more difficult to. compute than-

sums which. involve' ,juSt .basic combination.: (i .e., 8 + 7
9 + := . ) . After-.some discUssion the children should

realize that these. numbers- greater than. 0 ar.e not -more. . . .

difficult, since our nunittation system es it as easy tosince
., .

,:.

add tens as to-add oneti: ..

Ca

FUrther Activities
.

Suggest that children think of these OompUtations as
describing problems like the ticket problem. For .

instance, some children may IA sh to suggest problem

situations that could be described by 46 + 31 =
_ -

l'here are- 46 children playing*.

;Then .31 children: came to

How many children are playing?

Pupils s. book, pages 2 Use these paged-for

independent work. Since both expanded. forms. have been:

reviewed., allow the children to select the form best

suited to their needs. Children who have the understanding

and no longer .need the expanded" form should. be" iezmitted.

to4 use the regular algorithm.



a-



b., :

z

r
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4

1

°Ek-tend_infieto finding sums. of. numbers greaten' than 100

Now Iet';ui* think about many more tickets. Display a

set of .,135 , objects as . 1.. set of one hundred, 3

:..sets Of ten, and 5. ones (You may find materials as

illustratea.below- easier to use:,).

EMI OM NM OW MIMI mei min Imo mmi
MI MIR MN ME NMI 11 NEN

LA EMI MR OM ail MI MI MINI ME MEIM =i MEI ILI =1 MI OM MI
ME ME Ili NM MIMI =I Mil MR PIM

OM ME
Eli MI ME NM NM IhNi ME MS MI
MG NMI IENI INN IM 1=1 ZIMMER MS
MN WI ME MP 1M Mil UM =I MOMi NMIinMI MOE Mi - C=1 I71-'

Thenpresent another. set of your- own choice, e.g.., a set

of 163 objects, so "that. the sum. can be found without

.renaming bees, tens, or finhdreds. Ask children 4co
4.

how many are in each set (135- .and,-1637.... Then, ash
. .. ..

how theycan find. the .nuthber, of itemberS in the union of

the two sets (add 135 and 163). Write:

135 +.163 =

Recall 'f-roth previous.work on pltiCe . value how these numbers

can be expressed. Questions asked, should elicit answers-

that will. result in the,following records- .

135r 100 30.4- 5 135
+ /63. (100-+ ;6o 4- 3) +.163. .

8 298: 8
90

2000

.=

1S-9



Tuns of other pairs Of numbers where. each ntiraber
is greater than 100. e ;both- teclinique.s for :sever

-texamples,..unless-, for, irldiviilual children, this does of
Lseem advisable. Them let Children Use the-form :wb ch- has

. .. 4most-meaning according: to their
may wish to extend. "tO'beYond 160C1 for some -ehiltrgn:

Talk aboiit the s ,mil oi:.'additg theme numbers .and
adding numbers 'leas than 106,

+ 225 + 62g 104 + 5235
542 354. 7 - .00 + 308 3075 + 3503
324 + J 61 + 168 = 3407+
g)1+ + 44 5 32 + 463 5176 + .2723\

Use Pupil's book: ,Flags 96. 97: For independent.practice.

A
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The Sum of Two Numberi

Compute:
a



-ct 4

The Sum of Two Numbers -

Compute-



Using the abacus
t

.

Children a lrar with the abacus from their work
.e.

on place val el Review by asking what number is repre-

sented,sented, such as,

representing the
.

number 3,526.

Select problems according to the particular abilities of

your group. You may wish to start with the second

illustration rather than the first one that is suggested.

We can use the'abacus to help/ us represent

numbers when we-have problems) to salve. We

can use it instead of stickstickets (or

,whatever material was:being used).

Suppose 37 doughnuts were served at a

,party, but 8 more doughnuts were needed

if everyone was to be served.

How many'doughnuts were needed for the party?

Who can write this sum?

.

a

37 +8

Who thinks he can represent the number

doughnuts served first?

You thought of it as 3. tens and 7

ones.

How many more wirejUeeded (84)

of



t

Let us make a record of what we bave.\done.

3r tens + 7 ones
'+ 6 ones

Can -we

(Yes.)

3 tens + 15 ones
. "

think of 15 ones in another way?

15 ones - 1 ten + 5 ones

We can move 10 counters from the ones

rod. and place one more counter on the tens

I rod.

ti

Now we must change the written r.ecordc.

_e3 tens + 7 ones

1- 8-= ones
3 tens + 15. ones I. tens + 5 ones

Lets see if we can find a shorter -way to
- ; compute sums.

You masior select.one of the following. (or use .both) .

37 39 + 7 37
+ 8) + 8

30. + = 40 +5 45 15

30

45

/

187

S



188.

_

_

If both are usI d encourage children to describe the

) differendes and likenesses.
.I. 1

<<

0 Continue witli another problem: You may wish to leep.it..4.$:.
in the 'context i of party, doughnuts, etc. Instead of

needing El mo e dOughnuts 15 more are needed.. After

statl:ng the pr bleni; .ask a child to give the example

which describes the problem (37 + 15 = ). Call on
a ehild to re esent the numbei's on the abadus and do'''. the

regrouping.. k two other children to come to the. . .

:-.-,-
.. -.: ,-p,"board and keep a record

,

,of each step as it is taken. . ,-.-
t.,..,

1.

Write sumsspch as these on the board.

37-= 30 +

37 = 30. +

= 10 + 57

33.

.

37 30 7 37
= .10 .4- 5

40-4-+ 12 = . 12
50r+ 2 =. 52 40

52

36 + '27 '43 + 55

See if the children. can tell just by looking if t.hWones

and 'tens At be renamed. Thinking carefully befoie



. .

4

pUtting pencil to paper will pay big dividends ,1,then

working- with -expanded notation. in the solution of sub-

traction examples requiring renaming.

Pupil's book; pages-. 98 -- 222: Discuss the first two pages

N'ttla the cliiidreri. Use the others for independent work.

Pupil' s book. pages 104 - 110: The next four pages deal

with the addition of numbers greater than 99 but less

4 thhn 1000. The only renaming necessary has already

been taught. You may ute the first pagd as your introduction

or -'.You May prefer to begin with a problem situation.

Last year our school had 549 books in

the library.

This year we received 324 more.

How many boOlts do' we have now?

The procedures suggested 'for- theuse of the abacus on

page 159 of the, Teachers' c-momentary can be used in

this situation. Then the first pupil page can be
.4'

-discussed with the children.

Use the remaining pages for

:4.

OM.

ndent'work.

I 9

.1.89

-



The Sum of Two Numbers

Mary has a bouquet with 36' flowers. If Jill gives her a bouquet

having 28 flowers, how many flowers 4will Mary have? We may write:

36 + 28 ./x/

A. Think of 36 as: \

.

.1 I I 111

, ,flo o)4,

(30 6) .

B. Think of 28 as:

:oboe
. e

ore

,

(20 +-8) ..

C. Join the tens: .:eel. 0..* o*co .0
. 000

0 -

(30. + 20)

_

P

.)

-
.

_

Join the ones:

fb
4101/

0 =
41,0

(6' + 8)
.

////
/

Do you see that we have another set of ten when we join the ones.?

Make a ring around a set of ten.

6 + 10 + 4
(30 + 20) + (10 + 4)

98

Ls



-3;91

0

L Join, the new set of ten to the

other sets of ten..

i1.
O.

- 0.0
o

(30 + 20 + 10)

0.

,

_

:These are the ones*

*

(30 + -20 10) + 4 ,ft '60 + = 64

You can write:

36 + 28

36 - 30 +'6
+ 8

50 + 14

OR

50+ 10 +v4

36

+ 28
14
50r



192

Renaming Ones

Mark those for whic.b_yowdoulirename.40ones-as-4- ten.

1) 27 + 35 13) 45 +

2) 57 +- 26 14) 42 ,-F 56

\.

3) 54 + 25

4) 73 ,+ 27 -

5) .41. + 14

6) 43. + 26.

7) 35 4-3%44 `

4.

15)` 67 + 23

16) 57' +. 16* %/

17) 34 + 57 /

18) 2\3 * 64
a

19) . 89.+

8) . 2.6 38 20). 66 +

9) -37. +. :48

10) 74 + 13

29 t 8 V

'\12) 251+ 18

211 47 +29

22) 28 + 39 '/
)r

23) .33 + 52

24) 17 64

4

C

ot.

.

-



The. Sum of Two Numbers

Compute-

1931

63 + 29
1

58 +'25

-

O

54 + 27

r

49 + 28 -4.cf 77

65 + 29 95z- 23 + -47

ir4

Vir
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The Sum of Two Numbers

Compides

76 + 18 1,44. 7.0,z

58 +t sr 59 38 17

35 + 46* 47 +9

QM.

r

102
201 .a/

4



The Sum of Two Nuinbers

Compute:

11 59 4, 37 "

2),x. 46 + 28 -

3).. 37 +

4) 14 + 78".4
a

.

et,

195

9)- 63 .4-

L
54 + 37 -

11l' 6 + 28 a.

a

12) 15 -+ 75

ro.

5) 25 + 0 13) 39 59 v`
MMIW

6) 38 4. 47 6-1

7) X65

3

+ 26 =
4

8) 47 + 37 -7(C54_

-

14) 28 +69-
<5"

15) 474 9 "

16) 29 + 28

2 0103

*1.

Isr
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.Tht Sam of Two Numbers

2,37 'stamps in her .stamp collection.

Her grandmother gave her 126 more stamps.

. How many stamps does Ann-have now?
C

We write: 237 + 126

"Think of z31 as:

EEMEIM MMEIMP
.11111111111 EMLIIIE

MENINININEWWwMIMEMMISIBMW.41 1111.10EEINIM M ..11.EESII minamwISEMWIM

0
0
0
0
0

Othink of 126 as:

Join the hundreds, tOen the tens, and then the ones.a IMMUM.MMIEMMMEEImEEmmINIMMEN
MIMMIMUMMIM1.10115111 ENEM EMMEN=EME INIMIEMIE EIMMIMMEM.MEM

01111111.1111.1. EMMIN 111MMIIMEIMIMM 11.1112
116111EMIEMIEw IIEMMM MEIMM1.1

- Think of 13 as 10 + 3.

So, 237 + 126 = 300 r 50 + 13
= 300 + 60 + 3'

= 363

We can write:

237 = 200 + 30 + 7

.4126 - 100 + 20_+

HI

300 + 50 + 13 = 300 + + 3 = 363

Ann has . 363 (staMps..

208

0000000
"Off00

2E1

237
+126

13 ,

50 \
300
363
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The Sum of Two Numbers

Computft

197

345
+249

.

. ..r 9 +4

.. .

538
+237

,

..

.. .

.

. ,-L

816
+ 185

.

. r

248
+ 125

.

.

..

347
+226

-.(7....4 723
-+158

L. dr I

. _

.

. 707
+ 105 .

.

21 -.)-

,.

.

349
+233

Pd"- -1-.8. 3

, ....-

1 .

..
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The Sum of Two NuMbers

Compute

437 243 z go' 461 + 279'P`,
4 A

5374 256

J

-7 9.3
1

% (4

825 + 137
..

.:5, 4 :7,--

2:-.1

s

34.7 -t 268 158 + 629
71

a

'2f
08

.



a.

The Sum of Two Numbers

Compute:

1) 532,+ 149 =-

g

2) 1.04 + 177 mt- .PP/

'1

201

1-3) 409- +- 217 =G 7:L

14) + 206 z.---iz75,A,

3) 348 + 29 =- 377 ) 74 + 16 =--.

4) 502 + 378 16) 67 + 208 Z.

17) 146 + 726 7----577;-5) 37 + 156 2
.

6) . 848 129 y7 7 18)- 848'+ 108 = PZ
1

5

7) 323 + 39 = 9 19)- 37 + 207- "C7

8) 207 + 308 CAS.-

9) 206 + 385 v- -Cf/
-90-4

10) 81 19 -:-- fo o
r

11):46.9 +31771

-12) 407 t

20) 475 * AY/

21) 671- + X29= /0.0o

22) 10.6 4- 87
s.

23) 164 + i0.16:--437;0

24) 129 ± 69 = if 1

N,
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-Z.

e,
A Vacation Trip'

,Ed's parents took him to visit a park.
4

Th-ey drove 269 miles the first day.

The second day they went J17 miles.

How far did they travel in 2 days ? mi;g4.44
a

Ed saw 14 -different car license pl,ates.

The next day he saw 9.

He claims he saw 24 in 2 days.

Did-he? How do you know? (>0. z4

On Monday 406 cars went into the park,

On Tuesday 375 more came in,

cHow many visited the park. on Monday .and Tuesday? 71/)

4. There were 14 bears and 8 deer along thvoa

Ed saw them,

'How ,many animals did he see?
-

a

5. Ed ate $6.38 worth of food.i
o

HiS share of the motel-bill was $3.38.

What dia his trip cost his father? Li 7 70

4



0

0

let

,o

,,naMing 10 tens.as one hundred'
;

Display a set of 192 obje;zts-'as .One set-of one hundred,

_9 -sets4of ten-and 2 .sets of (You.may-find material

as illustrated below -easier Ito use

mIM -- - ---
EM EINEM
ElEt 1E. =I ME EMI ME ME
IME IEE ME EN !! ENE ME MEM

ME ME ME MN ME MEN ME MEE ME
EM ZEE MI ME OM EM EM
ME GEE EEN WEI MIME= MEM PM MR
ME OM IBEk ME MEM NM MEE
ME ME IEEE NM EEE
MMMMMOMEMWMEMMUMMMMMMMM

..

-Then piesent' 4another set of yo,ur own choice,. e.g.,. 186.
,.

Ask Children..to .bell how:many are in each'set (192

and-186).: AIsb ask hOw they can find:the number of.
--.... ,

1

meMbers
,
in the union of the two sets. Write! . '-

192.
.

+ 166
.. ,..-., .

Recall 'how theSe numbers caltbe expressed by referring to
._

p revious, work on place Va;lUe-.. AlMestions asked should

result ip the following records.
. -

192 100'+90 + 2

1816 - 100 + Bo + 6
,

44
'12430- 4- no 4- 8 =1300 e70 .. 8

378.

4192 , .

...- .186

8.

170

200

.378

and in ans*ring-tbe" question oflhc4 marry- objects are

In the union of the two sets.
-

-

Flitid sums of other pairs cif numbers where each number

is greater thin' 100 and renaming ten tens

is required.

Use both techniques for several examples, unless for

individual childrenthii.does not seem eaTisa Then

let children use the form of their choice in ke ihg wfth

their level of understanding and skill.'

as one-hiandred

e. 21 0

/

I.

a.

V
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k

The use of the abacus as illUstrated in the Teachers!

Commentary page 159 . can be adapted 'for thls type of

regrouping example.

Pupil's boOk,'pages 111 - 116 Discuss the first page

with the children. The following pages are for independent.

work.

..,

I

a

-

el

a



Finding the Sum of Two Numbers

Ann bad 237 stamps in her collection.

Her grandmother gave her = 191 more stamps.

How many stamps does Ann have now?
- ;

-We writ 237 + 191

Think of 237 as: Think of.' 191 as:

Join the hundreds, then the tens, and then the ones.

Think of 11 tens as 100 + 20.

So, 237 + 191'=300 + 120 +
= :300 + 100 + 20 +1,8
= 400 + 20 + 8
= 428

We. cary,write;

237 = 200 +- 30 + 7
191 = 100 + 90 + 1

- OR

H

<-:- 0 i
-237-

. +191ii
300 +120 + 8 , - . 8
400 + 20 +. 8 = 428 :

- 12 0
. .-",--, 300.. . , -

Ann has 428 stamps.

o
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Renaming Ten Tens

1) ..300-+-170 + 8 ,

400.4- 710-1-÷ 8 4
-

8

a. .

6),-- 400 + 190 + 2

.57,40 + qa + . :,- = W.?

2) 500 +0,120 + 7 7) 800 + -130 + 3
keo + .2.0 + 7_ =6.27 ve) + 3 o + -,5 = (735

3) 100 + 140 + 6 8) 600 +. 160- + 6
,,,410 + / A O 6__ =..2,-/1 7 + + = 7,14.t -

4) 700 + 150 + 0 - / 9) 100 + 100 + 5
foe + .,---a + e) = 7b e) ...2.0e + 0 + .51 =026151

_s.
.

tA

5)
.,

, 200 1a00 + 8 , 10) 800 + 190 + 9-

AO + O 4- = JD, 9041 + 9d + 47 = ? i
,



Renaming Ten Tens
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Renaming Ten

783 + 643 = rttkt,
eta

495 + 192 G17

496 + 213 = 7 09 .t 384

10.

571 - 7 is

764 + 142.: yo 6 135 ,+ 284. =

431 + 176 o
bP.

327 + 292 = j / 7

eF



,Refiaming Ten Tens

CoMpute the sum.

395 + 282

-

.

4 7 7 784 +192 17

151 + 263 = -493 + 276 = 7

364 + 273 = G3 7

276 + 550 = 77'C

487 + 161

386 + 253 -;

115 .

41.
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Uncle Jim's Farm

L Uncle Jim. lives 170 miles from Boys' Town.

Boys' Town is 268 miles from White_ City.

Uncle Jim drove to White City by way of BoyscLown,

How many miles did he travel? 64-e 4Pt-a".)

-2. Jane visited the farm.

She saw 76 cows along the highway,

Uncle Jim has many horses,

Site counted 52.

Did she see more than 100 gnimals?)
74 Prr

3. On the farm are 784 hens.

There are 20 roosters.

How many chickens does Uncle Jim have?

4. Last Year. Uncle Jim made $475 in wheat.

The corn crop was worth $450.

How much. money did he make on griin? ( "r4.4,-91

5. The hired man put 170. bales (Allay in the barn.

He did the same thing the next week.

Howmany bales of hay did he store? (J.Y0)..



II.6. Techniques for finding differences

Objective: To review techniques for subtracting:nUbez-s

between 10 and 100, using the expanded

form, and to extend those techniques to

subtracting numbers'between 100 and 1000.

Vocabulary: (No new words.)

Materials: (Same as used in preceding section.)

SUggested Procedure:

'As for addition, the material in this section is intended'

as a quick review f subtraction techniques. 63'- 28

could be computed the following warg:

. 1). 63 (60 3) (2o
63 - 28 = (50 + 13) - '(20 + 8)

83 - 28 = (50 - 20) +(13 8)

. 63 = 30 + 5 = 35

2)
63 60 + 3 '50 13

- 28 (20 + 8) + 8)

30 +5 =35

The first fort is appropriate when working with concrete

materials. The second form :is more convenient' when a

written record of procedure is being made. 'If children

do not use the second fOrm becaUse of lack of .z.tperience,

then use developmental materials in Book 2 *as':was done

for addition.

Motivate the review by presenting a proplem situation.

Tot has 48 stamps.

There were 4'blocks of 10 and 8 single

sa a
stamps.

Who can represent Tom's stamps using these
.

cards? (Or whatever Materials-selected.)

He used 17 stamps. How many stamps were left?

211
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k-

What should, be writteDion the chalkboard?

Who thinks he knOws hoW toperfOrm_the

compttation?

If no child suggests the expanded form, then begin by

starting to solve the problem as indicatk below.:

48 4o + 8

-'17 -(10 + 7)

30 +1 = e 31

Continue with another problem. You may wish to keep

in'the context of stamps..

Miaryhad 63 stamps.

. How many blocks of ten Stamps each? (6)

How many single siamps? (3.)f

She used 28 staMps, How many stamps were

left?

Ask a child what should be written on the chalkboard..

Then. ask another child or several children to tell how they'

would do the computation,.

F4 example:

63 60 50 + 13

- 28 -C20 + 8)_ -(2b.+

3o + 5 . e
If children have difficulty in thin4ing of regrouping

6 tens and 3 ones as 5 tens and .13 ones, use

concrete materials to represent the stamps. This will

make it clear that it is necessary to think of 63 4-

as 50 + 13. Ask how this result differs from the first

problem.

Solye other. problems. In eveiy case ask the children if

it-is necessary to rename a ten as ten ones to perform

the computation. They should recognize that this is

necessary if the, ones digit in the sum.is less than the

ones digit in the\known addend..

/

21



Select Tr e examples given below. Children should

look at the example and, if possible, rename the sum in

the most efficient form before beginning to work. -

Given: 41 -,.27 = -an inspection of the ones- digit makes "it

apparent that the renaming of 41 should be 30 +.11

not 40 + 1.' Of course, it is necessary to allow for

individual differences.

64 - 27 .
98 - 24 =

56. - 29 -1 -
67 38 =
57 f25 =-

53- 38=
-;77:- 15 =

92 - 48 = 74. - 59_ =

Pupil s book, pages 117-- 122 The first page Should

be discussed with .the class. Use the otherS or'

independdnt study.

tl

c.

C

6

o

213

ti
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Renaming the Surn
,. .

LI. 93 48 i

93. - 80 + . 13 .

2) 47 -, 19 .

- , -

47 - 30..4 /7
-

) 54 28
2%.t,.

54 = i4c> .4 .

63 27

63 = ,..c"--0 + /.3
...

5) 97 - 19 .

47.= to + /7... .mma 4mMo OEM

6) 55 26

±
......,

5,5 al / 4 + Ls

7) 74 56
, .

74 to + ievi_......... .. ...._._

,
8)

.

21 - 17 .
_.

21 w if + /0

9) 36 7 M:_../. .

36 = 7-0 /6

10) 95 27 .r.--.

95 l'a + As' . .

1 1 ) 71. .38

171 6 40 + 7/

12) 65 48 . . 4
.

65,- _'\ a + Ai'
. ..-Ia

13) 44 19 .

44 4 0 + pi

14) 52 -.39

52 w 1:0 / V6 ,. .,



Computing the Difference Between-Two Numbers

75 28' =
a.

75 = 60 + 15
28 - (20 + 8)

+ 7 = 47

c
84. 16 -

84
16

68 29

68
-29

46. 27 =

46
-27

f_7

53 -24

53,
-24

354- 17

35
17

92 65 =

92
-65

0

62 48 = /

-r

° 118

I
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Computing the Difference

94 76 =

75 58.E /

a.

86 2-9 =
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Computing the Difference

75. 39 53 34 = ?

64 = 18 = SG .:1

82 2
.

4.(

63 1 7 =

A IN

At.

81' -.. 27
.17
/
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Finding. the Difference Between T Numbers

46 and 19

92- and 47
ad",-

53 and .26
gog4

84 and 35

74 and 39

as
a

82 .and 25

r7.

-

43 and 25

,

62 and 44

51 and 26

67 and 39

45 and -16

4

and 19

1;=-0 #-;_

121 a 44.



The Birthday-Party

1) Bill- invited 35 children to-his party.

Yesterday his mother bought a package of balloons.

There were 18 balloons in the package.

Bill wants to give each child a baboon.

How many more balloricCroes-he need ? (i-7)

2) There are 50 candles in a box.

Bill is 8 years old.

How many candleswill not be used?(.40)-)

Bill received 29 gifts..

.1, How manichildrettdid not-brirkg7a gift? (4)

John ;WLight x of marbles. ".

Bill had 56 marbles.

Now he has 94.

How many marbles Were in he box?

5)

219

vie

There were 19 boys at the party.

How many girls were there? (EC.)

gt

-7 a :c
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Extending to numbers greater than 100

We now think. about. more stamps." Display a set of 185

stamps as 1 set of 100, 8 sets Of .10, and
05- seta of one. Ask children to tell the number of

stamps in the set. Then suggest: .

Suppose we use .45 of these stamps.
'How many stamps will be left? .

Write on the chalkboard, 185 - 45. Ask a
child to show haw we can work with the set .of stamps-

f.

to solve the problem. Then ask if someone can show how
we can solve the problem in. another way, using what is
written on the board. If they`do not.suggest the expanded
form, you suggest it by starting the problem and letting
someone complete it. For example,

.185 ,. 100 + 80 5

11.5 (40 + 5)
100 + 40 + 0 ..140

'Change the situation to a set of
173 are -removed.

394 stamps from which

394.
/,

(100 70 + 3)
200 20 +-1

Find d.tfferendea:foi other pairsTirf,numbers greatew than
'100. You may wish to extend. ta.mmibers beyond 1000 .

for some children: Talk about the similar way of sub-
.:, -tracting these numbers and subtracting numbers less than

100.

Pupil' s boot pages 123 125: Discuss the first page with
- the children-. Use the other -pages for .in pendent work. .

11: -

4
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Finding the' Difference Between Two Numbers

Wayne has 385 stamps. He put 152 of them in a stamp book.

How many more does he have to put in the stamp book?

We write: 385" 152 -

Think of 385 as:. 300 + 80 + 5

We want to remove 152.

NIMEN EEEIEB

111113

e--
Think of 152 as 100 + 50 +

Think of removing 152 .by-ringing 1 set of mire hundred,

5 sets of ten, and 2 sets of one..

Write the number of merribeis in the set that is. left.

0a
a

V hundreds, 3 tens, ..e ones.

.We can yffite.thisi 0.7 0 42 + a0 + ,.? 4,2.? 3.

300+80+5
(100 +. 50 +.2f
200+30+3 at.

Wayne has .2 s more stamps to put in his book.



Computing-the Difference Between Two Numbers



'Ttie)fference Between Two Numbers

Compute:

384 - 16.2 17- a- . 765 - 334

987 - 234 - J S
.111O.111 .11111.111,

905 704. -3.4vmlia f1111.1.

ORO

879 235 G 4+4 598 - 275

.4

374 1 .2

40.

7.7.ogap 384 163 - - ---
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S

Continue:with.the discussion

"

Return to the set of 185 stamps. Suggest that 78 stamps

be removed'from_iioe set: Ask a child to write the exr

pressiOn- (18,5 - 78), Then ask for ideas on finding the
.

differendb between 185 and 78, using both stamps
.

and symbols. For example:

i 185 4 100 + 80 + 5 100 + 70 + 15
z.. 78 - (70 4- 8) - j (70 +\8

- . '
eV t ., 100 + 0 + 7 "'"m-107

Children mai suggest other sets of stamps to be reoved.

For each set suggested, ask if it will be necessary to

regroup the sum and how they determine this. Emphasize

that looking,at the example carefully will help them to

rename the vim couetly.

Pupil's booklpaxes 126 - 122:. Discuss the first

page with the. children. The follow-1n)% page requireg

.ren4Ping the sum. Use the other pages for independent

'study. Whether the children use 1 or d: 2 . steps in

finding the differencemr-between two numbers will depend

on Individual differences.

4 V

:.



Renaming the Suin

1) 448 - 129

448 - 400 + 30 + 18

2) 572 227

572 .<7.0 + Go + /

3) 740 - 235
7.40 - 0 +30 + 10 .

7

A) 571 - 329
571 +

5) 884 - 366
884 a ZI-41 7° 4.

'a

) 793 ri 458
793 ze 0 80 /3.

T 366 138

366 soe
-+ IL_ice M

8) 857 248-

857 + Atto + 7...
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Computing Differerit

672
-235.

591
347

894.

7488.
5406

60

750
237

4 13



Computing the Difference Between Two-Numbers

348 129

761 - 356 O
I

532 - 318

O

-974 - 538

t

883 647



Finditig Differences

Find the difference between each pair of numbers.

-
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4
Regrouping one hundred as tens

Now we think of marbles . John. has .314 marbles which.

he has counted. and' placed in bags, and boxes. He has 3
boxes of loo marbles and 1 bag of 10 and 4. single

marble's. .

wants .tó -give B11:1 192.. marbles..

How many marbles will he have left?

Write on the Chalkboard:

314 192
-

-
'A.sk another. child -Eo:teile-wht(t.W-1117-have to be done with

.

-the marbles.-- -:When. the...cOrrect answer is given, ask.

another.. child to make a record Of"i.he 'procedure.

- 314 f - '300 + 1-0 -+ 200 + 110 -4-- 4.

- 1g2 - -I- 90 + 2 -(100. + 90 + 2)
it -

100 ff 20 -4- 2 - 122
Continue .the discuSsion by returning to the set of 314
marbles. Suppose John wanted. to give Bill 180 marbles.
Continueas sugge'sted. above.'

_ .

I'ind differences for other pairs of numbers greAer than
100. 'In 'every case ask the children if it is necessary;

to rename-'the sum in order to perform the compute. tion.

They should recognize that this is necessary if the tens

number in the sum is less than the tens number in the
known- addend..

4Se_lect from the examples given below. Children should
,look et the example and if possible rename the sum in

the most efficient form before beginning to work. _In/
the expression 418 -- 276, an' inspection of the tens

number makes it apparentNiat the ren*.ng of 418 !- should::

300 -4- 310 + 8 not .400.7 10 + 8. Of course, it will

be necessary to permit drep. to ,work at their Owilevel.



VO...aG. =!, 46: Use pages rat- independent
Page :135_ requires that the child look at the

etatiols and king eithet. 100.$ 10 or I depending
upob. Where the renaming. is 'necessary. *Sums which d'o

not. require tenanting are inclUded .deliberiatel,yk



Itenaming-the Sum

231..

s. 130. 2'



Finding 'Differences

Find the difference between each pair of numbers.

1) 349 a nd. 184

'200'4- 140 + 9
(100 + 80 + 4 )
100 +. 60 + 5

6). 539, and 284

2) 901 and 290.

//
a

7) 504 and 242

,4.4f 14

3) 847 and.: 283 92& and 296.

4) 638 and 293
-*

9) 588 and 297

/

5) 427 and 295

/9.2-

10) 650 and 180
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est

Computing the: Difference

514 -123

a "V

947 254
4

428 = 286

'618 - 264

728 375

troy



Computing the Difference

a7.1 310'.

44s

708 a 345

SG* .

242



What must be renamed?

1) 347 128 100

2) 814 381 100.

3) 734- 8

41 132 - 29

6) 205 91

7) 981 - 257

8) 604 -.391

9) . 876 59

10) 03 291

11) 540 2391

12) 809 - 397

100 -10

100 10

100 _JO

100

x.100

100

100

ioo

100

10

1

10

rr



Some Problems to Solve

. .

969 children go to our

school. There are 175

in the first grade. How

many.are not in the

first grade?

94 9 l 7i"

7 fi are not.

(

237
1 IP

3. The baseball team played

162, games. They lost 91

of them. (How many did

they win ?/ -
They Won, 7/ §ames.

The third grade gave

$3.30 to the Red-Cross.

This was $. 50., more than

the sixth grade collected.:

How much did the sixth

grade give?-

49,,,Jo -Ca

*A

Joe is reading a book. The

book has 302 page's. He

has.read 150 pages How

many pages are left to read?

89

He has Zs");.' pages to read.



. Problem So....1nliVi

Ob.' ectives: ew techniques for solving story

To.:develop further skill in solving problems

invoIVtng comparison. .

. .

To develop skill in using age equation tot. , : e

help solve ''two-atep" stor y- problems.: s'

Vocal5U1 .*(No nex words.)

Materials: wooden counting sticiS; -0

-T. pieces- if" x brown p&per folded

, -to represent. buns;

8 pieces of yarn to shape into fish hooks

on the flannel board;

5 felt fish; - -

other shapes for the: flaph I board..

Teaching Note:

Although children h4ve had some experience in solViig .

. .

problems in previous'. sectitiris, .pa.rtic11-1 Ar attention,is

.given in this 'section to helping-children develqp. strategies

in solving prbblems the-computation, smal/er

.nutbers. may:be used to .illustrate, the :Ilowever-0

41011dren-MaSr: seleCt Much largei'-.ntiers in tie .teaching-:...

The 'first part Of the section develops as
. ,

sitUation.

follows:

(1) .Problem situations arse considered: without nuMbers

whereby children may select whatever numbers they

choose.

(2) Then we consider situations where not enough

:information is given, 7

( 3) Andi we consider situations where too

much information- given.
.

. .

In the (second part of this7 section, problems are considered

iitereby a comparisOn between.iwo. sets of objects mist

'be'made and:nab-01°n" is ta3cen on one or both of the ;

sets of objects..



In the third part of this section, ta.ttention is given
to the so...caneetwo-step problems where two equations
may be written or two ideas used in one 'equation.

_Suggested Ptocedure:. .

Write the following story on the chalkboard:

Mother had .
sz,She gave .. .pies to GrandmOther'.

How. many pied does ?lather hay.eA-now?,
.

Read. the story, using the. word "some" for tie -blank
space-.

fl)

- ..

'What is- unknown? What is it we are asked.
. .

,.to find? . '
. . .

(How Manr_ pies does Mather have after. she
giVes some away? ) .

What i'nforma' tion is given? What toes the
-story. tell? (It tells that Mother. -had: some ..,,
pies and gate. some or them away-but;it -doesnit
tell .how matiSP...)

... ... ... _ .

Direct the children to r`iad, the story to themtelxes !
Discuss the questiori-..asked and the informatiod given:.
Relate ..the_Laction tst re_moVing..a_stibaet les from_a_
set of pies. Review with.the children t fact that-we
may use equations to help solve the problem; however, -

,the equation is not the answer to._ the story problein. it'°'''';r,.

For this problem we CoUld u.se47s. subtraction equation.
Ask the children to suggest numbers to be used in the
blanks: Complete the story problem by- wrilting the .

minerals and then direct Lae chilrlren to write -the . -- C
equa on that will help them solve the problem. on their
pa . The equation should then be, read' so that all may
check their wqr16 e..g., 5s. 7 2-= n. Be sure -ths.t ;tile
solution is stated, .."Mother had pies now."
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Too Little :information

r.

Write the following story on the Chalkboard:

Jimmy ha$ a few marbles'.

Bill gave marbleS to Jimmy.mml
(2)

How many marbles does -Jimmy-have now?

Have the story read aloud. Discuss the tr,zestion asked

and the information, given. The children should be quick
.

to a see that there is not enough information given to

solve the probleM. Encourage the children to tell what

it is that they need. to know. Erdse the words "a few"

and draw a- blank 'there. Ask them to tell what kind
of\an equation may be used to help solve the probleM.

It will be an addition equation, since the set of

marbles -Boa ga've to Jimmy was joined-to Jimmy's set

of marbles.

Ask the children to suggest numbers (e.g.L- and 3)

which could be used in the story. Fill in the bllanks

and then direct the children to write the equation on

their-own paper. Ask one child to write the equation

on the chalkboard; e.g.., 6 + 3 = n. Direct the

childrenss attention to the numbers named in the equation.
-

Bring .out that each lillmeral:iiames If. number that is

sociated with a .set of objects. The equation may b0.;,
.

-' used -be.. help find-the answer but we must answer the
. -

question .asked in the problem, . "Ho mat& -marbles -does' Jimfay.
jhave now?7\. The answer ='J

Toe Much Information

Write the folloWing prObieca' on the chalkboard;

Sam needs 15 rs.ti 1 s to build a -bC6c.

He has 3

He has 5 screws

HoW many nailsist he, get?

*.tts

.

"

. ,

;dr
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Have the story read- Di Scuss the question asked and the
information given. If-no child comments about the screws,
the children's attention should. be. directed to thisstate-
ment by's.mkring(*f all of the information even is needed
to solve the problem. Relate the ectuation 15 = 3 + n
.to the probleM:

Refer bark to the problems on the board.. by numbering them 1,
2, and 3.. Talk about whether knowing how to solve
problem number 1 helped solve iirOblem number 2.

Knowing how to begin. by looking for tie unknown and-
-i

determining what information) is important will help
so3:14-e any problem.- The. same equation form cannot be
used I n solving- bOth problems, though. - e first
one required a d-abtraction. equation'anNhe second one
an addition equatioL Bri,4 out tha problem number 3
was different from either of the others. .

Pani.lis book, page 1=71- Haire:the first story
problem-read and discusg. which of the story- PiOblemS -on
the clantboaid ft i s niOst like. Since ifs is most :.like
7,helpproblem number. 2 on thfa, board, the ch§idren .should
be directed to :write '2 in the Small bAn the upPer
letft hand cdrrier of the first story box!--

- %

41.

r Eae.4_ child may-think of the numbershe wishes to use.
in the story, the numerals should be written in the blanks.,
the eqilation 'written on the line-below till' story and the

,sentence- completed.

The other three story problems should be completed.
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Problem Solving,

Jerry had blocks.
1

He found' blocks.

How many blocks does

Jerry have now?

._ Jerry has If; blocks.

Beth had apples.

She gave apples to f

HoW many apples does

Beth have?

Beth `has apples.

due -nee&

She has

bags.

bags.

How many more bags does

she'need?

Sue needs

Mother had

Father took

-
t.,

cdokies.

of them.

How many cookies .does

Mother have now?

Mbther has cookies



.o'CamOrisons

Ask three boys. to .stand.

Tell the children that You want to make up e. ,baseball

team of nine members and you ha' nly three members.
How can you find out low many boys eed to stand with

the three boys already standing?

.(You 'could keep picking boys until you have nine boys,

You could think how' many boys you. -would need, etc.)

Encourage the children to tell-how many more boys are-
needed. Ask them to write an- equation to show that the
answer they gave was the correct response.

9 3 i+ 6
.

.A.:child.-might write 9 3 and justify it by sayi
that yoli knol:rtiptat you can find the missing addend by

'Subtracting the known.- addend from the sum.
,

Gi-Ve counting sti9k "hot- dogs": to one .chil.d and the

7 folded paper "buns" to another

.Mary has 14. hot dogs and Judy has 7 buns.
How many more buns are there than hot dogs?

Encourage the children to tell how they would pair the

members :of the two sets. If the hot dogs are paired

with buns then the set of buns has two :subsets, the
subset wit 'hot-dogs .and the subset without hot dogs.S--.

. .

Have the e uation written..

7 '4 + n The set of 'buns .was sepatated.

into two subsets, the subset with: hot dogs

and the subset without hot dogs.

243

If the bUns are paired wlith the hot dogs, a subset

of buns may be removed from the set of buns. Ask a
child to ,w:rite -.the -equation to show this operation.



,

J

7 - 4._ = n. .tk subset of. -buns Czas paired
with the set of hot 'dogs. In this case you

actIvilly moved a set of /4- buns from the

set- of 7 buns. You can tell bythe number
at members in the subset of buns without hot
dogs how many more buns than hot dogs.

Discuss the fact that other questions.might have been asked

about 'the hot dogs and buns. rFor example, how many more
hOt- dogs do you need. to fill the buns? How many fewer 7
hot dogs do you have than buns?

Write the equation for each and have the question answered.
(You- need 3 more dogs to fill the buns . . You have
3 fewer 'hot dogs- than buns.)

Place 8. yarn "fish.,hoOksr on flannel _board.. On ..

. .

the f1annel-boardj but removed from the. hooks, -place 5'

felt fish.-

questions might we ask aboilt:tite fish and.

the fish hooks? (How-many'.fiSh do we need.
eachto catch to have afish-fir a hook?

How many more hookS than fiSh? How many
fewer fish thanliowoks? 'HOw-many- are

. - .-
needed_ to matCh set:of hooks ?:): -- .

...Is this problem similar to the .last one?
.Both ,problems are about, comparing its

where one set, ha's more. Members than the
other set.) . .

.

Continue by . squ4strig the .firat .question gAven.. 'Ask

child to write. the ,equation that will help salve-the

problem. NaUMe :another child: to show that the solgtionA.
is .-true by. movnethe::.objects on the .flannel board. .

- . )(.



For example, if the equation weie written 8' - 5 = n.,

-.the child should pair the hooks with fish. moving th& '

hooks to the fishy and thus removing-from the set of 8
hooks a subset of 5 books to match the set of fish-, If the equation were written 8 = + n, the child could.

-Pair the fish with the hooks and thus show hooks with

fish and hooks without fish., The child might:count 5
hooks and show that this subset is equivalent tothe set

. of fish and the remaining subset uses up all the other

members of the original set of hooks. The subst. of

hooks without fish will be equivalent to the set of fish

needed in order to have a fish for each'hook.

Ask the children to open their books to Pupilt s book, page
. Read the first story together. Direct the child-

renks attention to the picture that is used to help solve

the problem. Complete the page together.

Teaching Note:

Some of the children may find. this page very easy. These

children may:, be .encouraged to go directly to the
Pupil= s pages which fallow (139_.- 141). Less

able {-41-1 1 dren may need to spend More time on '15age 138
-

Under. your -direct giiidance.

It the:children are ready for more difficult problems

involving. 'comparison, Pupils s book, pages 142 - lhh
may be used .You_plust make this decisiOn for your

own particular class situation. Again, very simple

problems have-.beett used in the beg:Lnning.in order to be
O

sure that the children understand the idea of compa.rison.

245
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Problem Solving

Draw, pictures to help solve
the problem.

'Judy and Susan were playing house.
CUPS K:Dt, icDt. c3)C3i.ifidy.brought out 9 toy plates. ups

Susan brought out 15 toy cups. CP CP C) 'CD CD) C=P 'D?

How mymore. gips Man 'plates

did girls have?. plate

7

There were more cups.than plate!

Bob and Kim went to the store to buy some candy.

Bob got 12 pieces oficandy.
Bob's candyc

Kim got 18 pieces of candy.

Find how many more piedes of candy

Kim-hdd than Bob had._ Kim's candy
$

. 0 Co CI CI
1

Kim had e more p eces o
S
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Solving Problems

_fan and Mark were going. to play garage.

Jan had 12 toy trucks.

Mark had 21 toy cars.

How many more cars than tr=rucks were there?

There were 9 more cars than trucks.

Bill_and Glenn were going to the store.

Bill had 33 cents.

Glenn had 18 cents. e

How. fimy mpny fewer cents did Glenn have than Bill had?

Glenn had fewer cents than' Bill ha

"Susap's mother has 2 dozen pencils.
. . _

Susan has 9 pencils.

How many more pencils does Susan's

mother have than Susan has?

Susan's Mother:has /5 more: pencils.

'139:-



Jack ate '12 pancakes.

Father ate 9 pancakes.

Father ate how many fewer pancakes than Jack?

Father ate fewer pancakes.

.Sally and Beth halm 22 -books.

Bob and Jim have 17 books.

How many more books do the girls have

than have the boys?

.1.: 2.- 17 -r-

The girls have. more books.

Twenty-five-crows were sitting on a fence.

Forty-one cows were in the field.

How many fewer crows than cows were.there?

4,
There were / fewer crows than cows.

.



Tom caught 21 fish.

father and Mother each caught 8, fiSh.

Find hoW marly more fish,Tom caught than

his parents caught.-

1.^-/ - 1' '74

Torn caught /../ more fish than his parents caugh

8. There wer! 43 e m and 28 oak trees

in the parel

How many*more elm-frees than oak

4trees were in the park?

4-1-3

There were As more elm trees than oak trees.

C.

S

(
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Solving ProblemS

Find the answer and writelhe answer sentence.

Miss Brown had 78 sheets of red paper

and .29 sheets of blue paper.

'Find how many fewer sheets of blue

paper than red paper Miss Brown had.

7dr le?

Cte

Miss Broivn asi5editidyto get

paint brushes.

Judy got 32 wide brushes and 19

narrow brushes:

How :many more wide brushes than

narrow brushes did 'she get?

t
0--or-e4/

The first box of colored chalk had

43 pieces.

The second box of chalk had 28 pieces.

How many more pieces were in the

first box.than in the seco box?

.

woog2-1, 40-44.."

142



?OP

Miss: Br Own said that she had 63

Ohs of scissors and that Miss

Stone had only' 38 pairs_ of scissors.

How many fewer pairi of scissors did

-MiSt Stone have than Miss Brown had?

251.:

.0.. A7.1*7J

def4...A"j
,5. In the T' A parking lot there were

- 247 cars:

n

,

the B parkilig lot there were

173 cars.
, .

Find how many more cars were in the

A lot than in the B lot.

7-4,1 coa

There were 97 sport cars in the A lot. -
There were 129 -standard cars in the A lot.

How many fewer sport cars than standard - f 7 =

Cars were there in the -A lot.?

.20

There were 67 sport-cars-in the B lot ...

There were 96 standard cars in the B lot

Find how many more standard cars than

sport cars were in the B lat.

Ad2-z1 4,Z 9 Aw--t4., e4e,c. --45o444-4-

143
25



MI together there Were ,,station

wagons in lots A and B.

iherewere 31 trucks parked there.*
-s;

How many more station wagons than - ii?
trucks were there in the lots?-, ..."2/42-Ae/ zw-trapo-ve-gt,
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Two Problems in One

Write the following story on the chalkboard:
,.. ,

Nb. Farmer Brown had' 5 pigs.

He 'bought more pigs.,

Then 'he sold 3 of his pigs.

How many -pigs does lie have now?

O

4".

Ask a child to read the story. Discuss what is unknown.

What informition Is given to help solve the problerd

Use manipulative materials to help the chilaren visualize'

the 5 pigs:be had .and .the 4 pigs; he 'Ask

a child to show how he-ilould solve the problem using
. .

the sets .Dfrece the same child to show how .

leo write the equation's titat" could be, "used to help,.

solie the problem.

Encourage the other children to show how they might use-

a different method to solve. the problem.. Different

equations should alsa be written.

FOr example One child might join the two sets of pigs

and then remove a set of 3 pigs. In

this case, the equations would be -written

5 + 14..; 3 6. Th'e answer to

the question would then be given, "Farmer

Brown has 6 pigs 'now."

Leave 'the -story and the. equations, on the b oird.. Read.

the following/story to the children.

Father bought 3 'bananas and 5 apples.

Mother bought 4 pears.

pieces of fruit did Mother andHaw

Father

Write on the board:

3 bananas- and 5 apples

4 pear's

253

Discuss wiaat is to be found and what information is given.

Since the children have became familiar with the equation

26.0



form using three addends the equation-, Terj.11

be written 3 5.4 12, and the answer

"Mother and Father bought 12 pieces of frv.iii-n

Slirough. disCu.ssi.on brin.g Out different -ways. of combin.i.ng.:.

the sets of fruit-

Direc-ta.

Mittybe Father put the fruit he bought :into
one bag and Mother put the fruitshe baught

,.inta -another bag. a
If we are going to add the numbers in our
equation, is the same order_ that. we joined
the sets ithich numItei-s would we' add. first?
C3 ÷

child to write parentheses to show which numbers
wi_T_1 be arified first-

(3 4- 5)-4- 14-
8 -I- 4 = 12

Letts pretend verythat 'the. bang were ver
ripe sat -the clerk put the banasias.ia one bag
and the"Prappl.es and pears in another bag-.

Whei-'e- might the parentheses be written now?

3 + 9 e,22 _

. S.

ti

Zt should tie clear td t...he,4714fpd.rett. that if you COM.S3.
number only-, it makes no dilTerencelzhich way you add_

it- sometimes helps -ea relate the equation closely
andto ?write the- parentheses in a. certain

the equation-

However,

-to the p

place .in

Tkiaa-E, is the answe_ri to the question asked?
Not.her -and.. Father bought' .12 pieces of

.fralt-)

"IS

Direct the childrents attention to the problem about
:Farmer Brtiewntand his pigs- Begin the fdd:scussion by

Je

asking- questions such as, "Why -.did. we -write two Sae* -

equations solve".t.tctsprOblem?.. Are two eqUatians
L-)

a

.1

2i.
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necessary? Could you write one equation that would. help

Cyou aolye this problem?"

1Dacourage, the chlidren-t9.. try. If no one gives ,an answer,
then 'you should-write (5 + 4) - 3 = n. .11ave the children
use manipulative materials _to :demon.strate the action.
Continue by completing the computation and writrng
9 7'3 = '6. -

EncoUriige .the children to write the equ;.tion Which would
fit, the .problem wilen they think of removing the subset

-eof pigs that the ,farmer sold. from the set:. of

had befoke Joilaing to t 1-tat .set the set of pigk,he bought-
.

(5 3)4- 4 = n, + = 6.
Write the following.Eitory on the challcboard::

The ;ma-Japan had 10 letters in his bag,
He left 4 letters at Ws. Smith's house.-

-

Then he picked up -3 letters that Mrs. Green
wanted. to mail..

How many letters does the mailman have now?

Follow the. same procedure with this problem. wnat
be found.? What. do you 1iow? Write. tlie...equation that

will help solVe the ptobieni.. (10 7;') +

and ..then writing the...children- to

tell othei",wayS or thinking about the ?6blem. You
might help-by asking b.ow'many differen.t-letters.the post-
man had. Encour-age the children to t4 t& write.

equation that would help solve the problem in s way.
d is 'willing. to- try, then you might to as

We can write 10 + 3 because be had 10
letters end. got 3 more from Mrs; Green,-,

These parentheses will show that-we add. thoSe-
numbers before we subtract any number. Now

315

_

we subtract 40 the numbe-r, of letters he

left at'Mrs. Smith =s houseyc-i Op.r equation
will read (10 + 3) - 4.= 12., We -1;111 use

this equation to find the numbez0e will use



in our answer

Have the. computation ccanplet&-_ and the question
-

(32(e* mailman has 9 letters-- n.ciw.).

.booko -.251-s .145-146:
Read. the first story- problem and disdusS
whe:bher'it is SiMIlar to like Ziiro'Lems the y
have just solved.- Use the first problem- as
an illustration of the way in iihich the work

ris to be shown and -completed.
..r

setd'oi Problenis
Pupilts book, pages 14-7-2.2/±:

Three ""1-6-ts 9f problems follow. The S e

pages may be used whenever it seems

appropriate to provide opportUnity for

using mathematics -in Solving problems'

to continue the development of.. s.k:13;1 in



.robleraolVing.

. .

.
..Writathe.equation: that-will help solVe.the problem.
! *Pit ttie . ) where they'belong in :your equations.

Judy had records.

Sfie,bought 3 more records;

On the way hcime she btoke --2 .recoeds.

Hov+Imany iecords does Judy: have no r?

-(4,1/45)-

Jim hd Sliirts and.his''mother bougfit.
1.'new shirts for- him.

His 4raod.rnotteisont a new shirt for his

NOw how- many .s h irts does Jim have?

Beth 0Orrowed 6 crayOns*froi Susan.
That' alfernoon she: :returned 4 crayons
to-Susar::

:Then. she ipirowed, 3 crayons from
Jerry.

How many boirowed crayons does Beth have?

.f.,3

4. Mrs. White pad, only 4 'eggs so sht:r
ght a dozen-eggs.

How many eggs -did she have after she
put - 6 eggs into a cake?

/4 -
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14 cars- were in the parking lot.,
- / -

,..-_____ne_____0414. 4). --.4

6 *cars ca-me to ;park and 4 cars ..*... .
,-.

drove away; .,:vge .... 4.1.-o .-- 44

How many cars Were in, the-parking
lot then?

r. Blek planted 4 oak trees.

Next .he planted 3 maple trees.

Last of all he planted 5 elm trees..

How many trees did he plant?

:Age C44.-i-

Mother made 8 red aprons and
5. blue aprons.

Stlegave 4 blue aprons /3 -44
How many aprons does she have now"?

..

Sally had, 12 cents:

She gave 5 dents to 13111.

Later Father gave 3 cents to Sally.

How many cents does Sally have now?

.41./ 4401-

7t 3
/0

r

a



olvingyroblemf,

Write an equation and complete-the answer-sentence.

1. The pipcorn man-had 75 bags of popcorn 10 sell.

At the end of-the, day he had 17 bags left.

How- my: we re .spldi.?
111-7- -,--

45-`-"4. =
f

bags.of pitOorb 'Were

Bill. and Sobcburited cars as they walked home.

BilVcOt.inted--'_,61.' -cars, and ....Bob. counted 86 'Cars.

How ma4y. qrs:Od they both. count ?7-.'
_

Thejccounted As-,g cars:-

In a spelling contest. Jim's team made 32 points.

_ Henry's 'team friade 17 points.

By how many points did JiM's team win?

- /7 /s-
'Jim's team won by point

Sue pickild flowers for her teacher.-

She picked 49 aisies and a dozen tulips.

How many.flower did she pick?

AK 9



Solvfng Problems

Write an equation and complete the answer sentence.

Set 2

. _

William his 14 -pencils. If his mother gives him, 1 more,A-
. how many, pencils_wIll he have?

William will-have 4 pencils.-

James s 21 years old. -.Fie is 13 years older-than his brother.

, How old is his brother?...

His brother is years old.

John's teacher has 25 pieces of chalk. If she gives John

8 pieces, how manyi. she have?

Slie will have i.7 pieces of chalk.

If Pete spends 250 on oranges-and, 310 -on bananas how .

much wilt he :have spent 6n fruit?

He will have spent -5% ¢ on fruit



-,.The Carpenters dam Rover .jutt ad -le:: puppiesc: Their -,

Wier dog,: Fido, had 6 :puppies mOhtkag4. --Ho*-tnany7
..

pupOes- difl.bottl,;dogs hav ..
., J

:

Mr. Barton is 40 years old. Mr. Hill lAt 19 yeart okl.

How much older than Mr. Hill is Mr. Barton?

4(4

Mr. Barton is ..2-i years older than Mr.. Hill.

4 .

If Mr_ Jackson catches 14 fish and his wife catches 15

fish, how many fish do theycatch in all?

/g
They catch )-9' fish.

Mickey hit 54 home runs. He hit- 20 more than Dave.

How -many home runs did Dave hit?

Dave hit .-99_ dome runs.



i football club::has 30 members. = -Only 14-' members played'in

-:.thieir big How.Many'..meMbers.did.6ot play?

members d d rycil Alay.

Roger is 18 years old.. He has a brother na

If the sum of Roger's and Max's ages is

is Max?

ed Max. .

32 how old

Max is years old.

T othy.needs 98*. He has 25* now.. How much

ave to -earn before-he has)1.98.*?
. dr

2so

-_-
. ,

a'Fd.

.150

.



SIP had' 50 mirblei. He, gave Jirome 14 of them.
-How.many. Marbles does have now?

r. Singer has 40 cillckent. He bo.Og a ch .cken

:tiOusethattan hoid-- 90 thickens, tiow Mani, mprt
:chi00:tnt;i0.$1_1 he need to till his thitken.hOute---2''

Patty had some j6113,- biant. -Kim gave hir 16 more
and now ihe has 34. How many, did, she have at first?

She had jk jelly beans.-

O

Thire were 43 trees, on one street. On another street

therliwere 36 trees. How Manyztrees.wei.e there on

both streets?

4e.0 = .;*ify

There were on both streets..

1111P

151 2 70
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Solving Problems Set 3

-Wriie an equation and an answer sentence-.
.

-

Mary's sister was 15 years old. --Mary was 5 years

younger than her-sister. - HOW old Was:Mai*Y-"?
a

S.

'The boys in Mrs., Jones' -class wanted to May baseball. They-

needed members for twcitearn. There were only 11

boys on the field. How many more boys were needed bef re the

dame could begin?

=

Carol had to walk. 9 blocks to school. Jane had'to walk 13 blikk:

Which-girl had.to walk fatther? Howmany more blocks did she,

tawalk?



Alice's ew baby sister weighed only 7 poundL Alice
weighed pounds=. How many mor pounds did Alice
weigh than. her 13apy sister?

Susie baked 2 dozen cookies. She needed 3 dozen, for
thetlass party. How many more cOokies did she have .to
bake?..,

Th:ere we-re _34 children in. -the. class. Ninetee-n of the-se

'were boys. How ma girls_ were in th,ecLassj

r . ,

. - .

-

.

a .

: .
A

r.

.41141146.11;

153
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7.
,

Sixty-two cpildrenl.had pant in a play. - There were .80 _parts

&p be filled.. (How many more Children were needed?

ort
.

42,.. . er 4
_

George and Jerry rode their bikes' 22 blocks from Jer

house to the store. On'the hom e George stopped at

his house which was only -7 blocks from : #he- store. Holt(

many more blocks did Je-;ry have to ride to get home?

oz -=

"'Linda has earned 25 ents. - She wants to buy a tea set
.

that costs 59 cents. How much more money does she

_ need?
.;

ir

,

4



-8. MctenAiona

Objeptive: To provide-additional material fix more

r.

_able pupils.

Vocabulary: (Indicated below

:-,Stigge'sted-Proced
-;

The F.Up:ills_,Anigu-72.22-111i pXovide additional

material on-the ideas developed in,this.ochapter.-

'*e..itenisWithin each set -increase in difficulty from

the: level Ofl,the regular .lesson to a level that

should challenge the brightest pupils. .M4esepages

are-.intended mainly for independent-ute by4ndividual,

chilcrreh. ..'Very Often one idea leads tothe,next,

somewhat in the manner Ofprogramed.material. You

may want to Point this out to the children N4hoHtry:.
7

.

these exercises.

7 wing-axe specific comments:

'he set entitlecipequehoes'and Sums gives practice...--.
-regrouping_ and 'reordering sums ofseveral numbers.

. ..
.

.

delis in the.-tiet on Magic,

diA.IOUlt. Bright. pupils .may.

esting, The-earlier*IdeaSin

Squares",maY-be quite

nonetheless findtheminter
this set are much easier.

Raman Numeral Arithmetic P;rovides a ni'ce--exampie of

"a-system with regrouping but without place'Value.

Thisset,may.-therefore..be.uSeful:not only as's.'
. .

slpplementbut also as a-step Qn the..way to: addition
,.:

and subtractioin:ofimUltidigi:t:fArabic-numerala..7-.

267
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*Overlapping Sets

I. Here art three circles A, 13,'

?:

.",

st'

Cob

o '

(a) Find a point that is. inside all three circles. Mark that

-poipt.with a:dot

(b) Now find a pain; that is inside circles B and C but

outsid6 circle A. Mark this pointwith -a small X.

I ) -Nbw find aipoint that is inside circle B but outside ciecles

IPa n d C. Marii this point with a small O.

(d) Now find a poipt thaf is outside all of the circlet. Mark

this pointgifth a, small box.-

Here are two circles.

(a) - Put five dots- in the region that is inside both

Ptilthree dots inside circle- A but outside circle. B.

(c) Put four dots inside circle ..B but-oiltsidecircle A.

H crii many dots are in:circle' A? 53

Hdw many dots are in circle B? q,

Hovi mariy_dots are the picture. all .together?

.

Hcniv many dots,are both in circle A and in circle B? 5-

4.2

5
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Can you put # dots in this picture so thalthere are exactly
2- dots in circle A and 2 dotSjn c rcie

-c
What i5.,the smallest nurnbet' of.tots you-can putin this picture
and still h4ve five dots in circle A and four dots in circle. B?

5b'

It is rainy today, so each pupil in Miss Black's class has brought

either a raincoat or an umbrella. Six raincoats and seven

umbrellas are hanging in the cloak-rooin. TWO pupils brought

both an umbrella and a raincoat. Ho many pupils are,in.
Miss Black'sicia. 7

Mr. Adami has nine'bir

_

1.

is pet shop., rive of them are-

brig tly colored and five oft- :,; ave good singing voices.- L

d like to buy a -brightly colored bird witti a good singing Voice.

cro you think mi.Adanikha '
40,6-

:r
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The Smiths and the Joneses are next door neighbors; The Smiths

have .5 children? 3 of whom are girls. There are 6 boys

in the two families. The Joneses have 4. children. How many of

thJones childr are girls? . a ..

. .

Here are the two houses. Put in - X's for boys and O s foe:.'r
girls.- This will help you find the answer`

Joneses.

Hereare three circles

dots that:

S'miths

A, 61 -and -C Can you put in three

circle A will have one dot in it?

circle B will have two dots in it?

circle C will have three dots in it?



9 +.8,. 7

? 8 ---fvF

9 + 8 7-47
9 + 8
9 + 8

- 6 + 5
tb

+ 5 + 4
6 + 5 + 4 io__

= Is"

a+7
8.

+ 8- 6

4

Let's change he .order of the.number's:
7 + 8 Ef o= 2\
Is .the answer the same.



2 72

Q.

Let's. try that again.

9 k 4+ 4 = IR

.Now.change the.ordei.of the numbers:

6 -Fe, -9 =

is the,answer the, same? 12,0

Which order do you like better?. -Eks_ Sr-o-ervta,

Why? 6+4 = w 4.4.4, 1 +. aft taaat:a r -fAI cm. q+6 0.4.4
6-147

7 + 9 + 3 + 1 = Zo

Can you change the order of the numbers so that the addition is

easier?

How? 7+3, 9 +1 lo io 2.oHow?

-3 -II 9 +

4 =

+ 8 + 4 + 3 =
4\-

-

W. There are 2 planets closer to the sun than the earth There\are

opplanets farther from the skin than the earth. How many planets

are there al ether? tDo not forget the earth; it is'a planet too! )

9

.I

279
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.r7'
Last year: Mr. trank had these trees in h s yard:

,-.

..

4 maples

5 oaks

7 elms

`..3 birches r
During the winter a storm knocked down 2 birches an

this summere'llkDutch elm disease killed .4 of the elms.
How many trees does Mr. Frank have now? /3

12. _Each day a jet airplane flies frdm New York to Chicago and then.
from Chicago to San Francisco. One day 30 passengers rode

,

all the way frob New York to San Francisco, 80 passengers rode

only as far as Chicago, and 70 passengers got on at Chicago

and rode to San Francisto.

How many people rode on the plakr that day? I

How many people were on the plane between New York

and Chicago:" flO
How many people were on the plane between Chicago and

San Francisco? to o

Jr



..

*Sums

1. Here is a set of nu

-,3,

Find a subset of these numberS 8. Cross out

the numbers you have chosen andwrity them into t6is_equation.

. -

- T Ersum of the numbers left over should be 12. Write them in

12..

Do this one the same way. Cross out the numbers as you put

them into the equations. Use each number only once.

) X X
I

Now do this one:

6

53-
. 9 17

+ 3 , 1.1

n find a subset of three numbers that add up to 1

learing a` subset of two numbers that add up to 11?



This fine write in your own plus signs.

Find another way to do this one: .4),

7 -I- 6 1- 1 14

g. ± 2- = 10

Now dothese the same

(a) 5, 4, 8, 3 9, 8,

( 84) Si- 3 '=--

i+4+a= +8 12' 9= 9) 3 -I- 9

17

(c) 6, 5, 8, .4, (d) 9

+ 7 (13+7+2= 17

15- (q+6=

6,z4. 2

.7

Look' back at Problem

each Of those examples.

How many ways can you-



Here are some with ree:-equations 'to fill. in.
.. .

Remember to-use eacleilltumbet only once.-



Make twttlauations out of these. numbers. _Use each. number

ore:and-onIfOnce..: If you 'like you- May put two or. more .n

on the. right s -.-
_ ide: e equation.

1, Z, 3, 4, 5,

844. =

. .

This time make three equations-. Remember to use each

nynber
once and only once:

5, 13,

/3 = 13

o

1:64

Oar
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-Add the numbers in'the rows and put the sums you, ggt-in the

boxes at at the right. The first one is done for you. Now add the

numbers in the Columns and put the sums in,the yftles afohg

i he bottom.
O -

What is the sum of the'numbers in the boxes? .28

What is the sum of the numbers in the circles?

Now,look back..at the array.

28

What:is The sum o thenine numbers in the array ?.
1 - : r - . .

. . -
Are the tree sums you havb just found all the same? io



.00

. 7

Here is an array With some numbers missing.. Fill in ttie
missing numbers so that therow siims and the-column sti
are all correct.

ry this one



oW many ways- are there to dct,th is

Nt., 114.4.1.- 14.44-vbdwur
4ALItk boiE. AfUr

zt

9 15-

:15
17p

one? ./tr
c -Ctjzsatti. jS

;(4.0 etcpc:ce

1 '24.

441

-14e.re is one with four rows-and four columnsi%

a

20

I 20

Q.

-
It
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,

To do this one e eachl)f-the numbers

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

once and °OW e.

A

1

` Two SubSets of an arrayiare called diagonal subs-eti.: 410 the
arrays belOw the diagonal subsets are.shaded:

..._(.1.''
. ..:::..'''.

.
- .....

:::;-:-:.*:;z2::;:::

''''..?...'

111IIII
?

ti

"N.

<r

:-..::':

fk.: -

. .

4

281. .

,

_ .

Now do-Problem 5 in such a way that tt\e sums of the diagonal.

subsets are also to equal to _15. 1 ,

The array ..you *ill find, is called a "magic square: lit

4

.1,



f --*Agman Numeral Arithmetic-

I

In this lesson we are) ng to loam to do some arithmetic with

Roman numerals. You have probably seen Roman numerals on

clockS or in books.

Here :are the first twelve:

5 V

6 VI

VII

8 VIII

9 VIIiI
C

This is the way the numerals were written in the early days ,of Rome.

In- ater times 4 wak sometimes.written IV and 9 was sometime

written IX. In this lesson, however, we will write 4 with four

I' s and 9 with a V and four I's in the manner of the early

Roman's. This will. make the arithmetic easier.

Let's begin by writing some more. Roman, numerals. The Romans used
.

these letters:

I. for 1

V for 5

X -for 10

L for 50

C for 100

2S
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They also had some more letters for greater numbers, but.we_won't

talk aboUt those now: To find out what number a lioman numeral stands

for, you just add all the numbers that the letters staid for. For example:

'283

XI .10 + 1 = 11

Here are some other examples:

XVI = 10 + 5 . + 1 = 16
XIII = 10 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 13

CLXXV = 100 + 50 + 10 + 10 + 5 = .175-

What numbers do these Roman numerals stand for?
a

Write out_ the sum as shown above. -

VIII - E-t-14-111! ---= g
.

. OW = So + /a + 61.7,------ 65 .

CXI = .100 + to -f- i -;.. if /:.'
.

XXXVI = 10+10+10 4-6"-+) = 3(v,

CCLXII = ioo ÷/oo+so + + i.1.= /

2. Here is a simple addition in Roman numerals: ,

VI +, II = VIII

To add VI and L:14 . all you have to do is-put together all the

'letters in both numerals. Think about whythis is-Fs& Here

are some more additions that can be done ins tiis simple-way:

4:

170
29

al

7

a



-a

XI + X I
XXV -+ XXVI I.

XVI + III - )(XVII I I; -
LX + XV XX.V

1

E.3

Now check .your work by cilanging the Roman numerals into

your everyday numbers.

3. The early Romans always Wrote the letters, in order:. first the
C's, then the- L"s,. :then the X's, then the )!'s,, then
thr'e I's. SometiMes to do addition you halie to rearrange

the letters. Try thesee The first one is done for You.

XII + VI XVIII
+ V xvi.r

XXIII x-x V N il

, LXI Lx v- ri
Nfcxv ctxXvi

Now try-these'. The first one is done for you.
dr'

CXI' 4- LVI = CLXVII

dom -v LXX VI 11

V. + ccxm + cC LX Villi
LII + XXXI + CV Lxxx viii

2 9 j.
171

e"

,
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So_ far we have just put togetherall the letters in the numbers to

be added. Sometimes addition is a little more complicated. If,
for example, we just put together the letters in_this addition

example:

we But/the Romans never wr e five I's together.

Instead, they wrote V.` Here are the rulesthe Romans used:
42.

(1) . No numeral ever has more than four I's in it
.`(2) No inumerail ever has more than one V in it.

(3) 14,5 numeral ever has More.than four in it
(4) numeral ever has more than.one L in it.
(5);', No numeral ever has mare.thari four C's in it.

The Romani also used these letters:

_D for 590

M for 1000

Whatdo.fou think the Romans' rule for D -was?

(6) No numeral ever has more than D in it.

Now use these rules when you do the following additon examples.

The first two are done for you.

III + =

XIII +III- - TXVI

XXXIIII = XXXV 11

?CH + XI + LI I = C. LX V
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CXII + XXII +- I = exX X V

DX. +DI= MXI

8. Now do these:
.0

V + V . X

CV + XVI + V is CXX V I

VI + XV XXI
LV + XV + VII - 1_ XX -VI I

MCXI + -V + XVII = ti c)ciq t

_ , VIII + III xl

9. Now do these:

. )0C- + XXXV = L V
+ CLV = 0 aX

XXII + XXXIII = LV
MLV.'+ XV + LVII j, _NICXXVil.

qua LXII = ce.L xx
x,f(x + .xv -+ DVI L

DI Our: numerals 1, 2, 3, 4, ...:.- are called Arabic numerals.-

Write these problems in Roirran numerals. Then do them in

Roman numerals. Check your answer by adding the regular

way. The first otie is done-for.you.

29
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27+ 18
XXVII + XVII I

55 + 24

LV XXIII!

63 + 1.4

LX1li

107 + 86

7q

LXXVIlil

77
LXX V [I .

CV)) +-LXXXVI = CLXXXX J11

36 + 335 = 371

= Cep L

1247 + 115 = 1862
119-C-XX5(XVII -FCXV MeCCLX if

H. Now try some subtraction. Figure out the rules for yourself.

XII = X i

VIIII III = VI
XVII -,XVI

V =

-VII =

)0( =

V
Ill

287
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Background

Chapter III

DESCRIBING POINTS AS NUMBERS-

MP.

Some of-the-most important insights in mathematics

are4hose arising from the interplay of geometry and
arithmetic. Already we have often used a number line

as 'a convenient way of representing, geometrically,\

relations among numbers: For example, the number
refation. 8 > 3 is represented geometrically in the

figure below by the fact that point B lies to the
right of point A on AB. -(The symbol AT means

"thealne; passing through (or lying on) the two
4.-

distinct points A and B°. Thus AB ands BA
.

have,the Same meaning.) .9,

-if

4.
0 i 2: 3 4 6- 5 6 7

289

4

or
N
-

In this chapter we assume a. different attitude.

That iswe'think of numbers as means o' identifying
.

points.- Thus, in the figure above we identify ..r'

describe, point A by the Timber 3 and point B
by the number. 8. Then we use these numbers :(not

the points'llibich they identify) to obtain geothetric

facts. For example) the leng-titof AB above is 5
-,units. The 5 is computed as 8 - 3 from the numbers

describing A and -B. (The syMbol- AB denotes the.

line segment having points A and B as endpoints..

Thus --t add BA have the same meaving, Therefore
ANL

the ,length of -AB
.
Id the same as the'lengthitof BA.)-

Notice that there are no arrowheads in the symbol. for

a line segdent.'

A.n`umber used to describe a point is rafled

CoordiAte of that point. If the mathematical

word coordinate seeits difficult for children, you

.1



may use. the phrase "number describing point A" as

long as seems-necessary to do su.

In this chapter we use only whole numbers as

coordinates. Thus many points of the line are not

assigned coordinates. For ekample, no point in the

figure between that with coordinate 0 and that with

coordinate 1 has been assigned 'a coordinate. Also,

no point to the left of the 0-point has a coordinate.

The pupil is invited to notice these omissions as

Eints that later new cumbers may be invented and

assigned to these point's.

The several pirts of the figure below taw help

us appreciate how free we are in deciding 'how coor--

climates ray be assigned to points. We assume in, -(6.)-that

the two points AL end B are giveft. They determine

uniquely a line 401.36 which we represent in (b). On,

this line we chOose, completely arbitrarily (and thus

in any.specific case, completely according to whim

or convenience); a point which we identify by the '

number O.

(a)'

r

(b)

a

e-

Also in (c)- we have_arbitrartly chosen both the

unit.of length (foraple, distahce between 0-

point and the point which we will identify by the

number 1.), as, well as the direction .from\tpoint
to 1-point. Once we have done all three of these

'things (and each may be dode.Independen 'loth

the others)', the points which will have c_:or--"zates
respectively 2, 3, 4, and so on, are _all

ao.
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determined. For example, in (d) below, the Oqoice

of 0-point and the c hoice of direction are the same

as in (c), but the.choice of unit distance is

different (in this case; the unit in (,,a) is twice

that-in (c) ).

(d)
0

.
A B

1 2 3 4

The misfortune here is that in this case the point

A does not have a whole number coordinat?. If we

wanted to 'discuss A. and B in'erms of whgle number

coordinates we would not make these three choices of

0.. point, directiop and unit.

In (e) we have chosen a different 0-point,

the opposite directl,on,.and the same unit as in (c).

A ,. ..

(e) a .

6, 5 4 3 2 1 0

ti

B.

air

This set of choices also is unf unate nce

this case point B does no ve'a whole number

coordinate.

In (f) we have chosen -the same unit'and dir-

ection as in (e), but a different 0-point' It is
.

.cm

clear again that the e

- .

A
(f)-441 'a

11 10. 9 8 7 6 5 4- 3 2." 1

coordinatel yield the information that the lenlith'bf

AB is 5 units. ,t

These examples are intended to make it clear that

there is ameat deal of freedom in assigning coor--

topoints. In order to simplify latel-' work,
.

let us ag ree that if A and B lie on a horizontal

line, we Shell take the direction from the 0-point;

toT- the 1-point as from left 'to .right as we face. the

47

29

.1

0
,
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Sometimes we wish to Assign coordinates to points.

in a plane: The idea mdy be illustrated in the

following situation. Imagine that a ton is laid

out in square blocks with one set of streets running

east and west, and the other set running north and

Ar

south as in the figure below:

Town Boundary

B

S

0-
C

H

Town Boundary

6

The wate rks is indicated by point W, the school

by S, t civic center by point C, the' ballpark

by B and e hOspital by H. The problem is to use

whOle numbers to describe the location of the arbi-

trary point P in the town. We simplify the probleM

d make,pts solution possible) by'considering only

points P at,the intersections of streets (cor-

ners of squares).

If two points among W, C, S, B, and H lay
& on the same street, we could use that street to get

started.

/

They do ,not. So we pick some point aebi-

tr&rily TO get started, we pick C. Then, for

extumple,. S is l. -.blodks east and. 3 blocks north

,29



r of C. If we were at 'C when someone asked for

directions to the hospital' (H) we might say, "Go

six blocks east and two b ,locks south," or "Go two

.- blocks south atid six blocks east." If we want the

bare, unadorned numbers to indicate the location of

8, we might use an ordered pair of numbers. We

might agree that.the first nuM8er.is to be used to

'indicate location along a lefttright.(or west-east)

direction and the second (right hand) is to indicate

location alor- bottom-top (or south-north) direction.

Wh this ling, and with C. as the starting

point, we would ..ndicate the t S with the pair

of numbers, ,11- and 3; itten as (1i, 3).

We now have two coorcil =tes for a point instead

of otii coordinate which we faun sufficient when we

zz, were working-with points on a line. We can connect

our first coordinate (4) with a "first" number
4 line and our second (3) with a-"second" cumber line

/

in the following manner: The figure zelow the

diagram of the town-w/th,a west-east 1,Int- an a south-

north line drawn in, each passing through C. On

each of these the coordinate of C is 0, so that

the number- pair indicating C is (0, 0).

B

P

S

4

C

H

293
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Tie chosen direction along the west-east line is to

,the,right (eastward) and the chosen direction along

the south-north line is upware(northward). The

chosen unit on both lines isthat representing one

block. We see easily that the coordinates of point

P 'are (2, 5) (why not (5, 2)f). Those of S.-

are (4, 3), (why not (3,

Similarly, we Can give the coordinates of any

point .(intersection) which is to the right' of-'the
,,

heavy vertical line and also above the heavy ho rizontal

line. On the other .hand.2 if 10 have giv6h any number

pair In which the first number is one of 0, a, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 and the coed number.is one of

0, 1, 2, 3, L. 5, 6, d 7.; we can loCate the

indicated point of in rsection. Thusthe northeast

corner of_the town has the coordinates (8, 7);

it is 8 blocks east and 7 blocks north of tt:e

civic center.

There is one drawbackin our arrangement. Some

of the points (inters/ctiont)..in the town have no

whole number coordinates. In particular, we cannot'

give coordinates for the waterworks, the ballpark,

nor the hospital. To overcome this difficulty, we
1

shall later simply use integers, and then W, B,

and H will have coordinates (-"z, -4), (-2, 4)

and (6, -2) respectively. For the present, we

accomplish this by choosing another starting point

which will be the 0-point gin each of two new lines.

4h-
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-With the new .starting,point (origin-) and 'the
new lines drawn as shown, it is easy to see that the
named points (intersections) and their respective

- ,

coordinates are:

.

w (1, 1)

.c (4, 5)

*33 (2, 9)

P (6, lo)

.s (8, 8)

H. (10, 3)
"-N

Hence, all the named points now have coordinates._
Furthermore, all' the points (intersections) in town
now have coordinates.

A more i;lortant feature to notice is that the
relations among' the points did. not change when we

changed their coordinates. Thus, the school (S)
is still Li- (i.e., 8 I- 4, 8 being the new first
coordinate of S and 11- .being the new first coorL
dinate of C) blocks east and 3 (i e

ri

8 -5)
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"

.

.-

cblocks north of the' civic cuter (C) .
/

.- It should. be noticed that this last" coordinate

\\....
- ,

. system is the only one w
i

hich,assigns whole' number
-

A

coordinates to alt. the-points (intersections), in r......,

this town.
.- ...

As anlapp11.ation of coordinates,_ an examination

is Made of the effects on a figure ,of performing
, '... N

,-
certain operations on the coordinates..: For examtle

.... :

Pupil Page- 191 shows a triangle ABC determined

by A.(2; 6), B(6, 1), C,(3, 10). Three new.points

P, Q, Ft, are obtained by adding 7 to each first

coordinate and I to each second coordinate. The

new triangle 'PQR is congruent to the original one.

This process of obtaining one figure from another-by

addins numbers,:bo the coordinates is called a translation.

Similarly, on page 201 in the pupil's book

Is a triangle ABC. When all coordinates aremul-
_

.

tiplied by. 2, we obtain ,,a second triangle 0.EW which

is similar to ABC. That is, the anglesof thetld

an-d new triangles are congruent, but the measures of

the lengths'of-the sides have all been mmltiplied:by

the same number, in this case 2. This provides a

,maethod for enlarging a 9'_gure.'

No attempt made' to explore sTrl'iematically the'

proiSdrties of similar figures, but examples are given

'of a few scale drawings' with application to the'use

of thevscale of miles on a map:

The first four,sections of the chapter do not

lag-01-4t any concepts the pupils have not pact._
c'

last three, however, involve ideas of multiplication,

specifically -that of multiplying all coordinates by

some number. You may find it cielirable to poitpone

°the study of thes6-1ast three sections until more has

been done With multiplication.

You ShOuld think of thf6 chapter as "opening 1111C
-

door" to several ideas that will in meaning for

the child as he continues'his education- Full. mastery

is not' expected.
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III-1. Coordinates of Points on a Line

Objective:- To .introdtice and .use the idea that

point on a line may be described by a
-2

numbei-.

Vocabulary Coordinate.

Materials: Number line

Suggested Procedure:

on Chalkboar

(In readiness for this lesson draw a'nuMber line on

Ask' the pupils if they have ever ricidgm.along a road-

on which there was-a aittle marker each mile to tell

the distance from some point. (T1116is quite common

on duel lane roads,and on very old roads in some parts

of the country.) Ask them to imagine that they are

. riding oii such ajroad when suddenly the car 'runs out

of gasoline: It .ttops beside one of ti* mileage

markers on which-is the n umeral '17. Fortunately,

there Isla phone nearby so the driver gdes to phone

the service station to send. a truck with gasoline.

-. Raisecthe question as to hqw the driver, who has never

been.onLthe road before, can tell the man at the service

stationlgher to bring the gasoline-. - --

.

From.the on, elicit the idea that the

can'ask th'at t truck be sent to the mileage post

parked 17. Explain that what the driver did Was to
1r,

"use a number, in this case? 17, to describe the

point-where the car was to be found. Continue the

discussion to'bring out the feat that the road:with

its mileage .markers is_essentisily a number_linel
,

except .that it probably;,is notAstraight-

A number used to describe a point

Is called a coordinate of the point:

:
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TUrn now ta a number line you have already drawn on the, boai-d.

o 1 2

Notice that,' ova. sUch- a line there are many, po.j..nts which C ELTI.

A

5 6' 7 8 9 -10 11 13.14 15 16 17 "18

be descreel-by numbers, just as- the driver desorfbea the

lociation of the gasless car. For example:POint IL. is
.

descrfbed,by the number 5, point B is g."4crfbed by-the

number- 13, and point C is described by tRe number 2.

Reviey.the:ida that the segments between cons.ecutihre

marked:-:goprts are all congruent to .one another, and th'at

any bf7these. segments or any segment congruent to theth may
- .

be called a unit segment for this number line.

It shopld be brought out th"at we have not described all

poinS on the'line by numbeA. Such questions as the

followIng may help.
ft+

'Does every whole number describe a point?

(Yes.)

Is every whole number coordinate' of a point?

(Yes.)

The two questions above are the same.

Is every point described by a whole number?

(No.)

Does every point have a whole number as a

coordinate? (No.)

two questions above are the same.
V

Show a point which does not have a whole

number coordinate.

,g

Bring out that there are fit least two kinds of points.

Which have not.been assigned whole number coordinates.

First, there are the points between marked points.;, for

example, there is the point midway between the points

s'

'!
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marked o and 1. some child probably will be able

to suggest that we already have a number to use as

a. coordinate for this point, namely 1
. You should

2
.agree'with this odd-indicate that if we wish ,to use

'rational numbersiwe,oan assign coordinates to many

Aber (but-not all'other) points on the line. If

we wish to .use only whole numbers, however..weican
'N 7only indicate that tnese other pOints,4re between the -

marked points. The above-mentibned,Q1Away point is
I --

-between the'point.74;ose coordinate is 0. and the

point Whose coordinate is 1. Notice that if the
o

I

car had run out ipf gasoline a_ few seconds later,

the driver- could 'fold the service man only that

the car was stopped between the 17-mile marker and
I

the 18-mile marker (assirming that he was going away

from the 0' marker.)

The other points:to which no coordinates have been

assigned one-those to the left of the starting point,

or originArhIRse' coordinate is 0. Probably some
1

child will suggeSt using negative numbers as coordinates

o4 4-these pointS If so, -.You
'

Should'agree that even-- .

tualZy.we will use Aegative numbers to describe these

points.

Having given this of . things to come, indicate

that for now we will use'only whole numbers as 600r:c..

dinates of points.

Ask the pupils-to consider segment BC of the=number

line Qa the board: The endpoints of this segment

are -B and In our case, B is the right-hand

endpoint and -i6. is the left-hand endpoint:

If .B 'is to the right of C, what is

the relation between-the cooAdinates

Of _B and C ? (The coordinate of

B will be gpeater,;)
4

What is the length of BC ? (The

length of BC is llt unite.)

.395
0.
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0

If thereis anyquesticrn. indi'catl'thatawe ineart, length
using the..1.3.n it -segment on the,;..ine. By discussion,
elicit the idea that there are several. ways ..to find
the length of :BC . One war would. be just to count r

the segments. Lead. to the idea; however, that yo'd
Can always get the length of a segment by subt.Facting
the coordinate of the left-hand point fi-om the coor.=1
dinate of the right-hand poYht. Thus, the length of
BC is (13-2) units or 11 unite Similarly the3

length of AB is (13-5) _units or 8_ units. Also,
the length of .AC is (5-2) units or units.

1

Try 'a few examples of the following type, havittg the
points marked clearly on-thq, line..C -

The coordinate of P1_ Q, R1 and ,S are 6, 3.," 101
and, 8, respectively:

Find the lengths .PRI RQ, and

If one moves froia .? to R, then from
-..

. R to Q, and finally from Q 'to- S,-
"how far ha-s'he moved..in all? (20-: units)

- At the end of all this 'moving, how fart ..
is he from his starting

'moving,
P? A. -.7.

.

J
.... s ... .

(2 unitsk.) ',e

._.' a,

Pupil's book, pages;_' 175- - -1: IP

This page 'provides' opportunity for ch dren'
to name coordinates of points - and.then to find lkniths

4

of line segments%

4

.;"

o

a

f.

J

a



Describing Points by Numbers

1.

.13

0 1* 2 3 4 5. 6 7

..

A ,))

9 10 II 12 13

4

Mark points A, B, C, D.

Point A has the coordinate 10.
Point B has the coordinate 3.

Point C has the coordinate 17.

Point D has the coordinate 12.

Complete the following:

The length of AB is. (10 3) units or 7

-.

4 15 6 17- 18 19.

The length of BC is (17 3 ) Obits or / -14 units.

.The length of CD ). units or

The total number of units in AB, BC, and CD is

The-distance from /V to .D is _units.

301
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4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12

Mark points A, B, C, D.

Point- A has th.e coordinate 2.

Point B is 3 units to the right-of A.

Point- C is 5 units to the left of B.

Point- D is 11 units to the right of

0

B has-the coordinate

C has the coordinate

D has the coordinate

0

a

\The length of BC is units.

The length of AD is C un its.

f

3(
176

a
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11T-2, Motions on the NuMbker 7414
0/."

°

Objectives.;'To..de-elop the understanding that the
1 3

coordinate'of a point depends on the

o 'p choice ofszero point, unit distance,

and direztiQn.

Tobonsider motionson the number

Vocabulary: (No new words.)

Materials: Colored chalk.

.
Suggested Procedure:

t

is important that children understand that des-

cribing a point by a number as we have done implies

certain choices, specifically a choice of a zero point,

,a unit.disttince, and a direCtion. Some such activities

as the following should bring these ideas-out explicitly.

Draw a line on the chalkboard and mark a point A on

it as shown.

A.

A

Ask if the coordinate of point A is 4 (or if A

is described.bvithe number 4)., The answer presumably

will be that you can't tell. Ask why you can=t tell.

This should bring out the idea that to say A has

coordinate 4- would mean it is for units (in a

given direction) from the zero point and that here

there is no indication of either the zero point -or the

unit of length. Have a pupil come to the board and

show a choice of unit length and then the zero point

so A will have coordinate 4. The figure may,! look

somewhat/as follows: -3r

A

0 1

3 Q9

3



4 3°4

4

(
.-- ,

114-.7 atk another pup, to show a different choice f:4

which A has coordinate L.. (This may-be bettei .. .

done on a different - drawing.) It might look as

follows. 4
A

1 2 3 - .4

If no pupil has suggestecl using the opposite direction_

to show a different ,choice; suggest the following:

A

7 6 :N 5 4' 3 2 1 0-

It may be desirable specifically to discuss these

selections as follows.

It is natural or us to think

of using the left-to-right direction

on our number line because we read

write our leallguage that way.
.

However, there is nothing, except

possibly convenience, to prevent our

using alright-to-left-direction The

resulting descriptions of points by

:wgbers as well as 'the results we get

based on them, would be just as good,

just as accurate, and just as easy to

read and to work with as those.we get

by using a left-to-right direction.

In act, mathematicians, scientists an

engineers do not hesi4ate to use a

right-to-left direction in-those cases

±n.which..such use makes their work

more convenient. However, we shall

use the left-too -right direction exclu.Y"

sively in order to avoid confusion.

310
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Now have a third. pupil indfbate,choices so' A

would have a different coordinate (or. be described

by a different number) say 6. Finlly have some
-1)r,

child show a ch ce in which A 1-s not,described

by any whole

this.

number.. Such a drawing might be like

A

0 1 2. 5 A 6

Observe that sometimes, When we use-coordinates A
(number's to deScribe pod.nts), we find that the zero

point and distance have, already been chosen. -This

was flUstrated in the last lesson by the automobile

drivei- who ran out of 'gasoline. For him the numbers

Chad already been assigned to the points. Sometimes.

we make the,choice ourselves.

- 'It' woula'be well to'set the following discussion

in a story framework. The following-Is one possibility.

Indicate that Henry and John are playing a game.

The game represents an automobile race. They take

turns in spinning a dial that tells them how many

spaces to move. They have each played once. Henry

spun a 2 a so placed his little car at H which
is the point described by the number ,2. John. then'

.

spun d 5 and so' placed his little car at J. Have

the information entered on a ,number line drawn on

the board e."E''you proceed. Have HJ drawn in colored
chalk so it will stand out.

0 1 2 3 4 . 5 6 7 . 8 9 10 11 12 13

It is Henry's turn again and he spins a 7, so he

moves his little car 7 .spaces to the right. Call

this point P. Have the coordinate identified and

have P marked onA
the'line. Then Johti plays again.

He also spins a 7 and moves to point Q. Which
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should be ide
Have PQ dra

c4

tified and marked on the' line
with chalk of a different lor.

Discuss with the pupils the relation of HJ and PQ.
questions Its tie following may be suggestive.

Who was ahead after they. had played

Such

once? (.fohn)

How much ahead 7.i'äs he? ( 3 units.)

How dia.you firid.this? (5 - 2.)
Is this the length of HJ? (Yes. )-

WHO was ahead- after they had. each
played- twice' (John.)

How much .ahead was he? (3 units.)
How -did you Tind (12-9- )

Is. this the length of PQ? (Yes.)
1

.. What relation is there betweeti- H.1*

and PQ? (They are congruent. They
-have the some length.)

Discuss with the children,---what the result would have
been if Henry and John had each spun a -Would

the new segra PQ this time. be congruent to HJ?

Why? Suppose th had each _spun a 9

-We want the pupils to realize that as- long as Henry
and JOhn advance by .-the same amount, then John's

lead aver. Henry will get neith larger nor. smaller.
That is, the segments HJ a d Q -114111 be congruent. \t".

,

To see this congruence anothe make a zriodei of .
___.- .
HJ by marking it off with dots on the edge of a paper.
Then. slide this paper along. the line, noticing that
the two dots slide the same distance. Thus, when the
left hand dot slides 7 units from H to P, the
zl.q3.-t.chand dot slide-s 7 units from J to Ilk and
HJ is congruent to PQ.



'

-r

Lead to the general understanding that if the -same

number is added the coordinates of the endpoints

, of a.segment, the ne-vsegment is congruent to the old

one;

Pupil's book, ,ages 177 and 180:

These pages may be used either independently or working

together.

1

Ir

a

1.

307
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. Motiorron a Line

1.. When George goes home from schoor he passes a long fence.

The picture shows the fence. The dots are the fenceposts.

George likes to describe e posts with whole numbers.

e describes post A the. number 4.

escribes post- B by the number 5.
ri

Draw a. ring around the post he describes with the number 0.

Can George describe all the posts with whole,numbers?

Sally-does not like the way George describes the posts.

/Vo

She says the numbers that describe A and B should be 6 andt
Put a cross on the post Sally describes by the nurriber. 0.

Can Sally describe all the posts by whole numbers ?. yis

3
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Pretend this number line shows a railroad track:

A train is on the:track..

Its ends are at L and M.

Color red the track where the train is standing.

Point tiL as described by, the number

Point M is described by the number

The Length -o# the train 'is units.

The train gloves , 6 units to the right.-
Call the-rieW endpoints .P and

a

Point P isllescribed by .number 7 .

Point Q is described brnumber 1

ColOrgreen the track where the train is now.

-Jr

3.

1
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r

-3. Pretend the, nu ber line is a railroad track.

0 1 7 8 9 10. 11 12 13 11.4.

A train is on the track.

Its ends4re described,by numbeis 2 .: and 9.

Color the track *here the train is standing.
. ,

A road crosses the track-at, T.

a

Aar is on the road.

Can the car cross the track? Na

The train moves to the right

The front of the train is described by the number .13.

The back of the train is described by the number a
.Can the car now cross the track? yes

179
4-



4. Pretend this nitmber lihe shows a railroad track.

-Vi

A train is on the.track.

Its ends are at and M.

A road crosses the track at a point X.

Point X scribed by the number 51.

Can you fmagihe the pOint X? . e;K1
The train moves 46 units to the right and stops.

Its ends are described by the numbers o 7 and .5 -4-11 .

Is the train across th road? I.
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,

Coordinates in a Plane .

c
Ask the children if' they have ever seen a tile floor

Objective:' To use whole numbers to describe certain

points in the plane.

Vocabulary: Coordinate axis, coordinate axes, origin..
-,.

Materials: Figure on chalkboard as indicated ilelowl

Suggested Procedure

paved with square tiles, all the same size.,*(If

the schoolroom. is paved in t s way it can be used

as a specific illustration.) ve on the bokrd a

drawing like the one below (but without the numerals)'.

5

4.

3

R

A

9 10- 11 12 13

..
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Ask the children if the figure shows how a _floOr looks
when paved with congruent square, tiles. (Note: There are other
ways of paving with square tilgs, but this is the

pattern we support for use here.) Have the children
look at the- drawing and point but the way in which
the-.square regions fit together, fAur at a point.
Remind them that we know this is what happens with

-41/44regions having right angles.

Suggest that we think of the lines at the bottom;..ep.d

at the left-hand. side of the figure as the walls of

4 - a room and the square regions as tiles in the floor.
(Note: 'If you are act7leny using the tiled. classroom
floor, the walls probably are not exactly on the liness-

formeeby the edges of the tiles. this case, use
the lines formed by edges of uncut tiles which. are -

closest. to the walls )

Recall with the class that for several days we have
been using numbers to describe points on aline.
Now we will think of Points in aplane. Mark a
point on the diagram, say the pi;int A, and ask, if

anyone can think of a way of describing, where that

point D'.s. A q..ttle,discusspan should. 'elicit the idea-
.. that this poiSt could. be located by- starting at the
lower left cprner and going 7 units to the right

.

and 4 um (or 4 units up and 7 over).
That is, it takes two numbers to describe point A.

Point A is described bar the symbol (7, 4). The
two numbers used to describe A are often- called
coordinates of A.

Notice that we agree that the first of the. numbers.

will tell us howfirItcD move to the right sug.d the

second howfar Emphasi.z.e this, by hitVing -some

pupil locate the 'point (4, 7). and note that it is
a different point.

Suggest that since to find the coordinates of a'point
-(numbers describing a point) we have to count numbers

of units-to the right and up, i=t might be-useful to

3

4,

A:,

313.
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mark .number-scales on the bottom line and the left-

hand. Line. iave the numeral.S -written on the figure

as showft with the lower left-he,0 corner-the zero
-

point of both scales.

Point out that the two number scales are-convenient

as they 'save counting.. If we follow .down 2rom. A

we find the first coordinate 7 and if we ,look to

- the left from A we find-the second. coordinate 1..

(NOtert- The number line on which the first coordinate

is found ,is called the first, coordin4e axis; that

on wh.icii the second coordinate .is found. is called.

the second! coordinate axis. Use of these two

coordinate axes makes our present work easier. The

Point of intersection of the two :coordinate axes

is called. the origin bf coordinates or simply the

origin.)

Mark other points and have children give the pairterf
coordinates. Then 'give pairs of coordinates and

have rhi 1 dren locate the points.

. . Pupil's -book, pages
s.-.=

Childress. should now be reeb- for these pages. Slipw

the children. that, in ploblems ,3 -:and.',-14,-- the tr?blems

-8.1-e stated o one page and the drawings are on the,
.. . -

facing iplage.. problem 1 is intended to review,

ideas of se:6;tOf:points maY better done world:lag'

together. Problem. 5 intended to provide" creative

activity for pupils who are inter'es7Ce4. -and able:

Pupils may agalin bring up the matter of ratiohal 'and

negative coorktnates.,- If so, agree that can be

'done and indiCate that they Nr-111 see -this in the

`future.' -At "the present we will use. only whole

numbers as coordinates. If some children -wish to use

the6e- numbers :(rational and- negative)''in independent

activities,- encourage them to do so.
,-r



Coordinates in'a Piane

1. Draw segments joining the following points inorder:

(104) 116 6) (12, 6) (12, 7) (11, (12, 7)- (12,'8)

(13, (12, -10) (13, 11) (13, 12) (12, 13). 18, 13) (7, 12)-

(7, (86 (84)

17

16
15
14

13

12

11

'1Q
9
8
7

3
2
I

INII1111111111111111111111111111111111111111.11111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111.11111111111111111111.111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111111111111MII
11111111111111111111 MIII111111101111111111111111M
111111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E
11111111111111111111111111111111111,21111111111111i1
11111111111 111111111111M1111111111111111

1111111111111111111111g11111111.1111111111111111111111
11111111111111M111111111 all111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111:111111111111111111111111110111111111

3 4 4 4

4

6 7

What did you find? 4 ace. (0.4..- Azia.d)

18; 321



17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10
9
8
7
6
5

3

1

c1i
EMIMMEIMMI1111111M11111111111111111111111M111
111111111111111M111111111M11111111111MME111111
111111111E1 111

MI 11111111111111111 11 1111111111111 1111111
INIMOIMMINEMMIIIIIIIIII1110111111111111
11111111110.111111M
011111=01111=E111=11111111,111111IIIIII111 11111111= 1111

2 3 4 5, 6 7 8- 9 10 12 3.14

. Use your ruler to draw the line through the points (6,.11 and (2, 5L

Other points which seem to lie on this line are ( , ), , ),

( 3 ,s-`7/ ( 3 ); ( and ( 0 ).



7

Use your ruler to draw the line.through the points (4,1) and (12, 13).
Some other ivints which seem to lie on this- li andne are tar .i4 Op,

also (/0,10) -, and (1X/).
, .
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-k. Draw segments joining the following points in order

(2,13) - (2 (Z, 11) (4, 11)-4 (4, 9) (4,13).

Draw segments joining the. fol,lowing points in order:

(7, 12), (5,12) (5,10) (61t 10) (5,10) 8) (7,'8).

Draw segments joining the following points in 'order:

(8,11) (8, 7) (10, 7).

Draw.segments.joining the following points in order: .

(13, 6) (11, 6) fe11, 10).

Draw segments joining the following-points: in order:

(15, 5) .(16, 5) (17, 6) (17, 8) (16, 9) (15, 9)

(14,8) (14- 6) (15,5). )

,

e

What did you-find? wo.4. HE 4-



17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

5

2

00 12 34 5 6 7.8 9 10-1 12 13 14 15 1617 18 -19

INIIIIIIIIIIIM1111111.11111111111M1111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111011ME
11111111111111111011111EMENIMIMMI
1111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111
ME MR 1111111MEME11111111110
ME MI 1111111161M1111111110111 EMU
MI MN MEM 1111111111111111111111111111
IMO NIP U MIEN MEMO 11111MMII

Mill MN II 1111Willall.1111111
11111111111111111111111 EMU NNE EMMEN
11111111111111111111111111111110 EMI MENEM
111111111211111111111111111111111111111MMIElli
IIIMININIMINEW11111111111111111111111111.1111
111 1111111111 111111111111MME111
111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111ENEEMINEMEMEM
111111111111111111111ELME111111111111

325 *
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Give numbers describing A, B, ,C, D.

A( C), /0), B( 41, /23, C( D( 40e,

Draw AC and BD. Call-their point of intersection E.

Give numbers describing E. --( 7 )
The length ,of BD is 0 units.

Draw AD and BC.

Give numbers describing the pOints where AD and BC

meet the bottom line. if s,
(

Draw AB and What kind,of figure is ABCD?

Draw CD.

Giye numbers describing the point where. CD meets the

bo line.- 0, 0 ).
P

32C,

3.86
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-16

15

14

13

12

I I

321

"ME

9

8

9

.

3-

2

1-,

0 4 5%.

AM,

4
11111"1

8 9- lo.. 11 12 - 1 14 15. 16 17 18 19
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ab.

6. Make a figure on the facing page.

Use only segments whose endpoints are described by whole numbers.

Use the numbeis to tell how to draw your figure. -

L.*

See if a classmate can follow your directions. without seeing

your figure:

7

AY,

7.

I
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13

12

5

4

3

2

0
0 1

4.

1

3 4 5 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 .17 .18 19

189
.



-=-4. Plane Figureso

Objective: To observe the effect on 'plane figures
- when numbers. are -added to the coordinates

of -their pointS.
"-
..Ncrclabtaary: (No new word6-.)'

sr,-Materials: Coordinate system drawii ,on _the board. or

nn lairge sheet of paper (two such system.s

would help). Col6red cgaal.k. tracing paper,

two snrigol disks of d_ifVerent cOlored.

paper e.g., red. and green) wtth provisiOn

for .aching them at desired-places of

o

the" ci3kordinate system..

Suggested Procedtire,k

.

Tell-the .pi.tails we i41.1l begin this lesson with a

. game. ''Take the red and green disks and.- place them

on the coordinate system at some points, perhaps

those shoWn below where R indicates the red. disk

and 'G the green one. Exile-tn that these disks7may:
. . . .

11111111111111111 1111111111
11111111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111111111E
111111111111111111111=1111111111
11111111111111111111111 111111111
111111111111111111 1111111111111
IIIIMIIIME1111111 11111111111

1111111111111111111111
111M11111111111111M11111
1111111111=1111111111111111
11111111111111111111M11111111111

9

8

4

3

1

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 .10..11 32
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ebemoVed about the plane in c rtaiE way The red.

. disk:may be Moved one unit horiizontally (either right

or left) and two units- :Vertically (either up or dOwn)..
The green disk on the other'hand may be moved two

units horliOntaLtly and one unit verticFoly (Rules.
are c3isplayecLin the chart at the right.)

We agree that neiter- is

" allowed to move off the
Rules:

part f the Ooordin.e.te. .

:py tem we have dra ° Right or Left

The object of the game

is to move the disks t

alternately in such's

Red.
I,
Green.

1 move 2 moves

. .
2 moves move

1,

wa.y`tha.t they. land on the sanie.Poinfe.- We keep track-

of -6-he piety by recording the %pOsitions of the disks

in the table below. The first line records the ord.-

ginal position of the, disks .

The red disk is moved first. There are four possible

points .where it can be moved. Let the class decide
-where to 'move and record the.'neW position in -the first
column. Have the children notice that-to get the new .

coordinates,- one adds on subtracts 1 from the 3
and adds or subtracts' 2 from 4. Thin the' green

. .
disk moves -and its new position is 'recorded. Con-

unttl the disks are on the same. ppint. There
is nothing unique about the play. For example, two

successful ways are listed. below. Notice that inthe

second case there were unnecessary moves since the

position shown in the tecond. and fourth rows are the



. 10)

(3,,, )-

(, 8) .(5, )'

R G

(3, 4) (5, 10)
(2; 6) (3, 9)
(3, )
(2, (3,
(1, 8) 8) .

The game can be: varied by changing the initial
a

positai' ons and changing the al_l_o7..red moves. -The .ptpil.s
may be interested..to--discover that sometimes it is

,
impOssible 'tip win. For example, suppose all the moves

inv lve.'an...even number of units both ways:and suppose
R s on_ a point with both' coordinates odd.. Then. .

. .Ill -the-pcints it can land. on 1.4.1.1 . also have both

coordinate's:odd.. If G starts 'with both coordinates..,. ,..
even, then. all the:pi:A it' can land on will also

.

have both 75ordina.tes. even, so .. R and G can 'never.
. .

. .
-jet tc.ige:ther:

Cri;41cfren-may. es to Play -this genie by themselves later.::.
Its pu-roOse here is to develop the idea that a motion

a j.horizontal directlron is associated lzith adding
to or iuhtra-cting from. the _first. Coordinate, with a
similar remark -. fbr the relation of vertical motion

to the second coordinate-. This is the reason for

recording- each move as .noted. above. N-

Now,exazpin.e a, coordinate system oh the chalkboard '

on 'which you have drawn a triangle in colored chalk

as shown below.

6
5.

1111111111111111111111111Q
IIIKIIIIIIMPFEIM111111111111111
111111111E1111MIN111111111
nwirgammaimEntminoliminntuumbinumnii
1111111111691111liniumarmlumnimmi
111111,11111111111111111111111111111111111

. 3' 4 5 6 7 8 .'.9 10. 11 12 13

332 fl
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- Notice the coordy.s.tes of the three points.4..In

this case, they are A (, 5)1 B (4., 6), C (6,- 1).

From these. th.i.eelpoin-ts Al Bo C; -find. three other

points P, Q, R by moving 14- units to the

and 2 units up.e This is' exactly the processrthe

children ha.ire been doing in the game Have them.notice-

that it amounts to adding 4- to each fitst coordinate

and 2 to each second...coordinate. Have points P,

R marked--on the coordinate sys tam and have t:S, PQR.

drawn, preferably using a different lor of chalk.

7 This-is-shown above by the' dotted. line br segments...
Discuss -with 'the class the relationship of the two

figurulk- .SPecifi.c$411y; consider whether the two

triangles look -to be. Congruent.- Use a ,stringor.

edge of a paper or-Some other. means to check that

_does appear congruent to PQ, siMilarIayl appears

to be.,aongruent to QR and -AC appears to be ccingruent

'to PR....

Now distributie tracing papei .and..have the pupils.

turn to problem A on page 190.- in the pupil's
book. Thid probleM is siinilar to what has just been

done on the board, but tracing paper is usea to verify

the congruence. Remind the pupils again of the bests
way to, make a tracing of the -triangle Have the children

place ,,.the tracing. over- ABC: Try to have then see
that if they -slide the tracing 7- units to the right

and 4 units up, ,,the:-tiree dots on the tracing which

were over A, B, C will -then be over Po Q, R.
This means that .& ABC is congruent .to APQR.

.

327

On the chalkboard list the coordinates of the points

like this:
r

A (2, 6) B (6, 1) C (30_10)
(g Q 013 5) Et..(la; 14)

Then .attention to. the fact that the first. coor-

dinates in the lover-line are all seven greater than

the ?corresponding first coordinates in the upper line.



11.

Alib the second coor knates in the lower line are

all 'greater than,t sponding-second coor-

di'rietes. in DisCuss with the crass,
. .

with .other examples 11'necessary,..'whether relations
.

like -this among coordinates will 7alWaysindicate'

congruent figures. (The answer is "Yes ".) An-example

is

A (2, 6) B (3, io)
L (5, 7)_ M (9, 2) N (6, 11)

Triangle LMN should be drawn now.

Pixpilts book, pages 192-193 and 194-195:

This will he1pito verify the conjecture-in case the two

..134='figures are not triangles.



-Pictures in.the'Plane

A. Look at the figure on the next page.

The numbers describing A,- B, C are
A ( B( / C( 3., /o t.

Move 7 units to the right and 4

Call these new points Ps. Q, R.

The numbers describing P, Q, R are

12( 9,10) Q(:/3, ), R( ,

units up from each point

Mark p, Q, R.

Draw 170, QR, and RP.

Make a tracing of no ABC.

A Does this tracing exactly fit.on eSPQR?

a

Do you find no ABC congruent to \PQR?

Complete the table below to show congruent sides and angles.

AB

LABC
CA3 L.RPo

BCA -4- 62'R?



Pictures in the-P1 ne

17

16

15

:14

13'-

12

11

10

9

.8

4

3 4 5:

9

- 11

AP'

10 11 12 13- 14, 15 16 17 18 14,c
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Pictures in.the Plan/e
_a

The pairs of numbers describing A, are

A(2,12) B(Q, 7) . CU, 3) -DO, 9);

Points PI Q, R, S are found by adding 5 to the first
number in each pair.

The-second numbers are not changed.

The pairs of numberi describing P, Q, R, S are

PI 7,, /a ), Q(6, 7 ), R(42 , 3:), S( JO, )..
Mark A, B, C, D, P, Q, on the opposite page.

Draw quadrilateral PQRS.,

Make a tracing of -ABCD.

Can you fitthe tracing on PQRS?

ABCD congruent to PQRS?



Pictures in the Plane

333..
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The pairs of numbers describing A, B, .C, :0, E are

A(1, 9) B(5, 7) ; C(2, 2) D(11, I) E(6, 13).
-..!

Points P, Q, R, S,_ . T are found by adding 6 to the first--
numbe in each pair -and 2 to the second number.

The pairs of numbers describing P, Q, R, S, T T. are

P( 7, Q( //, L # L.

s(/7, 3 ),

Mark all these paints on the opposite page.

Draw AB, BC, -CD, DE, EA.

Draw PQ, QR, RS, ST, TP.

Make a tracing of ABCDE.

Can you fit the tracing on PQRST? es

Is ABCDE congruent to PQRST?
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.=E-5. Stretching Pictures of Segments oh a Line
.

;a Objective: To observe the effect when the coordinate
of each end. of a segment on a line is
doubled or tripled.

.

ar.

Vocabulary. (No new wardS.')-

Materials: Colored chalk

Suggested _Procedure:.

Ya,i messy_ wish to postzone these sections!
(Note: The last three sections of this chapier will
make use of the idea of doubling or trip-fiNtig the
coordinateS of points, that is; multiplying. them

.:by 2 or 3. wnese sections should not be used
*until children have understanding and some rskill in
multiplication. You may wish to ilse-these sections
after children have had.mor'e work_ in multiplication:.
It will be well to: have three or four grumberliziess.
already "drawn oh the board. On one Of them` mark a
segment., say AB as shown.. Indicate it with
colored. -chalk.
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A B S'

'
.

T
;1'k:1:e:

0 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 .11 12 13 14 15 1617 18 19 20
Have the coordinates of A and B noted as 14-

and 7. -Recall. with the class that in section 2
.

we noticed what happened if the same number was
added to,the coordinates of the endpoints of a
segment.

What was the result? AThe new seg-
ment was congruent to the original.)

This time we shell try to see what happens-i each
of the coordinates is multiplied by: -the s numbez-.

thatSpecif1ca.47.. let us double each .coordina
e.`



l't us multiply each coordinate by 2. If the

coordinate of A" is doubled, we 'get 8; Let 5
.i.

t",... be the point with coordinate 8. Similarly..let
...

-T be the point w hose 'coor dinate is 11+ which is
.. .

..
2 times the coordinate of B. Let these points be

t.

marked On the line by some of the 'chi ld_reri, Then

.. bave ST colored, using some other color. of chalk> .,
..

Now examione these .segments with the claps, Recall
- -:

_that in Section 2 the new segment was oalWa,ys con.,

gruent to the old one, ...Ask whether this is. true here:
'tl::.

P.
.

i . e, 0 is ST_ congruent to .AB i (No , ) .-

, .

Ask children to suggest how they think ST end_ 7al
are related. lt -is certainly easy to 'observe that

in this case the length. of ST (1k 8 -='-',.6. -,, is just twice -that. of
.:,

.

AB (7 - ii = 3). Whatever conjectures are eirfered:
c

ave-them 'tried out using different segments on the

other number lines on theboard. This -should lgItzl----,-"-

torconfirmirig the idea that''when the coordinate of -CI
. .

each end. of sa segment on a line is doubled, the length
is doubled. Be sure to -take" some cases where the .

L7. two intervals over.14-2 as in the -.case of points with
coordinates_ 2 and 6 wherfe the doubled. coordinates
are li and 12. It will be dastrable -tko discuss

with the class the reasons they thibk it reasonable.
'to-.guess that the new segment is alwayd twice as long. --

as : the original" °rte.... -For instance, some children4111
may make the observation that ce eac point is

matched up with.one twice as 11e.i. from 0,. it looks
quite likely that the distances are multiplied' by

2 (Actually this remark .is basis of a-,.proof:

Ar-

S .

For, example: 4.n the Tice aboire :the'le'regth of

is (7 4) units, The- length_ of SR' is similarly

(2 X 7) - (2 X k) units, litr.t .(2 (2 x
X- (7 1%10., so 'ff. hits twice..thN I6ngth of n.

This,..however. used-tthe distributive properity of,1

multi-olication with respect to .dubt;actioni a fact

not formally diAcussed with the -pupils..
4-

This discuerion...crovi-delq you with raddifionet)...b,ackgrcund,

,-o



Do not use it with children. Take examples where
the coordinates of the endpoints of a segment are
multiplied. by". some other'number, say 3. Help, children
to discover that in tlfae\se instances the one segmeA nt
will be -3 times as long as the other segment.:
Then verify that it inirks in One or more Cases:,
Fit example, take the boordihates of C and D
to 2 and 5 respectively.. Multiply each by 3

to get the coordinates of U and V to be 6 and
15 respectively. The. 1.--ength of CD is 14-. 2)

- br 3 units, -while the letigth of UV is seen to be
(15 - 6) or 9 - units. We tifen see that the measure

-of the length of UV (9): is_ times the :mast/re
of the lercLii or CD (3).. Hence, if we multi
the coordinate Of each ecdpoint of CD .33y 3 ,we
produce the coordinates of the etlepoints'a neir
segment W. - To _find. the _n=iber of-units of length
for UV-, we multiply- the nuaber of units of length.
for CD by the same number, by the setae number, 3..

_ .

By .thin time Yotx may find. tb~ class ready tongues
that if the -coordi4ates of e.he-endpVints of a segment
are '.each ..multiplied by some numbet k, then t2i4

.-----length of the. new segment will be k times that of:-
(the original Don't push for a specifib yerbalizatiori,
but try to make the idea as clear as possible.- You
c..gn tell children thai this guess 'is:actually 136.correct
one, though of- dburse we have not really proved-. it

Pupirm book, mges 197 and 198 These
pages illuStrate tile Conclusions indicetied here.
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Enlarging Segments on the Number Line.

1. Points A, B, C are shown on the number. line.

*

mr- C I A _ -. R

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 : 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15- 16 17 18

_32. 5

the number describing point P / a times the number for A.

The number describing point Q is tWo times.the number for B.

The number describing point R is two times tlie.number for C.
4P

Mark points P, Q, R on the Jine.

..

Showbel-Owthe-Omber describing each point.

'

.

Show:below the number of units in each segment

Al .----4c 1:7RAC PQ , QR

5- 3 .1.- I/O 6 le-

PQ twice as long as AB? Yes
Is' QR twice as long as BC? Yes-
Is PR twice as lo-4--as AC ? -Yes



Look at the number line.

B

341

Color AB .with a red crayon.

Multiply the- numbers deicribing A and by 3.

These new numbers are 0
Call the new points P and -Q.

ret

Mark P and Q on the line.
Color: PQ with a blue crayon.

Thelength of PQ is

Look at the number,line.

3 times the length of AB.

;2

Q

9 2- 10 12 13 14

V"

The number describing 'P Js 3 times theAumber describing A-
The number describing Q is 3 times the number describing B.
The length of PQ is 3 times the lengthrf AB.-*

Are-the three numbers you wrote in theibianks the same?
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Enlarging Pictures

Objective: . To see the ,effect on plane figures if

all -coordinates are multiplied. by the

same ntunber.

_ Vocabu1ary:

.-

Ma.tertals: A coordinate system drawn on the chalk-

board (or on a large paper); colored chalk,

tracing paper.

SuggsErtMet Procedure:

Save 'a figure drawn.in cOlOred. chalk on the boor

din.ate system.: -For example) the following raus.drilateral

ABCD might be used..

13

9

8

7

6

5

4

.

I

A.2



Have the pupils identify the coordinates as' . A (1,

B (3-1), C D (2, 6). Suggest that they

find four new points P, Q, R, S by Multipfying All

the coordinates by 2. Have the coordinates of P.,

R, S found. and have pupils plot them.on the
coordinate -system. The quadrilateral PQRS c hen

be draWn in some contrasting color of chalk. (The

result is shown above in dotted. lines.) Be sure that

the pupils see clearly that point P comes from A,

Q from B, -R from C, and S from D. This is

.imtiortant so that children will see clearly which

are the corresponding parts of the two figures._

Have the class discuss the relationship between ABCD

and PQRS. If a pupil suggests they. "look alike"
try to get him to be more precise as to what he means.

Ask -whether the figures appear to be congruent.

(Clearly the answer is No.) On the basis of the work.

in_ Section 5 someone may conjecture that the

i3ides. of PQRS are twice as long as the corresponding

sides. of ABCD. Stigge.stthis idea if it does not

-occur naturally. .Haie. this -conjecture tried out
.

by some That is, mark off AB on the edge of -

a sheet of paper. and See Jr this can be fitted just
- _

twice onto- PQ. Do-.the same for the other pairs
of matching sides .- . It might even be interesting to

have AC and PR drawn and check that PR is twice
_ .

as long as WC. (NOte that these- corvari sons are .
most easily (and convincingly) 'made directly as

indicated. rather than by measuring the two segMerrts

and comparing results.

If, in the discussion- of e figtires, some pupil

suggests that it looks as if the angles or the two

figures are Congruent, indicate that this is.-an

interesting possibility that We will consider in our

work in the pupil- books. L. It is barely-poesible
.

that so;ae-pupil who has -rtin into the idea `before may
suggest that.'corresp644ing.sides..of the, two-figures

. . . ,



are parallel. (We have not formally introduced. the

word, but two lines are .parallel they lie in ,a

plane but do not have a point in common. Two setiments

are parallel if they lie on parallel lines.) This' is

a suggestion and is actually correct. You will not

want to._take -a lot of time on it, but you could try

out extending the- segments.as far as the chalkboard

or paper will permit- to see if it looks plausible

that these lines haye no point in common. One more

suggestion that 'a bright Pupil might make is that -the
lines Joining any two corresponding points, 1.e.,.

AP, 33Q, CR, DS all pass through the point (0, 0).

This canbe checked -by laying a yardstIck (or any

straight stick) on the points to see. Even a piece

of, string would serve the purpose.

Pupil* s book, Sages 200-205: - Aier
discussing the figures on the board., turn with the '.

pupils to pages in the pupil's

book. .Distribute tracing paper. 1Because of the

extended series of instructions this probably.zwill

need to be, dons together. The next Problem on pages

202 and . 203 in the pupil's book- is of the
.

same.na.ture'.....,but with a different figure.

From this' eerience it is hoped the pupil -can be

led to conjecture whenever one e--figUre is obtained
from another by.multiplying the, coordinates .by some

number k, each segment ofthe new figurew11,1_ be...

k times as long as .the corresponditg. segment.. ok" the

first figurate. and that the angles of the two figuies

are coneuent. This conjecture is correct...

Two- figures which have these properties are, called

similar The pupil has. in thi;lesion seen. one-example

of similar trip7ig-les and two examples-: of similar quad
. .

.. -

Pupill's book, pages. 2a-205: ... .

_ ..

Have the pupils. enlarge the sma_11 figure on page -2
,

of the pupil's .liook by -multiplying all coordinates by..



2. Some pupils may enjoy drawing figures of their
own on coordinate systems and enlarging them using
this methdd. Pages 196-199 in the pupi3.'s
book may be used.for this kind. of activity.

3. Since in Section 4 we:added- different numbers
to the first and second coordinates of the points

"Z of a figure, some pupils may .be interested to se
wlmt happens if we multiply ithe first and second,
co-ordinates by different numbers. For example,

.

in the drawing on page 201 of the pupil's
book- let the pupil multiply all first ...4-coordinates
by 2. and all second coordinates by 'T.' Or
again he might multiply all firsts'coordipateS by
1 and all second. coordinates by 2.,'-'Pages _206t-207
in.- the pupil's bbok:zaiy be used for such ex-
periments. The pupil will discover that this time
the new 'figure is not 'similar..to the old one, but
Is distorted -bY a stretching in only one- direction.

If aline is d.t'awn from B (3, 1) upward., it

intersect.the seginent. MC at the point;
(3, The distance from B to this inter-
section is 4 units. If a line1S 'drawn'
from Q. (6., 2) upward, it Ir111.intersect the
segment ASR . at the poirit (6, 10) The distance
from Q. to this point is 8 units. Similarly,
the measure` of. the length of ;the segment from

a

D 'doWnwa.rd to .AB is twice the measure of length
of the-segment from S downward_ to PQ:

345

\ :

5. that ,generalization can be ma.de-,from "above?
(All corresponding distances are doubled.)



Enlarging Pictures;

A. Look at the figure on page-, AoT
Thecoordinates Of A, B, C are

A( /, ). B(7.2, C( fir).

Multiply all the numbers by 2.

Call.the new points S. T, W.

The Coordiates of S. T, .W are.

S( 41, 4 2 1, T( /4, le "), W(ri /4

Mark the points Ss

Draw ZSTVV..
Draw a ring around each correct.anstiyer below.-

Is . ST twice as long as Ka?.

Tell how you found out

Is SW twice at icing as A. ?

Is WT twice as as . CB?

Make a tracing of L ABC.
Is A ABC congruent to n SIW 7- Yes

Is ISW -congruent to /..,...BAO?

Use the trading

Name the angle congruent to Z_ABC. S.riov
-Name the angle Congruent to L_TWS, 73 CA

No

No



Enlarging Pictures
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look at quadrilateral ABCD.

Multiply all coordinates -of these points by

Call the new points P. Q, :RD S.

The coordinates of P, Q, R, S are

P( 0, 3 ), Qpq /5), R( 47, 6 ), S(AP:0 i.

Locate pciints P," Q, R,

Draw quadrilateral PQRS.

Is PQ three times a$ long as AB?

Is QR ithree times as long as BC?

Is RS three times as iong as CD?

Is PS three times as long as AD?

Make a tracing of ABC D.
C

Is the angle at A congruent to the angle at P?

Use the tracing to find out.
. .

The angle at ,B is congruent to tpe angle

The angle at. S is congruent..to the angle at

Thb angle_at R is congruent to the angle at C..

a

No

No.

No

No
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Objectiire: To introduce scalp dre:wings.

4ocabUlary: Scale '-dritwin:g...

Materials; Yardstick, string, paper.
.

Suggested. Procedure:

Remind the pupils that in the last lesson 'they Saw.
.

examples of figures where any segment in one.Tigure .

was matched with a -segment twice b long in the other.

Thus a segment one inch _long of one.figure corresponded.
.

to a segment two inches long in. the other..

Tell the children that today we are going to make" a

drawing of the sdhoolroom floor so that. a .length- of

one inch on the drawing will correspond. to a length
of one foot on the-flOor. Have the children measure
two sides sp: the F-oom (to the 'nearest foOt).. ' SulaPbse
that your turns out. to be 20 feet by 30 v-

With'the: Children!s helP' have a segment 313..-

. ,

inches long drawn on the- chalkboard and explain that

this is a drawing of one edge of .--the floor. Then

make the fOr the .second. edge 20 inches
.e111"

long. Be Ikul to mike the angle a -,r-ifht angle

Then-cpmplete th rectangle. Label vertices.

D for convenience. Mark the segraents'as shown.

O



Bring out by -true stioning that the Segments-marked

are not theitidelVeS 30 feet and .20'. feet long.

What .do' these marks_irgs mean? (That

they are drawings of segments_ that have

these lengths':) How

are the .segments? (30- inches and
20 inches ,)

.observe that the remaining segments. and. CD ma.,y

also be marked 20 ft :* and 30 ft 4- -respectively a'

Why?. (Because Ur. opposite sides of rectan.gle- are

congruent.) .identify with the pupilSwhichj.side of
the- rectangle is a. drawing of which Side of.the floor.

or example, CD be identified as a drawing of-
the side of: the classrooM Whe%.e the doOr4:is a You--May

-even mark the Iodation of the door if you wish. There:

is then a definite corner- of _the floor corresponding:`,

to each of the points Al B.... .slire this

pairing understood..

`Novi
*r.

scvss with the class the ,queStion of how far it

is diagoilxvily. aCroSS:the classroom floor, say from

." the corner coi-respcin-ding C to 'the Corner corres--
ponding to A. -Ask if theyVcan, think of any way to

use the. drairi-ng, toanswer this question. Try to lead
them to the i.dea of drawing AC and measuring

If this does _hot come'_ spontaneously,such questions

as the following might help. /
. We want. the length. of what .4; gment't

What-represents this segment in, the

drawing? (AC)

Could =you find the length of Z?
by measuring.) .: - or

If you know the length -of AC, can you

tell the length of the segment-on the

floor? (Yes: One foot on the floor

for each inch on the--draw-ing.)



In the .111u. stratiOngiven here AC is approximately

36 inches.loyso the: diagonal di'Stance across the':

floor- is approxiMatel..y. :36 feet.
4 Heiving rea:hed this cOng:lusion,, test-. it by actually
measuring the ..'.distance 'on ;the- floor. It is suggested
.A:hat the best way to do this- is to 'stretch.a:string-.
adrOss.the* floor frOm corner. to corner and then
meaStire-the string.

well -.the children that a drawing.such as we have 'Made.
here in which a .given-length on the drawing- always

korresponds to -a different given length in the original

figure is ca/led a scale drawing. Thus, on the bpard

-14e have a scale drawing of- our classroom f:loor.

(tiote:. The actual making of a scale drawing; if it

is to be done with sufficient accuracy to be usable.;

would be quite demanti.ingand ted.iotts for Most children
_ .

at this grade level. Hence" the.....--Wcwhi-ch follOws

is- based on la scale drawing which is already giVen.)

Pupd.12s book, ,pages . and
Foilbw the 'directions. This will prbba"biir need_ to b

done together. Notice that :this process is real ly
case- 'df measurement. in a non=standard .unit.

For example, we find it takes 1 .cangruent copies

of a given unit to cover AB. This is precisely what

It means to Measure AB in this unit Then we

conclude that the §pgment in the- room which corresponds

to AB has a length of 16 feet.

Now observe that one'of, the common -kinds of a scale

drawing is a map. The problem on pages-

in the pupil's book is an example of the use of a

scale of miles on a map.

Further Activities:

1. Get a highway map of 'your state 'or. section.

Such a map will halie a scal.e. of miles similar-.
to those on page in the pupil's book.

alb



.. . . "....
. -- ...., .-, .

711.1...s .Can be used..` in a_ .similar .woY0 but' 'this time
.

..- it 7.can- be ..used on. cities which:. the children% luncvi.;
. ... .

at least .by- name : Many roaftaps also have a
..

chart ..4shoW1143'.,-distEracers- between Major cities:.
-This. Will pro Vikle. an '.interesting .cheClc:
Some ot :the -,-(3.4stazies.-.-the. children obtain by

. '.-
measurement note that there may not :alwayS' be- .

."..e.areetretif-" since .t#e:. distances rpaOidea. on the

`26:_liai-t will be road diStanceS*. while thc?se obtained_

by. direct mea.:Sureinerre Are airline.: distances'.

-

. _;Al-Sa; for .long -di stances tile curvature of the
earth. and the; fact 'thab.Twe-)are wokiirg with flat

_ .

maps .will contribute t.O.fnaccuracies.



e Itraivings

1. Look 4:the figure on the faciiig- page.

ABQD is.a scale drawing of tfie-flOor of a room.

QRS:-.shows a table in this mom
.1

See the scale below the picture.

fatly. small segmetnt 6f tfrfS_Scalishpws a one-foot-Segment_ iritthe
. _ . - 4.

LaY off this Scale.:00,.tt.te edge pia-piece of 'paper.

, ft-off several tithes te fnake a. scale at least- 26 units Ion
. . . .

.

Use the: -scale to :find -the to! (owing distances in,.the: rooms
1- 7

ttO the nearest Riot).

Length of longer side /
. Length of shorter side /0
Longer side of table 0"-/ ft.

/Shorter side of table ft.

/ Distance matching DB /4-._ ft.

Disfance frori the poiat match)ng C to nearest: cprner of the table

Distance from the point .matching c- tp.farthest-corp-et-0.:thelabie:

ft.- a

- + : :

.



oc=4-=t- -==m====ftiezfts=11
0 1 2 3 4 5



Look at figure:on the facing page.

It is pail of
Seethe -Scale belowthe map.

little segment on= this scale stands for one mile.

Firld:the ft.)-1-10w.

ShOrtett cliitanCe from Madison to Conway is mi

miles.

miles.

.SharteSt distance:.f mini Madison to Eatonit
-

Shortest distance from Madison to Freedom is

Shortest-distance between Freedom a .Eaton it Miles.

-Shortes istance from Eaton -to Ma on to Freedom to Eaton-is. miles.

Distance from Conway to Eaton to Madison to Freedom is

210
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Ciaaptqr- N.

.Aliwas AND ItuvrIFLICATIal

ArraYiEr. Let up tliink about 5 .Objects.arranga
- side by side in" a zasi as, st)ggeSte4

ti

With : 1C)(.objects, we ,could tb-Irk of them as arrange

in*:.-2 zotrEi _of:- 5:- , ob.,lec.tp. pact : - ..

.

-g_get .row! 1, -x
Ais:

72c 24 X, 4
.. -.

.

Orl 4..f we had 15 `zobjects we could, th4 of-them as
arranged in .3 -rows of 5 objects each:

1st row:

2nd row; x xxxx
3rd row: xxexx

liektilid so on

Arty suchrectangular arraggement of objects into routp,

each containing the same mmiber of objects is oallfd
. .

an array: There couldj.Of :Course; Ve other kinds of
-egular-arrangements of ,objects, such as the triangular

onesUggested beloUr:
k -_

.-
We many call such: .an: arrangement a "triangular array',"
However,. we Llse the -term_ "array ", withou an djective;A
wheri we itefer

t
rectangtaararrangementa; only.

The olgiectd in an array are called its elements or,.
Members. : We utile& the rows in, an array .71t.iit



etc., proceeding from top to :bottom,
.illustrations above. 'In a siin-rier faiblo-4

bel the .vertical Ceasiorair;in an-array "1st toltmud",
"2nd coluime, etc., Proceeding frOM left to right.-

. ...

Tirowever, in-describing arrays: (particiilarly In connectL.
iOn.-:Withe.the *:Multiplication which will.
.follow).: tepid; to avoid the " ectiumn." -terminology-1.

Thus, Instead .of an 'array of 3 rows and 5 columnse.';.
we speak of'. an "arratis-of 3 rows of 5. elements: each"

orl_ more briefly,: of a ,3 by 5 array"
.

It is woirth:thentioning that a -1 7by 5 array,
or'*a 5- by arxsy, or :even a 1. °by:, 1 array,

parfeptlY41..egitimate: That' permit'.-an.
bilve only One' rovil., or only one -cOlunni, or .-

both. .''B.cause it will .prOva_hellift4-`ins-under6tanding:

;

piOdli- at's-C:rlacitse first factOils':O.:(suCli.tis 0 X- 3,.
.for 1234itaxice):0. we alsO...ptrmit.7-the number -Of .rows. in
- .....an 'array .'to . 25;4,..this case; no matter how

. .

-- elemental .we of each row as having., the
. .:- ,

. -. - - , --glements in the array is 0 (since -there are. no rowews_.

41 -I 11111,

ill .: of

.. -

at laalt) '. ..:$4Tril 1144.1y, because.: it will be helpful; in
-undeistanding-pr s whose second factor J.s. 0 (likeoiliq

._. - ..

.. :: 5- X- 05,- for Instance , : we -pArmit the aimber.._.of elemen=ts -.

in each. row. of. an array -tor'. be - 0: In this case, no
:-... '-:-',... .., _-----

-matter hoWmany -rows we th1,nk of .-thF.a.zway. aq . having., .
. . . . O. N4 -9 ':'the ntimber:of-elements in-1,tlie ,array is -again ,,' 0 -, t-sidice'- 7..

je4;ch rcr.Y. has no...-glementS at.-6.1.1._i). : .. '.. 7 : ''''..
.... . --..; -4. '" '" : .. ° ..... '-;.'.. -,

,..- . a - 1...

ltilt.PiP4 ..EP.t I. Oii 0 ashe,main,reason we have introduced?.:i.
arrays at this point is" that they are Very *heliii.11.1:. in.- ...-

--.- ..defining multiplication and 'in ...undertanding its ictroer-; ...r.., -:"...,
,. .. 4 .

_
.12iki addition, multiplication le--.an -Operation

ip ,,"
the.'S'et Of` WhOle numbera. 'Give= a first -whole-

. .=Wilber, say.- 3, and a -second WhOle:.nuiiiber;.-.se.Y.:.

erperati:on-'of additis&fliertOimedr.:ciri ttfese
. ..whole-number dertotad

3 -+

31-18.

-

;

.4ii; I



z
Likewise, the operatidm of multiplication performed On
these same iiumpers yields a whole-number product,
toted

3 x 4..

The numbers 3 and 4.-- are addends of the sum 3 + 4..
The numbers .3 and are factors of the product 3.x.

"The operation of addition was deflaied..with: tYie
help of sets. -To define ,the. sum 3- + 4,' we took a
set of 3 members and. joined to it a disjoint 'set of -+
4 .members;. the Sum 3 4-- 14: was theii.-defined a the .; :

number of members in the'Ianion
I these sets:

We

4.

now define the operati(n of multiplication with
the .help of arrays To define oduct 3 X 4,
for instance, we consider an consisting of 3

:

rows Of. 1 elements each; t product . 3 x 4- is then
Aefined .E.s the number of 112.this 3 .

array.
:ra In counting the
consisting of sever

of-elements in an array
s of, , say., 4. elements each,

we may of course "count by ows" ._ If the array.:has.........
just 1 .row, it has -c7.1 -times or 40 elFimPilitS;
if .It'has a rowsp it has "2 .tiMeS" 4" , . 8,- ,eloyents.; it, has .3 rows, it has ," 3 ...times-
12 elamentS'i aid so .on..-Agiit is tlie number of rows
teal. how manyjo.es as an addend' in finding
the number of elements: -in -.the whole . "

- 1,.

2 *>54 .F

3 x:4- 7 4 + 4 4: 4,
4 x 4. 4 + +.4-,
eta..

.

This the So-,ca.11edi "repeated addend" apprOaich.
Cer-t_ :sin...1,Y. the IapproEcch &p.a sted-

, ! - 7When we read; .e5cpression : ;
. .

. .

5:,.X 8
. -

1.

-



as "5 times 8" lust of "the prothict of. and 8" ,
But it is :iiibortant to Ice in miaid definition
of multiplication was not in terms of repeated addition
_but dire.ctly in terms of arieys

Multip1Ication Provertfes or 1 and O. We

have'alreqcly noted that there are 1 by 5 arrays)
5 '.1- arrays, even -1. by 1 arrays. Such
arrays iiela e multiplica.tiNn facts

1 5( 5 = .

x 1
1 X1 1.

for any -Whole "numberIn general
1 x n = n.

we .have similarly

n 1 = n.

We have'alsp-,noted that for any whole ntpillo er n., a
.12.- array. or a 11 by. CI' -12.rray has no _elements

at This we see that for any whole number n,

0 2

Multiplication. :Recall that ...

additioh has the: conm*Mative property .(3 5 = 5 ÷ 31
-This. was .easiiy "seen by thea.n. -sets., When

.1re:ba..1c,e a set bg: :3, a.i:vd.io3741 toit a disasoint set of
5; ...the union is the same as it is when we itak this
set of 5 and join'to it the 'set of-

*Mike addition, -multipiicatiOn has the cgmlicutative
,-proper-Of 0.2 = 5 X 3, This is easily. shown

means of arrays! We take a: 3 by 5 array

X X X
.

and so that the rows.becomeireol-tmans
". .

-.andthe
.
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ti

_

columns a nd the coltumlsrows:

C

.367

*

Since the resuiting new array clearly has the same
number of elements as the original array, this shows\
that

3 X 5 5'r 3s.
Using74.n- array piOttoped on -a large piece o zrboard.,

a teacher can actually carryi out this rota on as a
vivid .-class demonstratiOn,..

-.I
1.

Prime amend. Some n1.1:Mbers can be
.represented. tan array only if the array has Justle
roW or just o ne element in each row, Su.chnumbers
Vbr 'exampl:'. 2, 3, 5, 7, 7, 23, 1591 are called rime

---rittimbers,--::c3r prtiles,-I Vise numbers which can be rePre-:'_
..: ;:sented:by arrays with ,more than one row of -_two or mor,e

. . ..
e/.4mentS a-re called com.posite numbers.

_ .meats
. -.,...

--A.,-multiple . of .a 'fiber.,- it, is the .ett -

prodUct of a whole number and n. --'Thus, multiples _of 2
are 2, 1+, , Multiples of:3 are 3, 6,. 9,

:.-`1.2; 15; . A .prime. number is a multiple .only of itself
And 1. A gomPosite number is the multiple of at least

_ one .number smaller ;than, itself and greater- than 1:
The number 1 ,is not irxclUded in either the of priiiies
or'' the set of- composite alumbers

!IP
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C.

N -1. Arty&.

Objective: To extepd children's undersiandl

array as-a physical model;forthe operation
-

of multiplication.

Vocabulary- (Review) Array., row, orderly arrangement.
Jr.- .,_ ... ._ .

.
-- Materiaels:. Objects -for use on the Clannelboard..

.

ur

Sukgesed.ProCedliee'::

USeflannelboard Objects or make drawings on the

chalkboard to represent a situation such as the

following:
r

.--
- .

When Mrs. SmIth came to school one Monday morning, she
. - .,,

found that the janitor,had not put the children's.

desks back in place after he swept the -The desks

were left like this:

yi
. ..-

.
._..,

i_ - N
Kai

/111.ti

..i.
-4-

---441'.

liawplany-Sesk*S werexin Mrs..LSmiths- ..
: roam? .. ..( 30) . - .

..

' ft. .. .,--. ! '''..-

Hoy did you arrive-at your answer? -.(Counted..--
...,..



S.inCe Mrs. ,Smith was an orderly' person, she hurried

to rearrange the desks.,before the children. arrived.

shefinished- -1-1.e 'desks were arranged like this

I

.
Was her arrangement of the desks an

orderly arrangement? (Yes.:)

How many rows are there?, (Five.)

How_ many, desks in each row? (Six.)

_When we ha objects arranged in rows with the `same

number of jects -in each row, we call such an -arrange-
Nmeat an

Does Mrs. Smiths arrangement of-
..

the _desks -form. an array? (Yes.)

Did the janitozas .arra.ngement form:_"an

array?. <No.)

Why riot ?. --(The desks were not arranged

rc5ws with the- same" number of cles4-s in9 -

each row. ).
- . ,,......."

-"We cfiil,
y-Mrs . - Smithy arrangement- gil,F5 ' by -16. array since

there e 5: row's witn . 6 deSkd in each rOZ:.
co'

. ,. ...- ...

How_ matty obdits: a.re I.n the array f?rmed..
.---,

by Mrs:. Smith s 'arrangement of the desks

( 3



Did- you have to co t to find, the number
of objects? (No.)--

w did you find the numb,er of :objects?
+6 +6 +6 +6 or 5 x 6.)

--

. .

.

..

tuppoSe.MrS.-apa-Va

.7

a.rra.nged t.he- desks like. this:

Is -tlais arrangement an array? :(V:es,),.
-How ;IS yq know?. (There art) six rows _with
five objecia

t

--What kind' of an array wciuid- We call ,this?
( 6 by 5 array,)
How many objects fir. his array? (30: )

IzToii did yow find -the number of objects
in this array? (5, 5, , 5., 5; and
5 or mi. tiplied. 5:=lay 6.)

Wk. .rtptT (There are 5. rows but .row

has 443.0 :4E:faro and.tlie other .rows have
01414r" iev.eni..)* - .

.How 'would _you describe- -q-4.1.p array?



How many object in this, arrayt (Eight r
Otr can we find the friniber of inekbers

an .(dounti't-Add the number of
objects in each row the appropriate
nimiber-of..-bithatijin-..this- case, 4 *
Multiply the number of objects in each
:row by the nunber of rows, in "thiii cases
2 x 44)

Pupil s. bOoki page 2:34:

Thia page requires that the .thildren decide if a set of
objects is in the form of an array ,otnot. If not,
they are to rearrange,. the 'olojedts into an arrays In

.many cases note than on& arrangement is possible.

',Page 214: Drawing of an array that Matches -
the' deg criptioni.
Ma-EC hing arra3i-s with equations:

4 4
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Arrays

In the pictures ,below rearrange the objects to form an array. Write-Tr) th

blinks the number of rows..in your array:and the n&mber of obj- s frieac
.

row.

41 lb fib 40
ID 410

lb 40 IP 41 40-II



fir. - ,
- , ;

rhe Number of Elements in an Array-

73..

)raw an array, then fill in the blank.

X X
X .x.)5
XX

by 3 array ha-s /-6-- elements.

:A /VA
,X X X X'
X X X X:.' .

X.X

A 4 by 4 array hat /6 elements.

XXX
XAX
xxxxxx
X x A
XXX

7, by 3 array has .2 elements.

XAAXX
x.AX XXXx2(xxxX
Xx x X,X X

A 4 by 6 array has 2 elements.

XAXXXXXXX
XA X X XX X4X
X-XX XXXXX
)(XAXXXA XA

by 9 array 'has _..341elements.-

XX2(XXX
XXiii XX

6 array1las elements.

X X A
X XX
X X.X
X X
X "X X
X 7C XX X &
X X-X

An 8 .by.-3 array-has 2 elements.
X X XXX
XXICX.X

X X AX
?i2C)( XA'xA X. XX
X Xi( XXxx X XX

.AANXX'
An 8 by 5 array ha



Aerays and Equations

Match the array with the equatiart that-describes it.

O- Go
410.

i .

* * * i* **
* * * * *

* * * *. Iterk* *

CH:11:301:3
CIO DAD D

. tap-o-Ei
F.' CI

AAAI
AAAA

AAA.
AAt.AT

AA
A

F . 0 000
o o
O 0
O 0
o
O 000

000
O 00
O 00
O 00-
O 00

H o b00000
o o 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 .0 0 0 0 e o
00 o o 0 0

I a

* * * -** * * -11%.
* * * * * * * *

********

1) +. 8.-1- 8

T
2) 6 x 4 =. 24

411,

3) 4 x 5 = 20

4- 3 +3 it 12

*6-= 30

7-= 35

N7) + 7

.

5 x 3 = 1.5

9) 8 x



IV-2 .0k. ittirrt 1151i c at ion.

Objective: To extend the. chi understa

multipliCatidn.

,Vocabulary: (Review) Multiplication, factor, Product,.

tithes, X (symbol). -4-

Materials: Flannelboard materials,for_showlcng.

Begin with a problem _situation, such as:

Every day for a school weeks Mrs. Sthith

brought 3 bpoks baOk to the library:

How many books did she return that

week?

.Arrange flinhelboard materials to represent the

.books Mrs. Smith returned to the-library:

_X X

X

x

X X X-

Ca4lit'his problem be solved using addition?-

.

'What equation should be written to describe.

tuts problem? (3.-1- 3 + 3 42 3t: 15)
,

The materials on the flannelbo form an
array.

What, kind of an array is it? (5 by_3°

array)

We .haVe the Ilumber.-5 for the tudber*.-ofy
s.

rows, and the number 3. for the number

ofelements in each row: What ts.the

equation suggested. by-this:44ray? .(5 x 3 =_15.)



, -...}T.bw do we read this multiplication equation?
. -

(5.- times 3 equal 15.) .

Alrange-othe r syS on the. flaraelboara such as ihog.
, .

repr6sented bet . ask.ask he .children *to write, the- .'..

...-1.23iiiitipliCS.tion eq on .Suggested by. ela.ch, 4rray.
....

:

- Explain that when we write an addition equation-'such as:"

6,-+ 1. = 10, the. 6 and.the 4 are called addends.

The 1,43 is called the sum..

Then explain that in a multiplication equation such. as

5 x 3 = 15, 5 and 3 are called factors and '15 'is
called the product.

.

Review the equations that have be suggested. by the. 7

arrays. °Ask children to name-the3roduct in each and

the factors of each product.

Pupil!s book,-, pages 216-217:

These pages are for .- independent work.

.
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Multiplication Equations

Fill in the. blanks:

L.

377

:cista

'rodu --/-2-
actcirsi :4` ;3" -4:71-,

-

000000600Q0000-0000-0000000000
citration: . A. 7 2 g
roduct 2.g
actors:

luaPon:

roduct:

actors: .
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..
o

II

141 CI ge. ;CI;

Equation:

Product;

Fagtors:-

t -

X =

P.'

v v

E4LiatiOn:

Product:

Fictortri

1111111111111.111111
111111111111.1111111111
11111111111E111111

Equation: 7
rodUct:

Fictors:

0. MM.111--MUM
MEM

tiOn:

-Produtt:

FaCtots:

a 6 c.
e f

j

4r
Equation: j X 1/
Product: 2
actors:

12.
a d c_

h g

Equatio : X_ # :"1=

Product: '__

F'acteirs: _a _



Ti

1V -3. The -basic raultiplicationKcts

Objective: To use -a table to present .the multiplication

.facts through x 9 .

Vocabular7: (No new words.)

Materialt: -Form for multiplication table drawn on

chalkboard or chart.-

'.Suggested Proc,edu.re:

4. the -childreiA of their expreri.estructing
an = ddition Display -the form, for' the multi
cation -Chart.

Ask a. chila.for the product -*-ipf 2- and -9. Draw_ your''Ileft
hand across the, table on the-/ 2 row,---and:Your:-4-ight..f
hand down on the 9.......solumn =eel- it. Record the 18
in the -box.; Heye rqrri-dren come and point -to. the boxes

titfor. recording manfr- other -products., tit* may be necessary
to complete the .work in class., and let the children refer
to it -when workin,gin .tbeir books. 1f there seems to

. . be 1i-tile:difficulty in understanding what ifs to be
done, however -the c4ass.prepa.red table may be concealed -

while individual work is completed.)

s -

the'table is being completed, call -attention. -to the
way in which the table 4e-i-ifies the tommutativ*,

property of multip.74.catioz. Point out that -the .product
for every pair of fac:bors appears twice in the table,
except the product of a number with itself. With

'°colored chalk, shoe that the number in row ..,60 coItmni- -2,

is the same as that for -row 2, -"column 6,=.

In .completing the -chaz-t -do not include the zero facts
at st.

.
-

.atAfter chart has been complete:1'14th exception as
-given'abcive' or the zero facts, ask Ttelzat .product
would be if Q is one of the -number's.

38 9
1,-



If children are unable to tell what 'the product would be

motivates thei thin king about the protlem in the .:following
way-s.

Show a .picture bf a 4-x 6 array. Record, equatiops

you- wck,, k how .many.elements there are in ah

array with 6. elemezits each. Write
x -6 = 24. -Cover the bottom row, and -.aik hoW many

elements .there a in an -array with 3 ..rows o 6
. elements each. T cite 3 x 6 -= 18 Under the e

-equation. . _Continue covering one row more time..

You will have written

4ik

I

.

4 x 6 24 r.
3 X: 6 =
2. X .8 -= 12

x6 = 6
Since it is not'possib37e to show an array of 0 ..rows

with 6 elements the ,row ( covering all of 'the rows

of an array- a'representation of only one zerafact.,

O x -o) dren, pould note-that eac,, t.l.me you

cover one more row the product decreases by 6. This
maked 1,t.pOssible to write 0LX -.6 = a. In addition:,

children can be asked..-tO make other arrays inclUding

an ,array witi.ch_ has zero Toys. and a itumber of elements.
11%Ihe row. The attempt to shpw such an array
Makes at clear that ;here can be no eleMents'

such an array or that if -zer'6" is a. factor, the produ

is. zero. _

-bo .the s 'ame 'thixig, covering the columns of the array

at a time and writing the equations

6 4 24,

4 lc 5 20, etC-.

.Piz:pi-its book, ilages 218L-220.:

T-
Theae pages are Concerned with basic multipliqation facts.

4 Perhaps the- muliisplication table should be completed' -

as a (-Jags exercise if children teem ab)e-,to do it at

one -

,

this time. ;

4.



A Multiplication Table A

.415 LWrite the product for each pair `f factors, for example, 2 4 6 =12,

and 6 x 2 = 12.

.-

x 3 4 5 6
.
-&

1

9

0 0
.

0 0- 0 0 , 0

1 0 .13
.

.5- ..6 7
.

9

If /6 /2 jx, ie IP
3. 9 22 /s-i./P 21 2q 27,

364 p L. l 2. /6''
,

20 24 21 3.2

5 . / 0 i s 2 41' ZS 30 3 .5- l-Aa 171,5

12 /' 19 30 d36 42 41 .5"-9

7 0 ../i/ .2 / 2 3s- ..12- .49. 5 3,
720 F I .2y 32 41o. 171-i 5-6 69

0 9 /7 27134 2/5-5-1/ . 72 gl,

218

a

t

7

381



Zero or ()fie as a Factor

Write the firoducts.

5 x 0 =.

r

5 = 0

A

1 240 x

s

iT

N:1 x 9

89 =

nx1=

How,-Would you compete these equations?
,

* 0 2

"13

x17 =1T'
a

4 _

If zero is a fact9T, what is th-e produtt? 0
LI.,

If one is a factor, what is the product? Adz/ 0,44x4....

(-;

219



1. St rt at 0 and -count to 18 by. 2's.

OH 'it / 2 I .471

1 B

What row in y ou r chart looks like youn-answer to question 1?

Z What column?

7

383

Sta at 0 and count to 18 by 3.'s:

6 9 /2 /s-
Wha row irf.your chart looks like your answer to question 3?

'Start

-0
.

What

.- How c

factoi--

'What column?

t :and count.to -18 by 4's..

/2-

cisv\--?_your chart looks like your answer to question 5?

What column?

n you tell just by looking aka product that it has 5 as a
N

,:71-v iget-a-e
r

Why is there a --ow and a column that look like counting from 0 to

How manymany °ducts appear in your chart-only once?
411

Why? avt,a;--v-e-W.i4,..

220 3 8.7 4
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Additional pri.ctice:

"Drill Doughnuts" may be used to

-practice in adding, subtracting,

for the basic facts and for enco

tation later (35 +75, 1i9 - 6, etc.)

For each child in the class, prepare a Doughnut. Cut

from cardboard, tagboard., or, other heavy stock. (Circle
1

is LP inches in dtameter2 center hole is 1.' inch in

diameter.) On one side use red felt pen for the

numerals, on the other a.blue felt fen.

advantage for additional

and multiplying both

uragIng'nenta2 compu-

.1/

Give each child aDoughnut-and a sheet of newsprint,

9 x12. Tell children to fold paper in he-1f (to yield

two sections on. each side of.paper each 9 x 6).

Have Doughnut placed on paper so that zero is at the

top and, there is on each section of paper to write

numerals around the edge of.the Doughnut. Tell children

. to hold Doughnut -sti,11, not to trace around it, but to

write on paper through the hofe in the mdddle "5 x-". -

Beyond-the circnmf'erence of the Doughnut, on the.neviprint,'

they should write products of 5 and the numbers

Indicated on the sections of the Doughnut.
'

Next move DoUghilUt to another section of the paper.

Give the operation sign and the number to be written:

y X, .q eb. Children again write answers around

'the..Doughnut on tbe'pamer. This .is repeated. :whenh
paper is turned over.



'

When all four sections of paper are finished,. 40

problems have been done if blue side is used, 24 if

red side is used. The teacher can make a key, and since

only the center.,entry and the answers appear for each

section, checking pdpe/44s is easy. E-lentually all that is

needed in the way of premaration for practice is the

following on the chalkboard:

Red Side

oo-

10- 12-

Blue Side

The Doughnut can also be used for division;.but-in this

case the children should.be told to put a b-ig X opposite
zero since you can=t divide by zero.

"op
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1V-4. Pri e Numbers

Objective: To present the multiplication facets in a

new and important setting.

Vocabulary: M5altiple product, prime number.

Background:

A number greater than one is called prime if it is

a multiple onlyof itself and one. The first few

Prime numbers are:

2, 3, 11, 13, 17, . . .

The pattern they form within the set of whole numbers is

strangely irregular. Many questions 4bout them'remain

unanswered to this dear. They are nonetheless fundamental

in the structure of the number system: every 'whole

number greater than one is either a prime number or

a unique product of prime numbers.

Much cc !the individual of a number is

demerminedhoy its composition as a product of primes.

Twelve, for exaMplei is famous as a highly divisible

number. This is a result of its being composed of three

small prime factors: 12 = 2 X 2 X 3. Thirteen, by

contrast, is notorious for its indivisibility. Prime

numbers have always seemed mysterious. Most of the

sr11 ones, notably 3, 7, 11, and 13, are prominent

in superstitions and fairy tales. A ,feeling for the

individt,P, character. of numbers should be helpful in

learning the 1.11tiplicatfon facts. Later on, prime

factors will be usedin connection with division and

names'for a'rational number.

Suggested 'Procedure:

Ask a child to try to make an array wish 23 objects.

Con e the class that the only array possible is a

x 23 (or 23 x 1). array. Explain that 23 is

called a prime number because of this, property. Let
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them test a few other numbers. Pupil pages 221-2"42

lead the chi7d to test the first twenty numbers sy-stem--

atically. You may wish to go farther than this in

cies- o discussion. Pupil pages 2237225 present

an alter .ative method of genera;ting the prilne numbers.

In a classroom discussion let the children count the.--'

\different arrays that can be made with a given number

Hof objects. Lead them to see how the number of'arrays.

iL related to the number of prime faCto'rs. 4

* Pupil's -took, paLJ:e L26-229. (Optional) These pages lead

more able :-21;ils_toscover some interesting characteristics,

of triangl numbe. ani square number's,
..

* Pupil's book, pages 230-234. (Optional) More able pupils

may explore some relationships between mult4plication and

addition.

z

r
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P rune Numbers and Products of Primes
4.

."..uppose you-want to arrange a set of objects in an array. You can always

n-1:-.1r,e-an array with justone row like this:

000000boo
a,

or just one object in each row like this:

0

0
0
0 .

f0
0

But can yob always make an array With more than one row and more than

object in each row ?. Let's see. Can you do it with 12 objects?
it you can, draw the array here: I,

0 000 00 0.cec
c 040 coo 00.0 -

4;2 17 2
0 boo

Can you do it with 9 bbjects?
o oo
o Oa
&co

If you can, draw the array here:

Can you dolt with II objects? Ile. If you-..can, draw the array here:

Z

Alb

re.

t
'.-

221

( A

r-

"F.
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Now try ittorall the numbers listed beldw. For each number try to make an

arrzy with tore than one row and more than one object in. each rovi. If you

can do it, draw the array: If you can'tiio it, put an X in the blAnk by the

number.

3 *A

1

5

3

411.

No

X

.

I

222

II A

12

13

14 .41:

16,

17 A.'1

',Isom

,

-0 ,
4,0

18 .7). 4). ..,4)-
19 A

20

gr . .

-r
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The numbers yoU have marked' with X are called prime numbers. As you

go higher, the prime numbers get scanEer,_ but no matter how high you go

there-are always more prime numbers farther on. The set of prime numbe

.forms a mysterious and irregular-looking pattern.-

These numbers are called multiples, of 2:

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, ...

These numbers_ar-e called multiples of 3:

3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21,

Write here the first ten multiples of 5:

2 0 z-M 7/ ...51:c-ey 6 -4.'2, crix-ZZ

What special name do we have for the multiples of 2? E:146,,tatzazfrit,

Every number is a multiple of 1, and every number is a multiple of itself.

In the list below put a 1 next to every multiple of f, -Rd a 2-next to ever
multiple of 2, put a 3 next to every multiple of .3, and so forth as far as

you can go.

2 / 2 10 / 2 3- /0
3 / 4

_ 11 7 //
4 I 2 12 / 2, 3

, .
5 / 13 / .. / 3

6 / 2_ _3 6" 14 _i____ _Z_ 7- 14/
7 _I_ _22 .715 / 3 5"--- As

d 8 / 2 Li_ 16 / 2. 4h 1 /,

1

9 / 17 /



18 / AS _ie 20 2 /o
19 21 / 3 7 21

(The three dots after 21 show that yob could go on and-on.)

How many numbers- is 8 iltiple of? I/
What is the smallest num:Jc _tat is a multiple of six numbers? /
What is the smallest number that is a multiple of exactly five

numbersi. lb

Write Prime next to each nkrmbpr that is a multiple of no number
except itself and 1. Does this check with the prime numbers you

found using arrays?

391

If not, go back and check your work.

Do you remember, what product means? what !s the product of

2 and 5? /0

Every whole number greater than 1 is either a prime number or can
4

be written as a product of pFime numbers. Write each of the following
numbers am-product of prime numberS. Be careful to use only
prime numbers. Some of them are dolie for you.

r

224
39E,
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2

3

4

5'

6

7

prime

prime

= 2 x 2

prime
= 2 x 3

prime

8 = 2 x 2 x 2

9 =3X3 -

10= 2 X .3"--

11 prime

12 = 2 )( 2 )( 3
13 prime

14 .= 2 A.7

15 .3

.2x2A2A2.
17 prime

2 )( ,%)(3
19 prime

20 ---- 2 A2A-s

21

Is this equation correct? 7,4,,

2.x 3 x 5 = 30

How many numbers is 30 a multiple of? 8

22 = 2 x11
23 prime

24=2XIA2X3
25 =

26 =2 X/3
27 -7--jX:3X3
28=2x2X7
29 prime

30` 2 X 3A? .$

31 -prime

ti

How many different arrays could you make with 30 objects?
5-A4 ic..s-,-41-c-.)

How many different arrays could you make with 100 objects? 5
/ x/00
2 A So
SAC zo

. 0 /

zo -=-- _2 A .2 X -5-1X



-A-Square arid_Triangular Arrays. C-

. 393

1. -3 5c 3 is sometimes called the "square of: 3. Can you think-why?

It can be *represented by a square array.

Write the squares of the first six"numberi and draw an array for each
one.

5 x =

ex 6 = 34,

CD

XXXI(
A XXA
X XXX
xxXA

2. Now do these additions:

1=

1 + 3 = 4

1 + 3 + 5

+ 7 =

+.9 =

+ 7 + 9 + 11 =

X A
xx

x X XX
X XXX.x &XXXxxxxX..
XXX XIC

3.- Compare the answers you-got in problems 1 and 2. What: do you

notice? ''
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.!

Here is a dot,.; *

i'Make a. 2 x 2 array by putting in more dots.. Haw many more ilots did.

you have to put in?

Now make itinto a. 3 x:3 array.

Now'make itinto a. 4 x 4 array.

N make it into a 5 x 5 array.

Now make it into a 6 x 6 array.

How many mere dots did you need? 5

How manrmore dots did you need?

How many more' dots did yoti need?-

How many mire dots didyou need ?. /)

Now look back at problems 1 and. 2. Can you explain-1u using what you

found out'in problem 4, why you got the same answers to both

problems 1 and 2?C

Mow

The numbers -1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, ... etC., are called the square

_ numbers. They are the: numbers otthings in square arrays. There is
another set, of numbers called the triangle numbers. These are the

numbers of things in triangular arrays, Here are the-first few

triangle numbers with their arrays:



7. Do these-additions:

1-=

1 +2 =

1 + 2 + 3 =

1 + 2 + 3 +-4 = /0
1.+2+3424+5=

_

I

00

0
_0

CI 0

.

o o o
10o 1

395

w.

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + .2/

Did you get the triangle numbers?

ExplaIn why.

I

228

ti ,



Her:e are the first fevitriangle4numbers:

1, 3, 6, 10,- 15, 21, a, . : :

Let's add them in pairs.

1-+ 3 =

3 +.6 =

+ 10= /4.
10 +'15 = 23-
15 -g 21 = ,
21 + 28 =

What numbers did you get? Can you explain why?

Jr'

Hint Try to fit two triangular arrays together.

°0
0 a 6
00

r

4 D C

.229

E



or, Multiplying and Adding

1. 'Here are two.sets of numbers: .
4.

Set A: 2, 3, 5

Set B: 4, 6

Write down-all the pairs of numbers you cap make taking the first

number from Set :A and the second from Set B.

.2; 4
2;;6

6

s.6
We can show the'diet of number pairs you havejust written by means

of an array:

Set A 3

5

Set B
-4 6

,

4-

Each dot in the array stands for one of the possible number pairs.
JP,

Compare your list of pairs with the array. Do they check?

4 01
230

0

4.

'6f
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-

Multiply each pair of .nurribers in your list and put the. produCt into this* .

array. The product of 6 and 3 :has.been putin for- you to show you
..., ,

where it goes. - -. .
. .

.,

''--- Set B 4.

4.
4

2

.Set .A 3

5

/2-
: /.2. 18,,

2 0 )3p
,

t.

Add up the six numbers inside the array and put their sum in this ox:

We will Come back to this number.

4. Find the suiniof the nurribers-inSet A:.

And in-Set .

.2 + 3 + 5 =

4 + 6 = /i0

Multiply-theseiwoisums together and put the productin'this- box:

foo
.

6. Now look at the numbers you have in the two bcixe-s (problems 3 and 5)..

Are they the same? If they are not, go.back and check youf work. ThE

two numbers should be the
4

same.
6

To see why; look at this-array.

2 -0
0

3 .

'0 j

o



s

low ,manyllots are there in each of the rectangular.piece$V the array?
2, f2, 12i It) .34

HQW many dots are there in the whole array? a
' e

-

'Now explain why you 5ot the same number in problems 3 and 5.

Air L":t..14

Fill ;in this' Fray with the pr kic:U the number$ IA SO A With those

in Set B. One product has been put in for you.
-SO B

1 4 3o

2

"Set A 5

: 3

2 it 4

-:-/- /4-----1---

What is the sum-of the numbers inside the array ?

Could you have found this 6utwithout actually filling in the

What is 15 s 13? a 9
Here rs 'a way to find.13 Ns13 using what we have learned, Fill-in this

array ,with the producA as before;.

10 . 3

3

1P0 3e

31?

232 4



What- is the-sum of the-numbers you put in the-array?

Is'this sum-equal to 13 x\13?

Why?

74- 3 74-3.

Use 6rpiys to find these products:

-

10. When. we write

11 x 11 = /2/
12 x 12= /zi-e4

14 x 14 = ,910

15 x 15 = .3"

169

(2 + x (4 + 51.=

we mean that you must first do theafflitons inside the-parentheses to

get
55 x 9

and then do the multiplication,to get 45.

When we write

(2 x 3) + (4 x 5) -

we mead that you,mup first do the multiplications inside the

parentheses to.get

6 +.20

and then do the add.ition twg-et- 26.
-r

Always do what is inside thee parentheses first.



Is this equation correct? Do the arithmetic to nfi ,outa
.

(2 + x (2- + 5) = (2 x 2) +- (2 x 5) 4 (3 )5:2) (3 x 5)
X 7 .= -f-

Can yoU make a product array to. go with this equation?

Explain what the equationlays about the array.

3 14.

4
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Ltslir Beady; Chula Vista City Chub Vista, Califortia
iiiiiveit" ii-y of Virginia

Leon; Cohen, istiafyland
Ziginund Orval:ski; *tV5, Detroit Public SchodiS, DEirolt, Michigan 7

Jean Dunn, Palo Alicl tinfEed:SC$O31 District Palo Alto, California
Wade Ellis; C Fserlin Copeke, Oberlin, Ohio -

University of Miaihi e - -
Mary C. Baker School; Chestnur Hill, Maitathuserts
Leoitard tiiilterSity of Atiktikeri; Rochester, &elf( York
E. blenieline GibE, Siaie College- of Iowa

Greig; McColl SclictOl;
dried L.

Sianie.YEL. Jackson, tiiiitterSiii, of Maitland
John L Kelley; Uilistertiry of California; Berkeley
Sharon Logan, Oak Ridge Elementary S'Ciit361,
William E. McClintock, Scantslaus Siiie College; ttirlbck, California
Mary McCulloch, 'tiordierii Illinois tiriiitersiiii,

b...tEalS; Illinois ai

Patricia Michels, Joagtliii Miller SchOcil; Oakland, California
Anse Mijinoltich; jbaqUin Miller SchtiOl, Oakland; California

/..
Mildred Piefe6; Huth Scholl; Cedar Eons, lOira
Frank *. Si en Bell tilephOhe Laboratories; Murray Hill; New Jersey
Jane Si.eniel; Caitibtian 1=lemeiiiary Schnol Eiisirict, Safi Jose;-talifninia
J: Eked Weaver, Ettitpri UnivErsiiy
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